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Abstract
Autonomous cars are an example of a safety-critical Cyber-Physical System (CPS).
In such a CPS, there is a very complicated interaction between the continuoustime physical environment and the discrete-time embedded control system of the
car using its sensors and actuators. The sensors periodically sample the physical
properties of the environment and produce streams of data samples. The actuators
consume data from streams and expect to receive this data periodically from the
digital control system. In this thesis, we focus on the modem system in autonomous
cars, which is used for vehicle-to-vehicle communication. Such a safety-critical
embedded system must be analyzed in order to verify whether temporal constraints
will be satisfied. During the design of such a system, bounds must therefore be
derived for the interval of time it takes for a real-time system to produce an output
as a response to an input event.
Nowadays, these embedded systems are often implemented on multiple processors.
The software that is running on such a system is split into tasks, that are connected
by First-In-First-Out (FIFO) communication buffers. Some of these tasks execute
conditionally, depending on the value of the incoming data. The incoming data
can put the application in a certain mode, in which only a subset of tasks actually
executes. Run-time schedulers determine when a task is allowed to execute on a
processor.
The available analysis methods for this type of systems have severe shortcomings.
The analysis results of these methods are insufficiently accurate. Furthermore, the
run-time of the analysis methods is often unacceptably high. Moreover, most of
these methods do not support applications containing cyclic dependencies and
dynamic applications containing conditionally executed tasks.
The analysis of applications containing cyclic dependencies naturally fits to dataflow
analysis approaches. However, for dynamic applications where tasks are scheduled
using budget schedulers, the accuracy of dataflow analysis can be low. We therefore
introduce locks that cause additional sequence constraints in these dynamic applications. These locks prevent interference between tasks in different modes, which
can reduce the latency for dynamic applications.
To enable the analysis for non-starvation-free schedulers, we also introduce barriers.
These non-starvation-free schedulers are a broader class than budget schedulers.
The barriers ensure that all inputs of a mode are available before any tasks in that
mode can start. The combination of locks and barriers allows for compositional
analysis of modes. This means that each mode can be analyzed in isolation, even
if these modes belong to a different level in the hierarchy of an application. As a

result, existing analysis methods for non-dynamic applications can be used for each
mode in isolation.
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To obtain more accurate analysis results, we introduce a transformation from dataflow graphs into timed automata. Using these timed automata, accurate analysis
can be performed by taking the correlation of firing durations into account of
consecutive firings of the same task, but also of different tasks. Current dataflow
analysis techniques abstract from this specific type of correlation by means of overapproximation, whereas we can take this correlation into account with timed automata, without over-approximation. Moreover, we enable the analysis of systems
with out-of-order communication by annotating tokens with a token index order,
instead of only using the token arrival order. Out-of-order communication can be
a result of multiple executions of the same tasks in parallel. By consuming tokens
in index order, the functional behavior of the graph is orthogonal to the arrival
order of the tokens.
In order to accurately analyze the consequences of pre-emptive task scheduling
on the temporal behavior of an application, we make use of model checking of
timed automata. In this model we include correlation of the executions of different
tasks, sharing the same resource. However, modeling task scheduling directly in
a timed automata model can make the scheduling problem undecidable. We address this issue by either an over-approximation in the timed automata model, or
by allowing the model checker to over-approximate reachability. The run-time of
the analysis method is improved by combining model checking of timed automata
with dataflow analysis. Moreover, latency is minimized by using this hybrid analysis/optimization method, where we introduce additional sequence constraints to
limit the interference between tasks.

Samenvatting
Autonome auto’s zijn een voorbeeld van een veiligheidskritisch Cyber-Physical
System (CPS). In zo een CPS is er een zeer gecompliceerde interactie tussen de
continue tijd van de fysieke omgeving van het systeem en de discrete tijd van het
embedded controlesysteem in een auto. Sensoren samplen de fysieke eigenschappen van de omgeving periodiek en produceren hier data stromen van. Actuatoren
lezen data uit stromen, waarbij ze deze data periodiek verwachten te ontvangen
van het digitale besturingssysteem. In dit proefschrift concentreren we ons op het
modem systeem binnen autonome auto’s, die wordt gebruikt voor voertuig-naarvoertuigcommunicatie. Een dergelijk veiligheidskritisch embedded systeem moet
worden geanalyseerd om na te gaan of aan eisen wat betreft timing wordt voldaan.
Tijdens het ontwerp van een dergelijk systeem moeten daarom grenzen worden
afgeleid voor het tijdsinterval dat een real-time systeem nodig heeft om een reactie
te produceren op een gebeurtenis.
Tegenwoordig worden deze embedded systemen vaak geïmplementeerd op meerdere processoren. De software die op een dergelijk systeem wordt uitgevoerd, is
opgesplitst in taken die zijn verbonden door First-In-First-Out (FIFO) communicatiebuffers. Sommige van deze taken worden conditioneel uitgevoerd, afhankelijk
van de waarde van de binnenkomende data. De inkomende gegevens kunnen de
applicatie in een bepaalde modus plaatsen, waarin slechts een deel van de taken
daadwerkelijk wordt uitgevoerd. Run-time schedulers bepalen wanneer een taak
mag worden uitgevoerd op een processor. Helaas hebben de beschikbare analysemethoden voor dit soort systemen ernstige tekortkomingen.
Een van de problemen van de analysemethoden is dat de analyseresultaten voor dit
type systemen zijn onvoldoende nauwkeurig. Bovendien is de rekentijd die de analysemethoden nodig hebben om tot een resultaat te komen vaak onaanvaardbaar
hoog. Bovendien ondersteunen de meeste van deze methoden geen applicaties die
cyclische afhankelijkheden bevatten en dynamische applicaties met conditioneel
uitgevoerde taken.
De analyse van applicaties die cyclische afhankelijkheden bevatten, past van nature bij dataflow-analysetechnieken. Voor dynamische applicaties waarbij taken
worden gepland met behulp van budget schedulers, kan de nauwkeurigheid van
analyse echter laag zijn. Daarom introduceren we locks die extra beperkingen in de
executievolgerde van taken toevoegen in deze dynamische applicaties. Deze locks
voorkomen interferentie tussen taken in verschillende modi, wat de latentie voor
dynamische applicaties kan verminderen.
Om de analyse voor non-starvation-free schedulers mogelijk te maken, introduceren
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we ook barriers. Deze schedulers zijn een bredere klasse dan budget gebaseerde
schedulers. De barriers zorgen ervoor dat alle inkomende data van een modus
beschikbaar is voordat taken binnen die modus worden uitgevoerd. De combinatie
van locks en barriers maakt compositieanalyse van modi mogelijk. Dit betekent
dat elke modus afzonderlijk kan worden geanalyseerd, zelfs als deze modi tot een
ander niveau in de hiërarchie van een applicatie behoren. Echter, kunnen bestaande
analysemethoden voor niet-dynamische applicaties voor elke modus afzonderlijk
worden gebruikt.
Voor meer accurate analyseresultaten introduceren we een transformatie van dataflow-grafen naar timed automata. Met behulp van deze timed automata kan een
nauwkeurige analyse worden uitgevoerd door de correlatie van vuurtijden mee te
nemen, zowel bij opeenvolgende vuringen van dezelfde taak, als tussen verschillende taken. Huidige dataflow-analysetechnieken abstraheren van deze correlatie
door middel van over-approximatie, terwijl we deze correlatie mee kunnen nemen
met timed automata, zonder over-approximatie. Bovendien maken we de analyse
mogelijk van systemen met niet-sequentiele communicatie door tokens met een
token-indexvolgorde te annoteren, in plaats van alleen de token-aankomstvolgorde
te gebruiken. Niet-sequentiele communicatie kan het resultaat zijn van meerdere
uitvoeringen van dezelfde taken in parallel. Door tokens in indexvolgorde te consumeren, is het functionele gedrag van de grafiek orthogonaal ten opzichte van de
aankomstvolgorde van de tokens.
Om de consequenties van onderbreekbare taakplanning op het temporele gedrag
van een applicatie nauwkeurig te analyseren, maken we gebruik van modelcontrole van timed automata. Het rechtstreeks modelleren van taakplanning in een
timed automatamodel kan het planningsprobleem onbeslisbaar maken. We pakken
dit probleem aan door een overschatting in het timed automatamodel, of door de
modelcontrole een overschatting te laten maken. De looptijd van de analysemethode is verbeterd door modelcontrole van getimede automaten te combineren met
dataflow-analyse. Bovendien wordt de latentie geminimaliseerd door gebruik te
maken van deze hybride analysemethode, waarbij we extra volgordebeperkingen
introduceren om de interferentie tussen taken te verminderen.
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Introduction

1

Cars have had no radical changes to their design for decades, until recently. Fossil
fuels are running out quickly, which leads to the need to use renewable energy
sources. As a result, electrical cars have started to emerge. The next major innovation in the automotive industry will likely be autonomous driving.
The trend to increase the level of autonomy of cars imposes great challenges to their
design. There is a very complicated interaction between the physical environment,
sensors observing the environment, the hardware and software processing these
observations and taking actions, and the actuators of the car. The interaction between these components, in for example autonomous cars, results in a system that
is known as a Cyber-Physical System (CPS).
An increasing amount of data is processed by cars in order to provide a certain
level of autonomy. Sensors in cars produce this data by observing the environment.
However, more intelligent autonomous cars also take advantage of communication
with nearby vehicles. These cars are equipped with vehicle-to-vehicle communication systems, like the one shown in Figure 1.1. In this thesis we will focus on the
modem subsystem of these vehicle-to-vehicle communication systems.
There are very strict demands on the temporal behavior of the modem system in
autonomous cars, since these cars are safety-critical systems. Incorrect or too late
decisions can have disastrous consequences. Using the vehicle-to-vehicle communication system, a car must respond quickly to a sudden braking action of a closely
preceding car, to prevent collisions. During the design of such a modem subsystem, we want to provide guarantees about the worst-case temporal behavior of
that subsystem. In this thesis we will therefore describe new models and analysis
techniques that can be used to provide such temporal guarantees.
The modem application is computationally intensive, since it has to deal with rapidly
changing channel conditions. Therefore, the modem is usually implemented on a
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Õ Figure 1.1: A shark fin shaped modem system of WISI Automotive for vehicleto-vehicle communication (Photo by Business Wire).
multiprocessor system. In this thesis we will analyze applications that are implemented on such multiprocessor systems.
The outline of this chapter is a follows. CPSs are described in more detail in Section 1.1. We then expand upon the digital processing part of these CPSs that must
satisfy temporal constraints in Section 1.2. There, we also compare existing analysis
approaches for these type of systems and their shortcomings. The main problem
addressed in this thesis is formulated in Section 1.3. The contributions of this thesis
towards improving the analysis methods are summarized in Section 1.4. Finally,
the outline of this thesis is presented in Section 1.5.

1.1

Cyber-Physical Systems

The applications we are targeting in this thesis receive their incoming data from the
environment, process it, and transmit the corresponding output back to the environment. The data is often processed on an embedded system, which is a computer
system designed for a specific application. The interaction between the physical
environment and the computational part in the form of an embedded system forms
a CPS.

physical
physical
environment

cyber

embedded
system
embedded
system

3

τa
by

actuators

τb

(a) The components that construct a Cyber-Physical System: physical environment, sensors, embedded system and actuators.

(b) The embedded system within a CPS

Õ Figure 1.2: An overview of the components of a Cyber-Physical System (CPS)
(a) and the embedded system inside a CPS (b).
A Cyber-Physical System is defined as:
A computing system that is tightly coupled with its physical environment,
where algorithms running on the computing system interact with the physical
environment, based on the inputs received from sensors measuring properties
of the physical environment.
Such a CPS encompasses both the continuous-time domain of the physical environment, and a discrete-time domain in the embedded system. On the boundaries of
these two domains, a conversion is made from continuous-time signals to discretetime signals and vice versa. A sensor performs the task of converting a continuous
time signal to a discrete signal. The continuous-time signals are sampled by a
sensor periodically: a sample is taken from the continuous-time signals at equal
intervals of time. An actuator receives a discrete-time signal and transforms it
into a continues-time signal. Hence, sensors and actuators perform the opposite
conversion. Figure 1.2a shows how these components together form a CPS.
In this thesis we focus especially on modem applications for vehicle-to-vehicle communication. The wireless communication channel is the physical environment in
this type of CPSs. The modem consists of both a receiver and transmitter, where the
receiver decodes samples produced by an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) and
the transmitter encodes samples, which are sent to a Digital-to-Analog Converter
(DAC).
We consider embedded systems that execute stream processing applications. This
are applications that process endless streams of samples. Internally, a stream processing application can be subdivided into tasks, as shown in Figure 1.2b. Each task

 Section 1.1 – Cyber-Physical Systems

sensors
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performs a part of the stream processing application. The output of a task, which
thus forms an intermediate result of the application, is typically communicated to
other tasks using First-In-First-Out (FIFO) buffers. One task writes data into the
buffer, whereas another task reads data from it. In case there is insufficient data in
the buffer, the task that reads is blocked; i.e. it has to wait until data arrives before it
can continue to execute. Moreover, these FIFO buffers have a finite size, such that a
task that wants to write data into a buffer is blocked in case the buffer is already full.
These finite-sized buffers therefore create cyclic dependencies in applications. The
advantage of using FIFO buffers is that they allow for functionally deterministic
exchange of data.
The applications we consider are either static or dynamic. In the static case, the
rate at which tasks in the application execute is determined by the sample rate of
the sensors. However, in the dynamic case, tasks can be executed conditionally.
Tasks are said to execute conditionally if the values of the incoming data determine
whether the tasks will actually execute or not. A task that does not execute, also
does not produce data into its output buffers. The behavior of dynamic applications
can therefore change depending on the physical environment. These dynamic
applications are also called modal applications, because the execution of tasks can
depend on previously received data, which puts the application in a particular mode.
In this thesis we will consider both modal applications and static applications.
Although the use of FIFO buffers in applications itself can result in functionally
deterministic behavior, this does not hold for the buffers at the boundaries of the
application. Buffers that are filled by sensors, or read by actuators behave differently.
These sensors and actuators execute time-triggered, instead of tasks that execute
data-driven. These two execution schemes, time-triggered and data-driven execution, are discussed in more detail in the next section. If the throughput constraint
that is imposed by these sensors and actuators is not fulfilled, buffer overflows or
underflows can occur. A buffer overflow results in loss of samples. In case of a
buffer underflow, the last sample is repeated. These buffer overflows and underflows lead to undesirable functionally non-deterministic, and thus unpredictable,
behavior. The embedded system is therefore subjected to throughput constraints,
which makes this system a real-time system. Real-time systems are discussed in
more detail in the next section.

1.2

Real-time systems

The type of embedded systems we address in this thesis must satisfy strict temporal
constraints. These systems are therefore real-time systems.
A real-time system is defined as:
A system of which the correctness of their results not only depends on the values
as an outcome of a computation, but also on the moment in time at which
these values are produced.

In this thesis we consider embedded systems with multiple processors such that
sufficient computational performance is available to meet temporal requirements.
Tasks can either execute on different processors in parallel, or some tasks can execute interleaved in time on the same processor concurrently. A scheduler determines the moment in time at which a task is executed on a processor. We consider
systems where tasks are scheduled on a per-processor-basis, therefore there is a
scheduler for each processor. The assignment of tasks to processors is performed
at design-time, before the application is executed on a multiprocessor system.
Two task scheduling policies exist: time-triggered and data-driven. In time-triggered scheduling policies, the start of an execution of a task is performed based
on a timer. For data-driven schedulers, scheduling is performed based on the arrival of data. In the latter case, the application is less sensitive to variations in the
execution times. A sporadic longer execution of a task can in some cases be compensated by shorter consecutive executions to still meet the temporal constraints
on the execution of the application. Such an aperiodic, data-driven, scheduling
policy can exploit a tighter workload characterization of tasks than the WCET characterization [Hau15] . In this thesis we develop techniques that exploit these tighter
workload characterizations.
Many real-time applications contain cyclic dependencies. These cyclic dependencies
can be a result of feedback loops and the use of bounded FIFO buffers for inter-task
communication. These cyclic dependencies can bound the number of concurrent
executions of tasks on the cycle. Although these cyclic dependencies can result in
better analysis results, they complicate the analysis of real-time systems.
Analysis of a real-time system is required in order to verify whether the system
satisfies its temporal constraints. Therefore, we need to analyze systems with the
combination of tasks with: cyclic dependencies, variable execution times, parallel
execution of tasks, and the effect of run-time scheduling. A temporal constraint
of the system can be in the form of a maximum latency. The latency is the time
difference between the time at which a sample was produced by a sensor and the
corresponding sample was consumed by an actuator.
Sensors often produce samples periodically, and therefore impose a throughput
constraint on the real-time system. This means that the throughput of each individual task, as well as the combined throughput of all communicating tasks, should
be verified for satisfying the throughput constraint. Analysis models for real-time
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In such a real-time system, tasks are characterized by the time it takes to perform
one execution, which is called the execution time of a task. An execution of a
task may start when there is sufficient data for a task to read from all its input
buffers. After a task finishes its execution, data is written to its output buffers. The
execution time of a task is typically not a constant. Therefore, an upper bound
on the execution time is specified. This upper bound is called the Worst-Case
Execution Time (WCET). The Best-Case Execution Time (BCET) is a lower bound
on the execution time of a task.

6
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Starvation-free
Non-starvation-free
Õ Figure 1.3: Classes of run-time schedulers.
systems that can express the combination of tasks with cyclic dependencies, variable execution times, and that include the effect of scheduling, are discussed in
Chapter 2. In that chapter, we also address the analysis of these models.
1.2.1

Run-time scheduling

A scheduler performs arbitration for a shared resource, a processor in this case,
using a certain scheduling policy. In this section, we introduce three classes of
schedulers for real-time systems. After this introduction, we compare existing
analysis approaches for these systems and the techniques behind these approaches
in Subsection 1.2.2.
A task that is ready to start its execution on a processor can be delayed by the
scheduler if other tasks also want to execute on the same processor. This delay
caused by other tasks is called interference. The response time of a task is the time
between the moment a task is ready to start an execution and the finish time of that
execution. The response time thus consists of both the execution time of the task
and the interference caused by other tasks.
In [WBS09], three classes of run-time schedulers for real-time systems are defined:
1. Budget schedulers
2. Starvation-free schedulers
3. Non-starvation-free schedulers
The relation between these three classes of schedulers is illustrated in Figure 1.3.
Budget schedulers are the least general class of schedulers, whereas non-starvationfree schedulers are the most general class in Figure 1.3.
These classes of schedulers can be distinguished based on the amount of knowledge
that is required about the tasks that are being scheduled, in order to bound the

interference between tasks. The three classes can be distinguished based on two
properties:

The execution time of a task is the time the task needs exclusive access to the processor to finish an execution. The execution rate of a task is the number of executions
of a task during a certain time window.
Budget schedulers are the most restrictive class of schedulers we consider. The
advantage of schedulers in this class is that no knowledge about execution times
and execution rates of other tasks is required to provide a bound on the interference
between tasks. An example of a budget scheduler is the Time Division Multiple
Access (TDMA) scheduler. A budget scheduler assigns a minimum time budget
to each task within a maximum time interval, the replenishment interval. During
each interval, every task can execute for the duration of their assigned time budget.
The sum of the budgets of all tasks logically adds up to the entire replenishment
interval. The maximum interference a task can experience can therefore be derived
independently for every task, i.e. without knowledge of the execution time and
execution rate of other tasks.
The starvation-free schedulers belong to a larger class of schedulers. For these
schedulers, only knowledge about the execution time of other tasks is required
to upper bound the interference. The Round-Robin (RR) scheduler is the best
known scheduler of this class. For a RR scheduler, all tasks may execute once,
in a predefined order, until they are finished, after which this sequence repeats.
For this reason, all other tasks can execute at most once, before the task under
consideration is executed. Therefore, knowledge of only the execution times is
sufficient to determine the maximum interference.
The broadest class of schedulers is the class of non-starvation-free schedulers. Both
the execution time and execution rate of other tasks are required to determine
the interference between tasks. A well known scheduler inside this class is the
Fixed Priority Pre-emptive (FPP) scheduler, which arbitrates tasks based on their
priority. A task with a higher priority that becomes ready to execute, pre-empts a
lower priority task, to quickly get access to the processor. The task with the higher
priority causes interference on the lower priority tasks that are thereby delayed.
Without knowledge about both the execution time and execution rate of all tasks
with a higher priority, the worst-case situation is that a low priority task must wait
indefinitely before its execution can start.
Out of these three classes of schedulers, systems with budget schedulers and starvation-free schedulers are relatively easy to analyze. However, in practice many
real-time systems make use of non-starvation-free schedulers, although the use of
these schedulers draatically complicates system analysis. System designers are often
unaware of the consequence on the analysis of using non-starvation-free schedulers.
In this thesis we focus on non-starvation-free schedulers.
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1. Execution times of all tasks sharing the same resource
2. Rate of execution of all tasks sharing the same resource
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Analysis of run-time scheduling

There are two main categories of analysis techniques for systems with non-starvation-free schedulers. The first computes a fix-point, and the second uses model
checking, which is based on reachability analysis. In this section, we briefly introduce both categories of analysis techniques, and give a comparison of analysis
approaches that utilize these techniques.
Many analysis approaches have been developed for the analysis of systems with
non-starvation-free schedulers. Table 1.1 presents a number of these approaches
and highlights system features that are supported (+) or not supported (-). The table
also presents a rough estimate of their run-time and accuracy within the range of
‘very good’ (++) to ‘very bad’ (--). The run-time and accuracy of these approaches
is heavily dependent on the system being analyzed, as is shown using a benchmarks
for a number of approaches in [PWT+ 07].

Most of the fixed-point based analysis approaches are not able to analyze arbitrary task graphs. Especially cyclic data dependencies are problematic for MAST
[HGGM01], SymTA/S [HHJ+ 05], and MPA-RTC [TS09]. MPA-RTC has been extended to support either cyclic data dependencies [TS09], or cyclic resource dependencies [JPTY08], but the combination of both is not yet supported.
Dataflow based analysis is suitable to analyze graphs that contain cyclic dependencies [Das04, SB09]. These dependencies can even be exploited to obtain tighter analysis results using buffer sizing techniques [WGHB15]. Schedulers cannot be modeled directly in dataflow models unless the schedule is static [DSB+ 13]. However, the

Timed automata based approaches [HV06, AFM+ 03] are based on model checking, which uses reachability analysis. TIMES [AFM+ 03] is an analysis tool that
internally uses timed automata for the analysis of systems with non-starvation-free
schedulers. However, it currently does not support systems with multiple processors. These timed automata based approaches produce accurate analysis results,
but in general suffer from a large state space and therefore their run-time can be
impractically large.
Before we state the differences between the two categories of analysis approaches,
we need to explain fixed-point based analysis in more detail. A fixed-point is a
value x of a function f for which f (x) = x. Loosely speaking, the least fixed-point
of a function is the smallest value x for function f that is a fixed-point. Kleene’s
fixed-point theorem states that the unique least fixed-point of a Scott-continuous
function can be computed by iteratively calling the function, starting at the least
possible value. A function is Scott-continuous iff it preserves directed suprema. A
Scott-continuous function is by definition also a monotonic function.
Functions can either be monotonic or non-monotonic. A function f is monotonic
iff it is either entirely non-increasing, or entirely non-decreasing. As a results,
there are two possible types of monotonic functions: for monotonically increasing functions, we have that ∀ i≥ j ∶ f (i) ≥ f ( j), and for monotonically decreasing
functions, we have that ∀ i≥ j ∶ f (i) ≤ f ( j). A function that does not satisfy any
of these two conditions is non-monotonic. However, an approximation of such a
non-monotonic function can be a monotonic function.
For the analysis of systems that include schedulers, we are interested in the fixedpoint of the function that calculates the interference a task can experience. Given
a monotonic function for the maximum interference, the maximum interference
is obtained by iterating the function starting with zero interference [TBW94]. This
iterative computation of a fixed-point is often relatively fast. However, in general,
the interference function is non-monotonic, and a monotonic over-approximation
of the function needs to be constructed, before a fixed-point can be calculated.
Fixed-point based analysis approaches rely on abstracting from scheduling in order
to create a monotonic model. Also non-determinism in an application, for example
in the execution times of tasks, can be hidden using abstractions. This creates a
bounding abstraction where only a worst-case and best-case bound of the system
are analyzed [KB17]. These two bounds must include all possible behaviors of the
system, since a monotonic over-approximation of the system is analyzed. As a
results of these bounding abstractions, the analysis is computationally efficient.
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effect of scheduling can be included in dataflow models. This was first shown for the
class of budget schedulers [WBS09, LMC12]. Recently, the class of supported schedulers has been extended with non-starvation-free schedulers [HWGB13, HGWB14,
LMB+ 14]. The dataflow analysis approaches also compute fixed-points. We focus
on dataflow analysis in this thesis, since it supports the most system features as
shown in Table 1.1. Moreover, cyclic data dependencies analysis and buffer sizing
techniques have been developed that improve the accuracy of the analysis results.

However, this efficiency of the analysis approaches based on the computation of
fixed-points, comes with a potential loss of accuracy.
10
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On the other hand, timed automata [AD94] do allow analysis of non-monotonic
behavior and the expression of non-determinism. As a result, non-starvation-free
schedulers can be modeled in timed automata. More accurate analysis can therefore be performed by model checking of these timed automata. The exact analysis
of systems with the combination of pre-emptive schedulers, dependencies between
tasks and non-constant execution times, as described in more detail in Chapter 6,
is an undecidable analysis problem. Therefore, timed automata based analysis approaches also need to perform approximations to prevent undecidability. Since
the analysis is performed on a system with non-monotonic components, it is insufficient to only analyze the worst-case and best-case behavior of each component.
Therefore, all behaviors of the system must be included in the inclusion abstraction
of the system [KB17]. This can lead to a traversal of a very large state space. While
model checking of timed automata can lead to more accurate analysis results than
analysis approaches based on the iterative computation of a fixed-point, the large
state space causes it to be computationally intensive.
The comparison presented in this section shows that the holy grail of analysis approaches, for systems with non-starvation-free schedulers, does not exist. Current
analysis approaches are not able to accurately analyze applications that contain
arbitrary cyclic dependencies. Moreover, dynamic applications are also not considered by these approaches. Both fixed-point based approaches as well as reachability
analysis using model checking have their advantages and disadvantages. A purely
timed automata based analysis approach can analyze systems with non-monotonic
behavior and non-determinism with a high accuracy, at the cost of a long run-time.
The abstractions required to efficiently compute fixed-points iteratively, lead to a
low accuracy of the fixed-point based approaches. This low accuracy, however, can
be improved by exploiting cyclic data dependencies using dataflow analysis techniques. In this thesis we address these issues by combining dataflow bases analysis
with model checking of timed automata.

1.3

Problem statement

So far, we have introduced the type of systems that we address in this thesis: CPSs,
of which we are interested in the real-time embedded system part. The implementation of the real-time system is targeted towards multiprocessor systems, where
tasks are scheduled at run-time. Many analysis approaches exist for this type of
systems, however, each approach has its downsides such as the restriction on the
class of supported system features, a low accuracy or a very high run-time.
Therefore, the research problem that is addressed in this thesis is to:
Define techniques that improve the accuracy of the real-time analysis results,
and also increase the class of real-time multiprocessor systems and applica-

tions that can be analyzed, while minimizing the run-time of the analysis
algorithms.

This thesis describes dataflow analysis techniques for dynamic applications executed on multiprocessor systems with non-starvation-free schedulers. Furthermore, we show that a subclass of dataflow models can be modeled as timed automata. From the analysis results, it can be concluded that by applying model
checking techniques, more accurate results can be obtained at the cost of a longer
run-time. However, it also became apparent that it is impossible to guarantee exactness of the results for the considered analysis problem. Moreover, we will present
an analysis technique that combines dataflow analysis and model checking that reduces the run-time without sacrificing accuracy. The work described in this thesis
will also help to better understand the relation, similarities, and differences between
model checking and dataflow based temporal analysis approaches.

1.4

Contributions

The contributions presented in this thesis are:
» Techniques to improve the throughput of modal applications on multiprocessor systems with budget scheduler by introducing a lock.
» Techniques to enable the analysis of dynamic applications on multiprocessor
systems with non-starvation free schedulers, by introducing a barrier.
» Techniques to improve the analysis accuracy of static applications on systems without run-time schedulers by introducing a transformation of dataflow into timed-automata model.
» Techniques to improve the analysis accuracy of static applications on systems with run-time schedulers by introducing a model of the run-time
scheduler in timed automata. To achieve this, we encountered the issue
that over-approximation must be applied to create a timed automata model.
We observed long run-times especially when model checking methods were
applied for buffer sizing.
» Techniques to reduce the run-time of buffer sizing using model checking
by proposing a combination of model checking with dataflow analysis to
prune the search space.
» Techniques to reduce the latency by proposing techniques to insert additional sequence constraints.
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Besides improvements of the analysis techniques, we also consider improvements
to applications by adding locks and barriers that introduce so called sequence constraints. These sequence constraints limit the possible orders in which tasks can
execute. As a result of these sequence constraints, the analysis can be simplified
and the throughput, latency and accuracy can be improved.
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Summarizing; in this thesis we introduce real-time analysis techniques for static as
well as dynamic applications. The analysis makes use of dataflow models and timed
automata, and combines them to reduce the run-time of the analysis algorithms.
Furthermore, additional sequence constraints are derived that improve the analysis
results.

 Chapter 1 – Introduction

1.5

Outline

The analysis models used in this thesis, dataflow and timed automata, are introduced in Chapter 2, together with our view on the relation between these models.
Chapter 3 introduces a lock to allow efficient analysis and resource usage when
budget schedulers are used. Chapter 4 extends the analysis to the more general
class of non-starvation-free schedulers by introducing barriers. The combination
of locks and barriers allows hierarchical modes to be analyzed in isolation.
The subsequent part of this thesis addresses temporal analysis where we only consider a single mode. In Chapter 5, we improve the accuracy of the analysis of
applications modeled as dataflow graphs by transforming the graphs into timed
automata, which are model checked. Chapter 6 introduces a hybrid analysis flow,
which combines computationally efficient dataflow analysis with model checking
of timed automata. Additional sequence constraints are introduced in applications
in order to reduce the latency.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of this thesis and gives recommendations for future work.
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Background

2

Concurrent real-time applications running on multiprocessor systems are difficult
to analyze. In 1965, Dijkstra identified one reason which is mutual exclusion [Dij65].
A classical example which illustrates issues caused by mutual exclusion, also by
Dijkstra, is the dining philosophers problem. All philosophers sitting around a
table should be able to alternate infinitly between thinking and eating, while sharing
resources.
In order to analyze this interleaving of concurrent processes that together form an
entire system, the system could be modeled in an analysis model. Analysis on such
a model is used to analyze functional behavior such as deadlock, starvation and
determinism. Next to the functional correctness, temporal behavior is crucial for
real-time systems, and should also be verified using these analysis models.
Since we are interested in functionally correct systems, we restrict the systems
we want to model to concurrent processes that communicate using FIFO buffers
[Dij72]. This is opposed to systems that communicate using shared memory and
requiring sort of locking, to guarantee mutual exclusive access to data structures,
which prevents race conditions. Processes do not have any side-effects, except the
interaction with buffers, and can only update their own state.
Throughout this thesis we use two timed analysis models: dataflow models and
timed automata. The expressiveness of dataflow models is restricted, however, dataflow models can be analyzed efficiently. On the other hand, timed automata are very
expressive, and many properties can be derived from them using model-checking.
Since model-checking is based on state space exploration, and the state space is
often large, the analysis of timed automata is less efficient and costs a large run-time.
In dataflow models, concurrent processes are specified as actors. Dependencies
between these processes are represented by edges connecting actors. Together, these
actors and edges form a directed graph. Cyclic dependencies in such a graph can

be used to bound the number of concurrent executions of actors on the cycle.
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Each timed automaton executes sequential, however, multiple timed automata can
execute concurrently. These timed automata communicate using so called handshaking actions. Communicating timed automata execute in parallel. A supervising
scheduler can be modeled using timed automata, which grants access to a shared
resource in a concurrent multiprocessor real-time system.
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The two analysis models used in this thesis are discussed in more detail in this
chapter: model checking of timed automata in Section 2.1 and dataflow models in
Section 2.2. We use dataflow models throughout this entire thesis, whereas model
checking of timed automata is relevant for Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. Furthermore,
in Section 2.3 we compare the expressiveness of these two analysis models and place
them in perspective to other related models.

2.1

Model checking

Formal verification of safety-critical systems using model checking [CE81] is becoming increasingly popular. The verification process using model checking is fully
automated by tools like Uppaal [DILS09], in contrast to providing proofs manually. Model checking usually requires the following steps: creation of a model of a
system, simulation of the model, and finally formal verification of this model. A
convenient representation of the model is in the form of graphs, as is the case for
timed automata. Simulations of such a model can be used to compare the behavior
of the model with the behavior of the system. If these differ, a revision of the model
is required. The formal verification using the model consists of analyzing the state
space of the model for certain properties specified in a temporal logic like Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [CE81]. When a property does not hold, a counterexample
can be returned by the model checker [CGMZ95].
To understand model checking for real-time systems, we first consider the mathematical basis for model checking: transition systems. Then we discuss how to
analyze these transition systems using reachability analysis. However, reachability
analysis is not guaranteed to terminate for transition systems that include continuous time. Bisimulation is an equivalence relation between two transition systems;
it can be used to prove that an abstraction with a finite state space exists of a system
with an infinite size. The finite state space is the result of partitioning the continuous time of the state space into a finite number of regions, which together form a
regions graph. Finally, timed automata are introduced based on these concepts. For
timed automata a finite region graph can always be constructed, such that reachability analysis is guaranteed to terminate. We use timed automata later on in this
thesis to analyze concurrent real-time multiprocessor systems.

2.1.1

Transition systems

Computations of discrete systems can often be described as states with transitions
between them. Such a transition system can formally be described as a directed
graph, T = (S, Act, →, S 0 ) where:

17

» Act is a set of actions

» → ⊆ S × Act × S is a transition relation
» S 0 ⊆ S is a set of initial states

In the directed graph, the nodes are represented by the states and the edges are the
transitions between different states.

A transition system starts in one of its initial states s ∈ S 0 . In case there are multiple initial states, an initial state is selected non-deterministically from S 0 . From
there, the state of the system evolves to subsequent states according to the possible
transitions → in the system. A current state s transitions to a next state s′ followα
ing the transition s Ð
→ s′ . During the transition the action α ∈ Act is performed.
Again, when there are multiple transitions possible from s, one of them is selected
nondeterministically. This nondeterminism is crucial to describe concurrent systems [BKL08].
The set S and Act of a transition system is not required to be finite. However, for
the transition system T to be finite, the size of S and Act must be finite.
For a transition system we can define the direct successors and predecessors of a state
s ∈ S as Post(s) and Pre(s).
Post(s, α)
Post(s)
Pre(s, α)
Pre(s)
This can be extended to sets of states C ⊆ S.
Post(C)
Pre(C)

= {s′ ∈ S ∣ s Ð
→ s′ }
α

= ⋃ Post(s, α)
α∈Ac t

= {s′ ∈ S ∣ s′ Ð
→ s}
α

= ⋃ Pre(s, α)
α∈Ac t

= ⋃ Post(s)
s∈C

= ⋃ Pre(s)
s∈C

(2.1)

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

(2.5)
(2.6)

Using these definitions, a terminal state is defined as Post(s) = ∅. The set of
terminal state S f it holds that Post(S f ) = ∅. A transition system is deterministic if
it holds ∀s, α ∶ ∣Post(s, α)∣ ≤ 1 and ∣S f ∣ ≤ 1.
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» S is a set of states

Algorithm 1: Forward reachability
1
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9

Input: S, S 0 , S f
Initialization: W0 = S 0 , i = 0;
repeat
if Wi ∩ S f ≠ ∅ then
return S f reachable
Wi+1 = Post(Wi ) ∪ Wi ;
i = i + 1;
until Wi = Wi−1 ;
return S f not reachable

2.1.2

Reachability analysis

Properties of a transition system can be verified by reachability analysis. An error
condition of a system can be encoded as a certain state in a transition system.
Analysis on the transition system is used to conclude whether that state is reachable,
and thereby conclude that the error can occur in the system. More sophisticated
system properties may be specified in logic such as CTL, however, this is outside
the scope of this thesis, but is explained in [BKL08]. We now focus on two simple
reachability algorithms.
We discuss two reachability analysis algorithms that can be used to determine if
a terminal state in S f can be reached. One is the forward reachability algorithm
whereas the other is the backward reachability algorithm. Both algorithms guarantee termination given finite transition systems. These reachability algorithms
are modifications of standard graph traversal algorithms like Breadth-First Search
(BFS) or Depth-First Search (DFS). These algorithms can further be extended to
return a counter-example, showing the path to the terminal state in case it is reachable.
The forward reachability algorithm, see Algorithm 1, starts with the set of initial
states S 0 which is copied in the set W0 . This set is gradually extended during each
iteration i of the algorithm with the successor states of that current set and stored in
Wi using Post(Wi ), as defined in Equation 2.5. The algorithm terminates when no
more states are added to Wi and it then returns that the terminal states cannot be
reached. If however, Wi contains one of the terminal states the algorithm terminates
and returns that the terminal states can be reached.
The backward reachability algorithm in Algorithm 2 is very similar. Since it operates backwards, the set W0 is initialized with the set of terminal states S f . This
algorithm terminates when no more states are added to Wi using Pre(Wi ), as defined in Equation 2.6. A terminal state is reachable when there is a backwards path
reaching one of the initial states in S 0 .
A potential issue of reachability analysis is that termination can only be guaran-

Algorithm 2: Backwards reachability

3
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6
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8
9

Input: S, S 0 , S f
Initialization: W0 = S f , i = 0;
repeat
if Wi ∩ S o ≠ ∅ then
return S f reachable
Wi+1 = Pre(Wi ) ∪ Wi ;
i = i + 1;
until Wi = Wi−1 ;
return S f not reachable

teed in practice for finite transition system. However, in real-time systems, the
number of states is infinite, because continuous time plays a crucial role. Encoding
timestamps that are elements of R for the events in the systems into states leads
to an infinite number of states. Therefore, reachability analysis is in general not
guaranteed to terminate.
2.1.3

Bisimulation

The problem of an infinite state space can in some cases be solved by grouping
similar states together. A finite state space is obtained if an originally infinite state
space can be grouped into a finite number of partitions. A bisimulation is a specific
similarity relation between two transition systems [Mil80, Par81]. Two bisimilar
systems can have the same model checking properties such as reachability. The
goal is to construct a partitioning of a infinite state space into a bisimilar system
that has a finite state space.
Formally, a bisimulation is a binary relation R ⊆ S 1 × S 2 between two transition
systems T1 = (S 1 , Act 1 , →, S 01 ) and T2 = (S 2 , Act 2 , →, S 02 ) where:
(1.) for each s 1 ∈ S 01 there exists s 2 ∈ S 02 such that (s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ R, and
for each s 2 ∈ S 02 there exists s 1 ∈ S 01 such that (s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ R

(2.) for each pair (s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ R

(2a.) if s′1 ∈ Post(s 1 ) then there exists s′2 ∈ Post(s 2 ) with (s′1 , s ′2 ) ∈ R
(2b.) if s′2 ∈ Post(s 2 ) then there exists s ′1 ∈ Post(s 1 ) with (s′1 , s ′2 ) ∈ R

According to (1.) every initial state in S 01 must be related to an initial state in S 02 and
the other way around. Moreover, the transitions in both systems must be related (2.).
For a transition from s 1 ∈ S 1 to s′1 ∈ S 1 there must also exist a matching transition
from s 2 ∈ S 2 to s′2 ∈ S 2 such that both s′1 and s ′2 are related (2a.). Vice versa (2b.),
a transition from s 2 ∈ S 2 must be matched by a transition from s 1 ∈ S 1 . Figure 2.1
shows this relationship graphically. Multiple states in one transition system can be
related to the same state in another transition system.
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R

T2
s2
s2′

Õ Figure 2.1: Bisimulation relation for T1 and T2 .
A quotient transition system is a partitioning of a transition system T. Partitioning
P of S contains sets of states from S. Every state in S is included in exactly one
partition in P. The quotient transition system is defined as Q = (P , Act, →, P0 )
where:
(1.) for all P, P ′ ∈ P , P → P ′ iff s ∈ P and s ′ ∈ P ′ such that s → s′

(2.) P0 = {P ∈ P ∣ P ∩ S 0 ≠ ∅}

A more strict condition is required for the partitions of Q to be a bisimulation of
T, and thereby retain model checking properties like reachability.
∀P, P ′ ∈ P , either P ∩ Pre(P ′ ) = ∅ or P ∩ Pre(P ′ ) = P

(2.7)

Equation 2.7 states that either none of the state in a partition P ∈ P can transition
to a state in a partition P ′ ∈ P, or all states in P can transition to P ′ . This particular
partitioning groups bisimilar states together. A bisimilar quotient transition system
can turn an originally infinite transition system into a finite transition system using
the partitions where each partition can be seen as a state in the new transition
system.
Figure 2.2a shows an example of a (finite) transition system of which we will derive
a smaller bisimilar quotient transition system. The four states of T; s 1 , s 2 , s 3 and
s 4 , can be partitioned into P1 = {s 1 , s 2 } and P2 = {s 3 , s 4 } where P = {P1 , P2 }. It
can be verified that this P satisfies Equation 2.7. According to this partitioning the
transition system in Figure 2.2a is bisimilar to the transition system in Figure 2.2a,
although it has only half as many states.
An algorithm that can create such a finite transition system is presented in Algorithm 3 [BKL08]. First, it creates initial partitions for the initial states S 0 , terminal
states S f , and all remaining states. These partitions are refined until the algorithm
terminates exactly when Equation 2.7 is satisfied. During each iteration a pair of
sets of states is picked that do not satisfy the bisimulation condition Equation 2.7.
These sets are replaced by a set that can transition to S j , and another set that cannot
transition to S j . This process is repeated until all partitions satisfy the bisimulation
condition. This algorithm is guaranteed to terminate for finite transition systems.

α1
s2

α1

α2
s3

α1

s2

{s1 , s2 }

α2
α1

s3

α2

α2

α2

(a) Transition system.

(b) Partitions of Figure 2.2a.

α1

s2′

s4

s4

s1′

{s3 , s4 }

(c) Bisimulation
of Figure 2.2a.

Õ Figure 2.2: Example of a bisimulation.
Algorithm 3: Automatic derivation of a bisimulation of a finite transition
system
1
2
3

4
5
6
7

Input: S, S 0 , S f
Initialization: P = {S 0 , S f , S ∖ (S 0 ∪ S f )};
while there exists
S i , S j ∈ P such that S i ∩ Pre(S j ) ≠ ∅ and S i ∩ Pre(S j ) ≠ S i do
S ′i = S i ∩ Pre(S j );
S ′′i = S i ∖ Pre(S j );
P = (P ∖ S i ) ∪ {S ′i , S ′′i };
return P

For infinite transition systems that include time, termination of the bisimulation
algorithm is not guaranteed. Therefore, in the next section we look at timed automata, which are a subset of infinite transition systems for which a finite transition
system does exist that is bisimilar to the original transition system.
2.1.4

Timed automata

For real-time systems, not only functional correctness of a system is of interest, but
also the temporal behavior of such a system must be within a given specification.
In this section we therefore discuss timed automata [Lew90, AD90, Dil89, AD94].
Timed automata can be seen as a compromise between expressiveness and analyzability, where the analysis of a timed automaton is always decidable due to restrictions regarding what can be described in the timed automaton. Inherently,
including continuous time in a transition system leads to infinite transition systems. However, for timed automata, a finite transition system which is bisimilar to
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the originally infinite transition systems can always be constructed.
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The beneficial property of timed automata is that a finite transition system can
always be constructed, which is a result of the way time can be expressed in a timed
automaton. A timed automaton consists of a number of clocks, as real valued
variables. All these clocks x ∈ C progress time at the same rate ẋ = 1. The only other
way the value of a clock can change is when a clock is reset to 0. Each clock can
be reset independently. Clocks are therefore useful to measure the time difference
between events. Furthermore, constraints on clocks g must follow a specific syntax:
g ∶∶= x < c ∣ x ≤ c ∣ x > c ∣ x ≥ c ∣ g ∧ g

(2.8)

where c ∈ N and x ∈ C, B(C) is the set of allowed clock constraints over C according
to this syntax. It is crucial for timed automata that all comparisons of clocks are with
constant integers. Constraints using rational constants could easily be supported
by scaling and shifting these constraints to integers. Without the restrictions on
the clock constraints that can be specified, timed automata would in general not be
decidable.

A timed automaton A is defined as A = (L, Act, C, →, Inv, l 0 ) where
» L is a finite set of locations

» Act is a finite set of actions
» C is a finite set of clocks

» → ⊆ L × Act × B(C) × 2C × L is a transition relation

» Inv ∶ L → B(C) is an invariant assignment function
» l 0 ⊆ L is a set of initial states

In this definition, 2C is the power set of C, where the number of elements in this
power set is 2∣C∣ , where ∣C∣ is the number of clocks in C. The transition relation

consists of l ÐÐÐ→ l ′ , where g is a binary clock guard, α an action in Act and D ⊆ C
a set of clocks that is reset to 0. A transition is therefore only possible when the
clock constraint of the corresponding guard g is satisfied. A transition to another
location is atomic and therefore does not advance clocks. A reset to 0 of a clock x
only occurs when the clock x ∈ D. The invariant of a location Inv(l) specifies a
upper bound on the value of a clock in that location. This specific location must be
left by a transition to another location within the specified bound.
g∶α,D

From this definition of a timed automaton, a transition system that also supports
time can be constructed. In such a timed transition system, the state is not only
dependent on the location, but is a tuple (l, n) consisting of both a location l ∈ L
and value of all clocks n. The transition relation → therefore allows two types of
transitions. A transition in a timed transition system is either a discrete or delay
transition according to:
(1.) discrete transition: (l , n) ÐÐÐ→ (l ′ , n) (including clock resets)
g∶α ,D

(2.) delay transition: (l , n) Ð
→ (l , n + d) with delay d ∈ R ( n + d should satisfy
Inv(l))
d

The usage of the continuous time domain for the clocks immediately leads to an
infinite state space. Moreover, the time delay d, can be infinitly small so there can
be an infinite number of delay transitions within a bounded time interval. The
transition system of timed automata appears to be infinite. Reachability algorithms
for such a system are not guaranteed to terminate. However, based on the clock
constraints in Equation 2.8, a limited number of clock regions can be constructed
for a timed automaton. A clock region is a partitioning of the continuous time space
for all clocks where the clock difference inside one region cannot be distinguished
using clock constraints, as given in Equation 2.8.

As an example, consider a timed automaton consisting of two clocks x 1 and x 2 , a
two locations l 0 and l 1 , and the invariants Inv(l 0 ) = {x ∈ R2 ∣ x 1 ≤ 3} and Inv(l 1 ) =
{x ∈ R2 ∣ x 2 ≤ 2}, as shown in Figure 2.3a. For each of the clocks the following clock
regions can be identified:
x 1 ∶ x 1 = 0, x 1 ∈ (0, 1), x 1 = 1, x 1 ∈ (1, 2), x 1 = 2, x 1 ∈ (2, 3), x 1 = 3, x 1 ∈ (3, ∞)
(2.9)
x 2 ∶ x 2 = 0, x 2 ∈ (0, 1), x 2 = 1, x 2 ∈ (1, 2), x 2 = 2, x 2 ∈ (2, ∞)

(2.10)

A region graph is the entire set of all clock regions. The region graph for this system consists of the products of these sets of clock regions. The unbounded regions x 1 ∈ (3, ∞) and (2, ∞) might be reachable in case there is an invariant of
a location that does not specify an upper bound for a particular clock. For this
two-dimensional example, the region graph consists of a number of points, lines,
triangle, and rectangles. These regions are for example:
{x ∈ R2 ∣ x 1 = 1 ∧ x 2 = 1}

{x ∈ R ∣ x 1 ∈ (0, 1) ∧ x 2 }
2

{x ∈ R ∣ x 1 ∈ (0, 1) ∧ x 2 ∈ (0, 1) ∧ x 1 > x 2 }
2

{x ∈ R2 ∣ x 1 ∈ (3, ∞) ∧ x 2 ∈ (0, 1)}

point

(2.11)

line

(2.12)

triangle

(2.13)

rectangle

(2.14)

The region graph for the timed automaton shown in Figure 2.3a is graphically represented in Figure 2.3b.
Intuitively, there is a finite number of regions in such a region graph, and also a
finite number of possible transitions between regions, which leads to a transition
system that is finite. In fact, a region graph is proven to be a finite bisimulation of
a timed automaton [Čer92]. Therefore, reachability analysis is decidable for timed
automata.
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where the discrete transition (1.) is similar to the one for timed automata. The delay
transition (2.) should satisfy the invariant Inv(l) of the current location l, since
n + d may not exceed the clock bound of an invariant.

x2
2
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l0

l1

x1 ≤ 3

x2 ≤ 2

1

(a) Timed automaton with
two locations and invariants:
0
1
2
3 x1
Inv(l 0 ) = {x ∈ R2 ∣ x 1 ≤ 3} and
Inv(l 1 ) = {x ∈ R2 ∣ x 2 ≤ 2}
(b) Region graph of the timed automaton in Figure 2.3a

Õ Figure 2.3: A timed automaton and corresponding region graph.

Although the reachability analysis for timed automata is decidable, the state space of
timed automata can be huge. Bounds on the number of clock regions can be derived
of a timed automaton. These are based on integer bounds that originate from an
invariant, for example. The lower and upper bound on the number of regions for
a timed automaton consisting of N clocks (∣C∣) and the largest constraint on each
clock x i of C i , are as follows:
N

N! ∏ C i
i=1
N

N!2 N ∏ (2C i + 2)
i=1

(lower bound)

(2.15)

(upper bound)

(2.16)

From this follows that the number of regions is finite, however, the upper bound
on the number of regions is exponential in number of clocks. A more compact
representation of clock regions is obtained by using so called zones. Zones are
unions of regions and can efficiently be stored in difference bound matrices [Dil89].
Although more efficient representations of timed automata exist, the problem of
model checking of timed automata is proven to be PSPACE-complete [ACD93].
Multiple timed automata are composed together to form one larger concurrent
system. The parallel composition TA 1 ∣∣ TA 2 of timed automaton TA 1 and TA 2
uses handshaking actions H, where H ⊆ Act 1 ∩ Act 2 . We use these handshaking
actions to communicate between both timed automata. Such a handshaking action
is performed simultaneously across both timed automata, only if both corresponding transitions are possible, e.g. both satisfy their guards. Using these handshaking
actions, concurrent multiprocessor real-time systems can be modeled using timed
automata. However, the state space of the required timed automaton can be very
large.

Dataflow models

Dataflow models have been introduced as models where the concurrency in applications is made explicit. These dataflow models allow applications to be modeled
and analyzed that are executed on multi-processor systems. In a dataflow model,
individual computations are each represented by a so called actor. Multiple of these
actors are combined to form a dataflow graph. Actors in such a graph communicate by sending data, in the form of a token, across edges connecting the actors. An
actor can only start when sufficient tokens are accumulated on these edges. The
actor then fires and consumes data. Since these actors fire solely dependent on
incoming data, infinite streams of incoming data are therefore supported. This
makes dataflow models suitable to model stream processing applications. Since
applications modeled as dataflow models execute based on presence of data, these
dataflow models are also called data-driven.
A Homogeneous Synchronous Dataflow (HSDF) graph is defined as G = (V , E, δ, ρ)
where
» V is a finite set of actors

» E ⊆ V × V is a finite set of edges

» δ ∶ E → N0 assigns a number of initial tokens to each edge

» ρ ∶ V → R0 assigns a firing duration to each actor

In an HSDF graph, a set of actors, V , is connected by a set of directed edges, E. An
edge (v a , v b ) ∈ E, where v a , v b ∈ V , in short e ab , represents an unbounded queue.
For such an edge e ab , v a produces tokens and v b consumes tokens. Initially, these
edges contain a number of initial tokens as specified by δ. An actor is enabled to fire
if there are sufficient tokens on all its incoming edges. The set of incoming edges
and outgoing edges, I a , O a ⊆ E, of v a is defined as:
I a = {(v i , v j ) ∈ E ∣ v j = v a }

O a = {(v i , v j ) ∈ E ∣ v i = v a }

(incoming edges)

(2.17)

(outgoing edges)

(2.18)

The number of tokens required on the incoming edges of an actor to be enabled to
fire is determined by the firing rule of the actor. For all Homogeneous Synchronous
Dataflow (HSDF) actors, the firing rule states that each incoming edge in I a should
contain at least a single token before an actor is enabled. In a self-timed execution of
a dataflow graph, all actors fire as soon as they are enabled. After an actor finishes
its firing it atomically produces tokens on all outgoing edges in O a , a single token
per edge for HSDF actors. Multiple overlapping firings of an actor are also allowed,
as long as there are sufficient tokens on its incoming edges to enable the different
firings.
Time is introduced in dataflow models by assigning a firing duration ρ to each
actor [SB09]. The firing duration is defined as the time between the start and finish
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(a) Example of an actor in an HSDF graph. (b) Overlapping firings when a second token
arrives on e 1 at time 1.

Õ Figure 2.4: A dataflow actor of which the first two firings as shown.
of a firing of an actor. The firing duration of an actor is often bound within an
interval such that {ρ a ∈ R0 ∣ ρ̌ a ≤ ρ a ≤ ρ̂ a }.

An example of an HSDF actor is shown in Figure 2.4a. Overlapping firings of this
actor will for example occur when a second token arrives on e 1 at time 1, as shown
in Figure 2.4b, where ρ a = 4.

A transition system, such as timed automata, can also be derived for dataflow models under the assumption that all firing durations are natural numbers, since only
natural numbers can be expressed in clock constraints in transition systems. This
gives an idea of the difference in expressiveness of dataflow models compared to
timed automata, which is detailed further in Section 2.3. Concurrency is made explicit in such a transition system using a multiset of firings for each actor [GGS+ 06].
This multiset contains the remaining firing durations for all firings that have started,
but not yet finished. Each time, time progresses by a clock cycle, all these remaining
firing durations are decremented. In the transition system for HSDF graphs, the
state is a tuple (γ, τ), where γ associates with each edge ∈ E the number of tokens
present on that edge in that state, whereas τ keeps track of the time progress of
actors. The time progress τ ∶ V → NN associates with each actor v a ∈ V a multiset
that represents the remaining firing duration for different concurrent firings of v a .
The initial state of the system consists of the initial tokens in the dataflow model,
in combination with an empty multiset for each actor since no firing has started,
such that the initial state equals (δ, {v a , {} ∣ v a ∈ V }).
The transition system supports overlapping firings of an actor, which is the case
when a firing starts in between the start and finish of another firing of the same
actor, as already shown in Figure 2.4b. Overlapping firings are supported since τ can
keep track of multiple simultaneous firings of an actor. In case there are sufficient
tokens on all incoming edges, for example ≥ 2, and actor that fire data-driven, two
concurrent firings will automatically start at the same point in time.

Three types of transitions are possible in this transition system of HSDF graphs:
the start of a firing of an actor, its finish, and progression of time. The transition
relation is therefore defined as (γ, τ) Ð
→ (γ′ , τ ′ ), where there are three options for
β

β reflecting the three types of allowed transitions β ∈ (V × {start, end}) ∪ {cl k}.
The three transitions are defined for an actor v a as:
(1a.) ∀ e∈I a ∶ γ(e)′ = γ(e) − 1
(1b.) τ ′ = τ[v a ↦ τ(v a ) ⊎ {ρ(v a )}]

(2.) (v a , end) if 0 ∈ τ(v a ) then

(2a.) ∀ e∈O a ∶ γ(e)′ = γ(e) + 1
(2b.) τ ′ = τ[v a ↦ τ(v a ) ∖ {0}]

(3.) cl k otherwise: (when no start or end possible) then
(3a.) γ′ = γ
(3b.) τ ′ = {(v a , τ(v a ) ⊖ 1) ∣ v a ∈ V }

where ⊎ is the multiset union and τ(v a )⊖1 reduces all elements in τ(v a ) by one. The
start transition of v a is allowed if v a is enabled (1.). The transition decrements the
number of tokens in I a , (1a.), and add the firing duration of v a to the multiset τ(v a ),
(1b.). An end transition for v a occurs when there is a firing with a remaining firing
duration of zero (2.). The transition produces a token on all outgoing edges (2a.)
and removes the firing from the multiset (2b.). In case no start or end transition
is possible for any actor, a cl k transition will occur (3.). For a cl k transition the
number of tokens on the edges remains unchanged (3a.), but the remaining firing
duration of all firings of all actors is decremented by one clock cycle (3b.). The order
of start and end events is not important, however, no cl k transition is allowed
when other start or end events are possible.
2.2.1

Properties of dataflow models

In this section we discuss important properties of dataflow models that we use
throughout this thesis. These properties include: functional determinism, deadlock,
consistency, auto-concurrency, and monotonicity.
For a dataflow model to be functionally deterministic, two conditions need to be
fulfilled: firings of actors need to be functional and actors need to have sequential
firing rules [LP95]. A firing is functional if it is free of side-effects and the output of
a firing is purely based on the currently consumed input. Moreover, an actor can
represent a computation that updates its state, since that corresponds to an actor
with a feedback loop with a single token, which prevents multiple simultaneous
firings of the same actor. The firing rules are sequential when a unique firing rule
is selected by using blocking reads on the incoming edges in a predefined, but
potentially input data value dependent, order.
All actors in a dataflow graph should be able to execute infinitely often in the long
run. A dataflow graph is said to deadlock if there is an actor that at some point
cannot make any more progress. Such a deadlock can for example occur when
there are insufficient initial tokens on an edge such that the consuming actor of
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(1.) (v a , start) if ∀ e∈I a ∶ γ(e) ≥ 1 then

that edge is never enabled. For HSDF graphs, a graph deadlocks when there is a
cycle in the graph without initial tokens.
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The number of tokens on each edge in a dataflow graph should be bounded. This
bounded number of tokens ensures that a dataflow graph can be executed within
bounded memory. Consistency of a dataflow graph can be verified by constructing
a topology matrix Γ ∶ ∣E∣ × ∣V ∣ of a graph. For each edge in the graph, this matrix
contains the number of tokens produced on it by an actor after one firing, and with
negative numbers the tokens consumed from it. In case there is a self-edge, the same
actor both consumes and produces the same number of tokens from / on an edge, a
value of 0 is used in the matrix. A dataflow graph is consistent if rank(Γ) = ∣V ∣ − 1.
Moreover, a repetition vector q can be derived from a consistent graph where Γq = 0.
This repetition vector specifies the relative number of firings between all actors such
that the graph returns to the same state, i.e. the same number of tokens on all edges,
after all actors v i have fired q i many times.
In case an actor has a sufficient number of tokens on its incoming edges for multiple
firings, these firing may overlap in time. These simultaneous firings of the same
actor is called auto-concurrency. When for example a second token is produced on
e 1 in Figure 2.4a before the other tokens are consumed, two simultaneous firings
are possible. The combination of both auto-concurrency and the possibility for a
different firing duration of an actor for each firing can result in reordering of tokens.
This reordering occurs when a firing that is started later, finishes earlier when it has
a lower firing duration than the firing that started before it. Reordering of tokens
breaks the functional determinism of dataflow models in case the tokens model
events of which the order is important. Auto-concurrency can be prevented in a
dataflow model by adding a self-edge containing a single initial token to each actor,
to enforce sequential firings of an actor.
Functionally deterministic dataflow models have a monotonic temporal behavior
[WBS09]. What this means is that the start times of actors during self-timed execution of a dataflow graph can only become earlier when actors produce tokens earlier.
Therefore, tokens are never produced later when the firing duration of actors are
decreased, or when the concurrency is increased by adding more initial tokens on
a cycle in the graph. The maximum number of concurrent firing of all actors on a
cycle in the graph is bounded by the number of initial tokens on that cycle. Autoconcurrent firings of the same actor can cause reordering. Monotonicity also holds
for dataflow models that use tokens that are extended with indices [Hau15, K+ 16],
like the Cyclo-Static Dataflow with auto-concurrency (CSDF a ) model. The next
section discusses different dataflow models in more detail.
2.2.2

More expressive dataflow models

Next to the HSDF model, there are many more well-known dataflow models that
are related to the work presented in this thesis. The Synchronous Dataflow (SDF),
Cyclo-Static Dataflow (CSDF), CSDF a and Structured Variable-Rate Phased Dataflow (SVPDF) model are more expressive than HSDF. Mainly, these models have
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(d) CSDF a .

Õ Figure 2.5: Examples of different dataflow models, each showing a single actor.

more expressive firing rules of the actors compared to firing rule of HSDF actors.
Figure 2.5 shows the graphical representation of these dataflow models. In this
section, these more expressive dataflow models will be discussed briefly.
The first dataflow model that targeted parallel computation was the Synchronous
Dataflow (SDF) model [LM+ 87]. In this model, the production and consumption
rate for each edge are known a priori. The production and consumption rate specifies the number of tokens that are atomically produced on c.q. consumed from
an edge for each firing of the producing c.q. consuming actor. The differences in
production and consumption rates are for example used in Digital Signal Processor
(DSP) applications to represent up- and downsampling. Initially, the SDF model
did not include a notion of time. However, static schedules can be created for SDF
models. In such a static schedule, the order of firings of different actors is defined
at compile time. These schedules can be repeated infinitely, where the size of the
schedule depends on the production and consumption rates of the actors. In this
thesis we will mainly focus on applications where all rates are one, and an actor
consumes a single token and produces a single token for each edge it is connected
to. This single rate version of the SDF model is referred to as HSDF.
The SDF model [LM+ 87] extends the HSDF model with positive integers for the
number (N) of tokens consumed and produced on an edge. The firing rule of an
SDF actor therefore specifies the number of tokens the actor requires on each of
its incoming edges before it can fire. Also an integer number is specified for the
number of tokens produced after the firing for each of its outgoing edges. For cycle graphs these consumption and production rates can lead to inconsistencies as
discussed in Subsection 2.2.1. As a result, the number of tokens on a cycle is not
bounded. For a consistent SDF graph, a repetition vector can be derived that specifies the relative number of firing between all actors. After all actors in a consistent
graph fire the number of times as defined by the repetition vector, the number of
tokens on each edge is unchanged. This repetition vector is also used to transform
an SDF graph into an equivalent HSDF graph [SB09]. The entries in the repetition vector directly determine how many HSDF actors are required to represent an
SDF actor. After the transformation, analysis techniques for HSDF graphs can be
applied.
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In CSDF [B+ 96], each SDF actor can consist of multiple phases, each with its own
firing rule and firing duration. Multiple firing rules are therefore allowed for a
CSDF actor, however, the actor must cycle through this list of phases and firing
rules in a predefined order, i.e. cyclo-static. After an actor finished the last phase in
the list, the actor returns to the first phase. In contrast to SDF actors, the number of
tokens produced or consumed can be zero in some phases of an CSDF actor. Also
CSDF graphs can be transformed into HSDF graphs [B+ 96].

SVPDF is a dynamic dataflow model [GHB13]. In such a dynamic dataflow model,
actors execute data-dependent. In these dynamic dataflow models, not all actors
can be scheduled at compile time, and therefore require run-time scheduling. Other
dynamic dataflow models like Boolean Dataflow (BDF), add dynamic switch and
select actors to SDF. Including these dynamic actors makes the BDF model Turing
complete [BL93]. It is therefore undecidable in general whether a BDF graph deadlocks or whether it can be executed within bounded memory. However, an SVPDF
graph, consists of hierarchical blocks, where the sub-graph inside a block can be
analyzed as an SDF graph. These blocks correspond to while-loops that execute datadependently for potentially an infinite amount of times. Moreover, these blocks
can be nested. The top level of a SVPDF graph consists of nested blocks, where the
bottom level contains an SDF sub-graph. An SVPDF graph can automatically be
constructed from a program that is described by nested loops [GHB13, GHB14].
Since the original nested loop program can always be executed sequentially, also the
parallel implementation can always be executed in the same order as the sequential
execution order in the nested loop program.
The CSDF a model [K+ 16] is closely related to the CSDF model. However, in CSDF a
the consumption order of tokens is not based on the production times of tokens and
the FIFO order of tokens on edges. Tokens are annotated with an index, and tokens
can be consumed out-of-order, independently of time, based on the order of the
index of tokens. This out-of-order consumption, and as a result also production of
tokens, allows auto-concurrent firings of actors, while still maintaining functional
and temporal deterministic behavior of CSDF a graphs.
2.2.3

Analysis

Two types of analysis techniques have been developed to analyze dataflow models:
symbolic analysis and simulation-based approaches. The symbolic analysis methods can only be applied to HSDF graphs, and therefore, requires a transformation to
an HSDF graph when a more expressive dataflow models is used. This transformation is expensive as the resulting HSDF graph has a exponential number of actors in
the worst-case compared to an originally more expressive dataflow graph [PBL95].
Simulation-based approaches explore the state space of a dataflow graph without
the need for a transformation to HSDF graphs, and its analysis resembles the analysis of a timed transition system as discussed in Subsection 2.1.4.
Symbolic analysis of dataflow models relies on the fact that the slowest cycle in a
strongly connected dataflow graph with constant firing durations determines the

∑v i ∈V (c) ρ i
c∈C(G) ∑ e i ∈E(c) δ(e i )

µ(G) = max

(2.19)

where C(G) is the set of simple cycles in G, V (c) the set of actors on a cycle c,
and E(c) the set of edges which form this cycle. The throughput of an HSDF
graph is the inverse of this MCR. Polynomial time algorithms have been developed
to calculate the MCR [DIG99]. Although Howard’s algorithm [CTCG+ 98], has a
higher complexity, it often performs better in practice [DIG99].
Given a throughput constraint for a dataflow graph, also the minimum required
number of initial tokens can be determined analytically. These initial tokens can
for example be used to model the capacity of a blocking FIFO buffer. The number
of initial tokens on each cycle follows from the sum of the firing durations and the
throughput constraint.
Simulation-based analysis approaches do not require a transformation to an HSDF
graph. In [GGS+ 06], this transformation is avoided by analyzing a transition system
as described in Section 2.2, extended with production and consumption rates. However, for some types of SDF graphs there is a long initial phase for simulation-based
approaches, such that transforming the graph to HSDF and using MCR analysis is
nevertheless faster [dG+ 12].

2.3

Analysis models for concurrent systems

In this chapter, we have introduced two formal models for the analysis of concurrent systems: timed automata and dataflow models. These two models are used
throughout this thesis. In this section, we intuitively present the relation between
these two models and some other strongly related models.
Firstly, analysis models can be characterized as either timed or untimed. Secondly
these models differ in what can be expressed in them, up-to the point where these
models even become Turing complete. Figure 2.6 visualizes this relation for a
number of models and shows intuitively their relation using the subset relation. In
general, the analysis of a less expressive model is easier.
Untimed models are a subset of timed analysis models. The untimed version of
SDF has been introduced in [LM+ 87]. Later dataflow models were extended with
time, by introducing a firing duration of actors [SB09]. Also for timed automata,
untimed versions exist, of which finite transition systems are an example. Since this
thesis focuses on real-time systems, mainly timed analysis models are of interest.
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throughput of the graph. This slowest cycle is the cycle for which the cycle ratio is
equal to the Maximum Cycle Ratio (MCR) [Rei68]. For each simple cycle (where
no actors or edges are repeated) the sum of firing durations of all actors on the cycle
is divided by the sum of tokens on the edges that form the cycle. The MCR µ(G)
of an HSDF graph G is defined as:

...
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Õ Figure 2.6: Relation between different formal models for the analysis of concurrent systems.
Many dataflow models exist, and we have presented some of these models in Subsection 2.2.2. In order to simplify the comparison between analysis models, we only
consider the most popular dataflow models in this section, which are not Turing
complete and do not allow choice to be expressed. Therefore, we do consider the
SDF, HSDF and CSDF models, but exclude dynamic dataflow models such as BDF.
These dataflow models have strong analytical properties and are relatively easy to
analyze.
The relation between timed-dataflow models and timed automata will be discussed
in more detail in Chapter 5. In that chapter, functional deterministic dataflow
models that support reordering are transformed into timed automata. These timed
automata can be analyzed to derive properties of the dataflow model. The main
advantage of timed automata is that more details of a system can be included in
the model compared to what can be modeled into dataflow models, which leads to
more accurate analysis results.
The most expressive models are Turing complete, and are shown in the last row
in Figure 2.6. For Turing complete models, it is in general undecidable whether analysis of the model will eventually terminate. Therefore, these models are not practical for the analysis of real-time systems, where it must be determined whether the
temporal constraints will always be met. Kahn Process Networks (KPNs) is such a
model that is Turing complete [Kah74, LP95]. The timed component model [H+ 16]
can be seen as a timed version of KPNs. Both functional and temporal determinism
can be maintained in the timed component model by making use of an index of an
event besides a timestamp, which defines when an event has been produced.
The relation between the analysis model in Figure 2.6 does not only hold for the
expressiveness of these models. Whereas the dataflow models in the top row have re-

The results for dataflow analysis are often algebraic, and valid for arbitrary parameters such as buffer sizes and firing durations. This is in contrast to the results of a
model checker of timed automata, which are only valid for specific model parameters. A minor change in the model parameters, e.g. an adaptation of a buffer size,
will require the model checker to be run again, which leads to a higher run-time,
and does provide less insight in the trade-offs than an algebraic expression.
In the next chapters techniques are described that extend the scope of both dataflow
and timed automata based analysis approaches for real-time multiprocessor systems. We will describe techniques that improve the accuracy of dataflow analysis,
as well as techniques that reduce the run-time of timed automata based analysis
approaches.

2.4

Summary

Two formal models for the analysis of concurrent systems were introduced in this
chapter: timed automata and dataflow models.
To understand the analysis of timed automata, we introduced transition systems
in Section 2.1. Then we discussed reachability analysis, which is used to derive
properties of these transition systems. Including time in transition systems might
at first hand appear to make their analysis undecidable, since there can be an infinite
number of cases that need to be considered. However, for timed automata a finite
bisimulation, i.e. an equivalence relation, can be constructed for region graphs,
which makes analysis of timed automata decidable.
The semantics of the simplest dataflow model, i.e. HSDF, was presented in Section 2.2. This model can also be represented as a transition system, which is similar
to timed automaton. Several properties of dataflow models relevant to this thesis
were discussed. Slightly more expressive dataflow models were also briefly introduced. One way to analyze these more expressive models is to transform them into
HSDF graphs and use MCR analysis to derive the throughput of these graphs.
The relation between these two models and some other strongly related models was
presented in Section 2.3. We classified these models on whether they are timed, and
what can be expressed in the models.
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strictive firing rules, also the largest over-approximation is applied for these models.
The advantage of this over-approximation is that the resulting monotonic model
can be analyzed with an algorithm that typically has a low run-time, and which
makes use of iterative fixed-point computation. Models that are displayed lower
in Figure 2.6, like timed automata, require a smaller over-approximation to ensure
that the analysis problem is decidable. As a result, the analysis results are more
accurate, but this comes at the cost of a larger run-time of the analysis algorithm.
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3
Enforcing mutually
exclusive task execution
in modal applications

Abstract – Modal data-driven real-time applications, where tasks are scheduled using budget schedulers, often result in pessimistic analysis results. The
pessimism is, among others, a result of interference that occurs at the moment
when the application is switching between different modes. We introduce a
lock in this chapter, which is used to make tasks that belong to different modes
to execute mutually exclusive to prevent this type of interference. A dataflow
model from a sequential specification of a modal application is automatically
generated, including constraints resulting from locks. This dataflow model can
be analyzed to verify satisfaction of temporal constraints.

The effects of mode changes on the schedulability of a task set executed on single
processor systems have been extensively studied [S+ 89, TBW92b, RC04b, Gua09a,
S+ 10]. These works require that mode change control software in the kernel of
the operating system takes care that a new mode change is not started during
a mode change. An exception are dataflow analysis techniques [WBS10, GS10,
GHB13, S+ 13] which do allow the start of mode changes during a mode change.
Furthermore, these dataflow analysis techniques are intended for multiprocessor
systems, which we address in this thesis. However, dataflow analysis techniques
This chapter is based on [GK:2].
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ignore that the execution of tasks belonging to different operation modes can be enforced to execute mutually exclusive. This results in more pessimism in the analysis
results.
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Tasks in different modes are often not active at the same time and can therefore
share resources without interfering with each other. Dataflow analysis techniques
can be used to analyze this resource sharing for systems in which budget schedulers [WBS09, SBW09] are applied. These budget schedulers guarantee a minimum
budget during a replenishment interval and thereby guarantee that always, thus
also during mode transitions, at least a minimum amount of processor time is reserved for the execution of each task. As a result, a single Worst-Case Response
Time (WCRT) can be derived per task at design time. Throughput analysis of the
task graph is based on these WCRTs. The reservation of the resources simplifies
this analysis drastically. However, dataflow analysis techniques neglect that tasks
that execute mutually exclusive in different modes will not interfere. By enforcing
tasks to execute mutually exclusively, the pessimism in the analysis results can be
reduced.
In this chapter we present a dataflow analysis approach which takes into account
that tasks execute mutually exclusive in different modes, which can reduce the pessimism in the analysis results. To enforce mutual exclusive execution when it is
beneficial, a new lock is introduced. This lock allows parallel execution of a group of
tasks, but enforces serial execution between groups. The lock is inserted by a compiler, which transforms a sequential specification of the application into a parallel
task graph and an SVPDF model [GHB13]. The lock is inserted in such a way that
all tasks can still execute in the same order as in the sequential input specification;
therefore deadlock-free execution is guaranteed. The generated SVPDF model is a
dynamic dataflow model in which mutual exclusion can be expressed. This SVPDF
model is used to determine whether addition of a lock results in satisfaction of the
throughput constraint and is used to compute the required buffer capacities.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. First, we position our contribution relative to related work in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we present the basic idea behind
our approach. The different types of mutual exclusivity that we distinguish are described in Section 3.3. That mutual exclusivity results in tighter WCRTs is shown in
Section 3.4. The realization of our lock is described in Section 3.5. Furthermore, it is
shown that the generated parallel task graph that includes locks is always deadlockfree. The SVPDF model that we use is described in Section 3.6. Modeling mutual
exclusivity in an SVPDF model of the application is explained in Section 3.7. The
applicability and benefits in terms of throughput and processor utilization for a
WLAN application are discussed in Section 3.8. Finally, the conclusions are stated
in Section 3.9.

Related work

In this section we compare our lock with locks described in literature and discuss
other approaches to handle and analyze mode switches.
Mutual exclusive access to resources is obtained by making use of locks. Such
locks are usually implemented with atomic read-modify-write operations such as
test-and-set and load-link-store conditional [CSG99]. These type of locks are unsuitable for real-time systems because they are based on a retry mechanism which
makes them non-starvation-free [Her88]. Detailed knowledge, execution rates
and execution times, of all tasks using these locks is then required to be able to
provide temporal guarantees. Starvation-free versions of locks do exist but often
incur a much higher overhead. Examples of starvation-free locks are the Bakery
lock [Lam74] and Szymanski’s mutual exclusion algorithm [Szy88]. The lock proposed in this chapter is starvation-free but does not introduce a high overhead. A
key difference with other locks is that the proposed lock enforces an order in which
groups of task can acquire the lock.
Ordinary load and store operations are used to guarantee mutual exclusive access
in the Bakery lock and Szymanski’s mutual exclusion algorithm. These locks require that sequential consistency [Lam79] is supported as the memory consistency
model by the multiprocessor hardware. FIFO buffers can also be realized using
ordinary load and store operations [N+ 02]. However, they require a much weaker
memory consistency model [vdBB07] that only guarantees that writes issued by
a processor complete in the order that they are issued, and that read and writes
that access the same memory do not overtake each other. Circular buffer [BBJS08]
implementations have been proposed that can be seen as a generalization of these
FIFO buffers because they allow multiple readers and writers. The lock proposed
in this chapter is based on the same principles as these circular buffers.
The Giotto approach [HHK01] is suitable for modal real-time applications, but requires that the tasks are executed on a time-triggered multiprocessor system. In
such a system, tasks are executed according to a precomputed schedule. This schedule is strictly periodic except during mode transitions. Moreover, this schedule is
constructed at design time purely based on the WCET of the tasks. The approach
described in this chapter relies on a data-driven execution of the tasks which results
in more scheduling freedom and allows aperiodic task execution. To guarantee satisfaction of the throughput constraint a worst-case schedule can be computed for
aperiodic tasks based on a more accurate two parameter work-load characterization [H+ 13b] of the tasks instead of using WCETs.
Techniques for the prevention of overloads that result in violation of the WCRTs
during the transition between modes on single processor systems have been deeply
investigated in the real-time literature [S+ 89, TBW92b, Gua09a] and a survey of
mode change protocols for FPP scheduled systems can be found in [RC04b]. Most
of these protocols delay the start of tasks during a mode change. Some of these
works are geared towards servers of which budget schedulers are a subclass [S+ 10].
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All these approaches assume that a subsequent mode change is not started before
the previous mode change completes. Furthermore, they are only applicable for
acyclic task graphs while the method described in this chapter can handle cyclic
task graphs and overlapping mode changes are supported. Cycles in the task graphs
are a result of data dependencies and of the use of buffers with a bounded capacity.

 Chapter 3 – Enforcing mutually exclusive task execution in modal applications

Classical dataflow models such as HSDF, SDF [LP95] and CSDF [B+ 96] as introduced in Section 2.2 can only model static applications, i.e. applications of which
their synchronization behavior is independent of the input data. In [DSB+ 13], SDF
models are analyzed using static-order schedules, however, conditionally executed
tasks cannot be encoded in these static-order schedules. Therefore, these models
are unsuitable for the modeling of modal applications. However, the recently introduced Variable-Rate Phased Dataflow (VPDF) [WBS10] and Scenario-Aware
Dataflow (SADF) [T+ 06, S+ 13] models are suitable to describe modal applications.
Generation of a parallel task graph and a corresponding structured version of the
VPDF model, which is called SVPDF, is presented in [GHB13]. An advantage of this
approach is that the task graph and the corresponding analysis model are deadlockfree. In this chapter we present the modeling of mutual exclusive execution in the
SVPDF model. This model is used to show that an admissible worst-case schedule
exists that satisfies the throughput constraint imposed by the periodic source of
the application. A schedule is admissible if all tasks do not execute before sufficient
data and space is available. The production moments of the data in this worst-case
schedule are upper bounds on the production moments of the tasks in all possible
(aperiodic) run-time schedules. The SVPDF model is generated by a compiler from
a sequential description of the application in the Omphale Input Language (OIL)
language.
The dataflow analysis techniques discussed in this chapter are applicable in combination with budget schedulers [WBS09]. As discusses in Subsection 1.2.1, budget
schedulers are a subclass of servers that guarantee a minimum cycle budget in a
replenishment interval. In [WBS09] it has been shown that the worst-case effects of
run-time task scheduling by budget schedulers can be included in firing durations
of the actors of dataflow graphs. A budget scheduler with priorities is introduced
in [SBW09] which allows reducing the WCRT of one task at the cost of an increased
WCRT of the other tasks. Most budget schedulers are work-conserving and as a
result allocated budget for a task that is not used by this task becomes available for
other tasks.
The budget schedulers used in this chapter are a subclass of the servers that are
used in [S+ 10]. The approach in [S+ 10] adapts the parameters of the server during
a mode transition by a separate mode change controller in the scheduling kernel.
The approach described in this chapter does apply a different approach in which
parameters of the scheduler are implicitly adapted due to the fact that resources are
not used anymore by some of the tasks after a mode transition. Furthermore, the
activation and deactivation of tasks is a responsibility of the tasks themselves and is
part of the description of the application. This description is a sequential program

Q abc
τb

τa

τc

(a) Time slices available for τ a , τ b , and τ c
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Q ac
τc

(b) Time slices available for τ a and τ c

Q bc
τb

τc

(c) Time slices available for τ b , and τ c

Õ Figure 3.1: Replenishment interval of mutually exclusive tasks
with while-loops and if-conditions instead of tasks with scheduling parameters
and a separate description of the behavior of a mode change controller. Another
important observation is that we are dealing with a multiprocessor system and
therefore the implementation of a (centralized) mode change controller would not
be straightforward.

3.2

Basic idea

In this section we present the basic idea behind our approach. With a didactic
example, we illustrate that the WCRTs of repetitively executed tasks can be reduced
and a higher minimum throughput is obtained if information about mutually exclusive execution is taken into account. We derive these tasks from a sequential
program in which if-conditions and while-loops are used to describe modes and
mode transitions. Tasks execute data-driven such that variations in execution time
can be exploited [H+ 13b]. We show the counterintuitive effect that tasks resulting
from different while-loops or branches of an if-then-else statement do not necessarily execute mutually exclusive. We explain why mutual exclusivity can be enforced
with locks without introducing deadlock as a result of that the tasks in the task
graph are generated from a sequential program. We furthermore explain the modeling of the sequence constraints that result from a lock in an SVPDF model. This
model is used for throughput analysis.
Figure 3.1 illustrates that the WCRTs of tasks can be reduced by taking into account
that tasks execute mutually exclusive. One replenishment interval of a budget scheduler is shown in Figure 3.1a, in which three time slices are available for respectively
the execution of tasks τ a , τ b , and τ c . These tasks execute until they exhaust their
budget after which they continue their execution in the subsequent replenishment
interval. A task voluntarily suspends its execution in case it is not enabled because
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z = 0;
loop {
loop{
f(out x, out y, z);
g(x);
} while(x);
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loop{
h(out w, out z, y);
k(w);
} while(w);
} while(1);
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(a) Code example

(b) SVPDF model

Õ Figure 3.2: Mutual exclusion of while-loops
there is insufficient input data or output space to start the execution of the task after
which a task switch occurs. In our example we will assume a budget of one, two,
and two time units for tasks τ a , τ b , and τ c respectively.
The replenishment interval is reduced in case τ a and τ b execute mutually exclusive.
The length of the replenishment interval becomes three in case only task τ a executes
and four in case that only τ b executes, as shown in Figure 3.1b and Figure 3.1c
respectively. A reduction of the replenishment intervals of the tasks results in a
reduction of the WCRTs, as directly follows from the WCRT equation [WBS07b]
in Equation 3.1. In this equation R̂ i is the WCRT, Q i the replenishment interval,
B i the WCET, and S i the budget of τ i .
R̂ i = B i + (Q i − S i ) ⌈

Bi
⌉
Si

(3.1)

During a mode transition it might occur that τ a finishes at the end of its slice and
immediately after that a mode switch occurs after which τ b starts its execution.
However, this does not result in a longer WCRT for τ a and τ b than Q ac and Q bc
respectively, as will be explained in Section 3.4.
The tasks are derived by a multiprocessor compiler from a sequential program of
which an example is shown in Figure 3.2a. Each while-loop in this program corresponds to a mode of the application. After parallelization, a task graph is obtained.
This task graph can be modeled with the SVPDF model in Figure 3.2b. Every function in the sequential program corresponds to one task in the task graph and every
task corresponds to one actor in the SVPDF model. These actors are represented by
nodes in the SVPDF model. Every variable in the sequential program is converted

processor usage

change
mode 0

mode 1
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processor usage

(a) Without mutual exclusion

change
mode 0

mode 1

time
(b) With mutual exclusion

Õ Figure 3.3: Processor usage during a mode switch
in a circular buffer and each circular buffer corresponds to at least one edge in the
SVPDF model.
To understand the example it is sufficient to assume that the SVPDF model in
Figure 3.2 has an HSDF-like behavior, i.e., actors can only fire if at least one token
is present on all its inputs and a token is produced on all outputs when an actor
finishes its firing. We can therefore conclude from this model that actor v f and v h
cannot fire at the same time as a result of the cycle in the model with one token.
This cycle is a result of the fact that function h in the second while-loop cannot start
before the value y of the first while-loop becomes available. Also, function f cannot
execute for successive executions before the value z from the second while-loop
becomes available. However, we can also conclude from the model that actor v g
and v k can fire at the same point in time because they are not part of a cycle with
a single token. They can fire at the same time if there is an input token present for
v g and v k , which can occur after v f has produced a token on each of its outputs
and as a result v h fires and produces a token for v k before v g finishes its execution.
A similar situation can occur during the execution of the task graph after τ f has
produced a data item for τ g and then a mode switch occurs.
Figure 3.3a illustrates intuitively that executions of tasks belonging to different
modes can execute simultaneously during a mode transition. Locks can be used to
prevent that tasks belonging to different modes execute simultaneously. This situation is shown in Figure 3.3b. This figure also shows the counterintuitive effect that
the mode transition will in some case occur earlier despite that less tasks execute
in parallel during a transition. The reason is that the WCRTs of the tasks can be reduced by making use of the knowledge that they execute mutually exclusively. This
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Õ Figure 3.4: HSDF model before and after adding a lock
results in an improvement of the minimum throughput as computed with dataflow
analysis.
Mutual exclusive execution is usually only enforced between tasks that execute on
the same processor. Therefore even if locks are applied, a mode transition usually
starts on different processors at different moments in time. As a result, tasks belonging to different modes will execute on different processors at the same moment in
time. The lock presented in this chapter can also be used to enforce mutually exclusive execution of tasks on different processors which might be beneficial because it
can reduce contention at shared memory ports and thereby reduce the execution
times of the tasks. However, this option will not be detailed in this chapter.
The enforcement of mutual exclusivity with locks results in additional constraints
on the order in which the tasks can execute. These constraints are modeled with
the red dashed edges in the SVPDF model in Figure 3.2b. These edges form a cycle
with one token and as a result the firings of all actors in a block do not overlap
with firings of actors in another block. However the actors in a block can still fire
concurrently.
The locks are added in the tasks in such a way that deadlock does not occur. This is
possible because the tasks and the task graph are derived from a sequential program
which is deadlock-free by definition. Therefore we can insert the acquires and
releases of the locks according to the order defined by the sequential program that
is still a valid order. Other execution orders of the tasks do not result in a different
functional behavior of the tasks because we can rely on the fact that the task graph
that we create can be represented as a functionally deterministic dataflow model.
Adding locks can reduce the WCRTs of the tasks but does not necessarily improve
the throughput of the application. The reason is that the lock enforces besides
mutual exclusivity, also the execution order as defined in the sequential program.
This execution order might not be the order that results in the maximum throughput even in the case that the WCRTs are reduced. For ease of understanding we

3.3

Types of mutual exclusivity

In this chapter we distinguish between two types of mutual exclusivity: intraiteration and inter-iteration mutual exclusivity.
Tasks are intra-iteration mutually exclusive if there is no overlap in their execution
within one iteration of a while-loop. An example of such mutual exclusivity is an
if-else-statement in which during one iteration of the loop either functions in the
if-branch or the else-branch execute, but not both. Another example is if there
is a data-dependency between two statements, preventing them from executing
simultaneously.
Tasks can also be inter-iteration mutually exclusive. This means that tasks derived
from functions located in the same while-loop do not execute simultaneously when
considering different loop iterations. An example of this type would be two functions where the first function writes to a variable read by the second function and
vice-versa. In an SVPDF model such a case can be found if there is a block, modeling a while-loop, having two actors on a cycle with one token on that cycle. Tasks
that are intra-iteration mutually exclusive do not have to be inter-iteration mutually
exclusive. For example the two branches of an if-else-statement are intra-iteration
mutually exclusive but due to a pipelined execution they do not need to be interiteration mutually exclusive. In such a case tasks from both branches can execute
in different iterations of the surrounding while-loop simultaneously.
If tasks in a task graph have intra-iteration and inter-iteration mutual exclusivity,
this can be exploited by the method introduced in this chapter. If tasks are both intra
and inter-iteration mutually exclusively, they always execute mutually exclusive.
The derived SVPDF model can be used to determine which tasks are mutually
exclusive by searching cycles having one token on them. Exploiting this information
does not require a change in the task graph. If such cycles do not exist, the lock
introduced in Section 3.5 can be used to enforce mutual exclusivity and thus to
create mutual exclusivity.
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illustrate this with an HSDF example instead of an SVPDF model. In Figure 3.4a
an HSDF model is shown in which actor v 0 and v 1 execute on one processor and
v 2 on another processor. The WCETs of the actors is T and R̂ 0 and R̂ 1 is then 2T
under the assumption that each actor has a budget T. In this case the throughput
is determined by the cycle with the highest cycle mean which is 2T. Figure 3.4b
corresponds to the case that τ 0 and τ 1 execute mutually exclusive as a result of a
lock and that in the sequential program first the function that corresponds to τ 0
is executed before the function corresponding with τ 1 . As a result of the lock R̂ 0
and R̂ 1 are reduced to T. However, because the lock enforces an execution order,
additional edges should be added in the HSDF model which are dashed and colored
red in Figure 3.4b. These additional edges increase the maximum cycle mean to 3T
and reduce the throughput to 3T1 . This shows that the decision whether adding a
lock is beneficial requires global analysis of the dataflow model.
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In this section we show that reduced replenishment intervals can be substituted in
the WCRT equation given that some of the tasks scheduled by a budget scheduler
are deactivated during a mode change and others are activated. We make use of
the fact that a budget scheduler allocates budgets to the tasks in a fixed cyclic order.
We also make use of the property that a task returns control to the scheduler when
not enabled.
As described in Section 3.2 it can be the case that during a mode transition all
tasks scheduled on a processor use their time slice immediately after each other.
Therefore, the situation as depicted in Figure 3.1a can occur. This suggests that full
replenishment interval, Q abc , should be used in Equation 3.1, which is however not
always the case. Instead of the full replenishment interval, the shorter replenishment Q ac and Q bc intervals can be used for τ a and τ b respectively while for τ c the
longer interval Q abc must be used to compute its worst-case response time.
The reason that a shorter replenishment interval can be used for τ a and τ b is that
they are mutual exclusive and because the WCRT is defined as the maximum time
between enabling and finish of task. We will make use of case-distinction to show
that a valid bound on the WCRT is computed in case we use the reduced replenishment intervals in Figure 3.1b and Figure 3.1c in Equation 3.1 for the computation of
R̂ a and R̂ b .
It is given that τ a and τ b execute mutually exclusive. Therefore we know that before
a mode change only one of these tasks is active. As a consequence we can assume
that Q ac and Q bc are valid replenishment intervals for τ a and τ b , respectively.
When a mode change occurs there can be a transition from the first mode in which
τ a is active to the second mode in which τ b is active. After τ a finishes its execution
it will yield the processor. As a result τ b will receive its budget in Q bc time. A
similar situation occurs for the transition from the second mode in which τ b is
active to the first mode in which τ a is active. Here τ a will receive its budget in Q ac
time after τ b finishes its last execution in the previous mode.
Because in all the possible cases the budgets become available for τ a and τ b in
respectively Q ac and Q bc we conclude that correct WCRTs are obtained when they
are used in Equation 3.1.
For τ c the situation is different than for τ a and τ b . For this task it can only be
guaranteed that Q c is available in every Q abc because between two slices for τ c
there can be an execution of τ a and τ b while τ c is enabled.
The same reasoning as applied in this section can be used to proof similar results for
the case that an arbitrary number of mutual exclusive tasks are scheduled together
with an arbitrary number of tasks that are not mutual exclusive.
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loop{
loop{
x = f ();
} while(. . .);

τf

7
8
9

loop{
g (x);
} while(. . .);
} while(1);

(a) OIL program

τg

(b) Task graph

acqLock(L0 , 1, τ g )
...
relLock(L0 , 1, τ g )
(c) Lock usage

Õ Figure 3.5: Mutual exclusion of while-loops

3.5

Real-time lock implementation

This section describes our realization of the lock and the code generation done by
our automatic parallelization tool. Furthermore, it presents the proof that the lock
insertion method described in this section does not introduce deadlock.
3.5.1
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acqLock(L0 , 0, τ f )
...
relLock(L0 , 0, τ f )

Realization

We first describe the realization of a lock that is suitable for the most basic case
which is when two tasks are made mutually exclusive. We then extend this realization for an arbitrary number of tasks. Finally, we explain an additional generalization to make the lock suitable for mutual exclusive execution of groups of
tasks.
An OIL program with two modes in which each mode consists of one function is
shown in Figure 3.5a. In this program the function f is executed for an unknown
number of times after which function g is executed for an unknown number of
times. This is repeated forever. The loop conditions are left implicit in order to
simplify the example. This program is converted into the parallel task-graph shown
in Figure 3.5b, where task τ f is extracted from function f . Buffer b x is extracted
from variable x.
The realization of the lock is inspired by the implementation of circular buffers
[BBJS08, BBS11]. These buffers can be implemented with ordinary load and store operations instead of atomic read-modify-write operations which is needed to make
them starvation-free. These atomic read-modify-write operations are not needed
because each shared variable that is used in the buffer implementation is updated
by only one task.
Similar to a circular buffer, the lock can be used by a task by calling two functions:
acqLock, and relLock. This is illustrated in Figure 3.5c. The arguments to these
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(d) Head τ g updated

2

(b) Head τ f updated
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(c) Tail τ f updated

τg τ f

τf

τg τ f

1

0

1
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(e) Tail τ g updated

2

(f) Wrapping head τ f

Õ Figure 3.6: Head and tail pointer updates for a lock consisting of two tasks
functions are a lock identifier, the execution order and a reference to the task. For
every lock it holds that tasks using the same execution order argument can execute
simultaneously while tasks with a different execution order argument execute in
the order indicated by this argument.
The implementation of the lock consists of a head and a tail pointer for each task
using the lock. The head pointer of a task is incremented during an acqLock call
and the tail pointer is incremented during a relLock call. When the pointers reach
the end of the array they wrap around to the beginning of the array. Before a head
pointer can be updated to a next location it must be verified that no tail pointer
of an other task points to that location, i.e. the acqLock call blocks until this is
the case. If the function acqLock blocks, a yield call is executed indicating to the
scheduler that the next task can now use its budget by resuming its execution. This
is summarized in the following pointer rules for the lock:
1. Head pointer can only move to the next location if there is no tail pointer
with a different execution order, and blocks otherwise.
2. First the head pointer of a task is moved, then the corresponding tail pointer.
3. Pointers are initialized in the reverse of the execution oder, with one initially
location at the end without pointers.
4. Pointers wrap around.
For the two tasks τ f and τ g in the example from Figure 3.5 an array with three
elements is allocated. One for each task and an empty location. The pointers are initialized as shown in Figure 3.6a. The head pointer is visualized as pointing upwards
and the tail pointer as pointing downwards. Initially the head pointer of τ f is the
only pointer that can be updated without violating the rule that the head pointer
may not point to the same array element as the tail pointer of an other task. Thus
the acqLock call of τ f updates the head pointer of τ f , as shown in Figure 3.6b. After
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loop {
loop{
x = f();
} while(. . .);
loop{
y = g(x);
} while(. . .);
loop{
h(y);
} while(. . .);
} while(1);

(a) OIL program

τf
bx
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τh τ g τ f

τg
by

0

1

2

3

τh
(b) Task graph

(c) Lock pointer initialization

Õ Figure 3.7: Example containing three modes
the relLock call of τ f also the tail pointer is incremented as shown in Figure 3.6c.
From this figure we can now conclude that only the head pointer of τ g can be incremented, see Figure 3.6d. After function g is executed its relLock call will update
the tail pointer of τ g as shown in Figure 3.6e. At this point only the head pointer
of τ f can be updated after which this pointer will wrap around to the begin of the
array as shown in Figure 3.6f. These steps can be repeated forever.
The in the previous paragraph described lock can be made suitable for n tasks in
a relatively straightforward way. This lock requires an array with n + 1 locations.
Figure 3.7a shows such a program containing three modes where all details about
variables are left out for clarity. The corresponding task graph consists of three
tasks and is shown in Figure 3.7b. The initialization of the pointers of the lock is
depicted in Figure 3.7c. The conditions under which the pointers are allowed to be
incremented remains as described in the previous paragraph.
This lock can be generalized to support groups of tasks which execute mutually
exclusive with other groups of tasks. An example of an OIL program in which such
mutual exclusion can be exploited is shown in Figure 3.8a. In the OIL program
there are two modes but now with two functions f and g in the first mode and one
function, h, in the second mode. We construct a task graph from it as shown in
Figure 3.8b. Figure 3.8c shows that the tasks derived from the functions f and g can
execute simultaneously. Here, the execution order parameter of these tasks is both
zero, indicating there is no constraint between the tasks. The main modification
of the lock is that the pointers of the tasks that belong to the same group, point
initially to the same location and these pointers can be incremented independently
of the position of the other pointers that belong to the same group.
Since there are two groups in this example, an array of three elements is created,
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loop {
loop{
x = f();
y = g(x);
} while(. . .);
loop{
h(y);
} while(. . .);
} while(1);

(a) OIL program

bx
τg
by
τh
(b) SVPDF model

acqLock(L0 , 0, τ g )
...
relLock(L0 , 0, τ g )

acqLock(L0 , 1, τ h )
...
relLock(L0 , 1, τ h )
(c) Lock usage

Õ Figure 3.8: Example usage of the lock having groups of tasks
one element for each group and a free one. The initial locations for the pointers are
set according to the defined rules and are shown in Figure 3.9a. Tasks τ f and τ g
both belong to the same group and can both move their head. Task τ g performs
this movement first as shown in Figure 3.9b. Now there are two options; the head
of τ f or tail of τ g . The first option is shown in Figure 3.9c. Now both tasks can only
update their tail in an arbitrary order for example first τ g and then τ h as shown in
Figure 3.9d and Figure 3.9e. At this point the only possible movement is the head
of τ h as illustrated in Figure 3.9f. This sequence of head and tail updates can be
repeated indefinitely.
3.5.2

Code Generation

We now show how such a lock can be used by an automatic parallelization tool such
that tasks execute mutually exclusive. The code between the calls to the functions
acqLock and relLock executes mutually exclusive as dictated by the rules outlined
in the previous section.
For the simple example with two functions in two modes as shown in Figure 3.5,
the implementation of the extracted tasks is shown in Figure 3.10. The acqLock
function is the first statement in the outer while-loop and the relLock function
is the last function such that the first inner loop is mutually exclusive with the
second inner loop. The execution order argument is derived from the order of the
statements in the sequential OIL program. Because f is before g, task τ f has number
zero and τ g number one. Basically, an intra-iteration dependency is added between
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(b) Head τ g updated

(c) Head τ f updated
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(d) Tail τ g updated
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(e) Tail τ f updated

(f) Head τ h updated

Õ Figure 3.9: Head and tail pointer updates for a lock consisting of two groups of
tasks
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do{
acqLock(L 0 , 0, τ f );
acqProd(b x );
do{
write(b x , f());
} while(. . .);
relProd(b x );
relLock(L 0 , 0, τ f )
} while(1);

(a) Generated code of τ f
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do{
acqLock(L 0 , 1, τ g );
acqCons(b x );
do{
g(read(b x ));
} while(. . .);
relCons(b x );
relLock(L 0 , 1, τ g );
} while(1);

(b) Generated code of τ g

Õ Figure 3.10: Tasks resulting from Figure 3.5
f and g. If the lock wraps back to execution order number zero, an inter-iteration
dependency is added.
A similar generation of code can be done for if-statements. In Figure 3.11a a simple OIL program with an if-statement is shown and the obtained task graph after
parallelization is shown in Figure 3.11b. Both tasks τ g and τ h read from a buffer b x .
The order from the sequential program is visualized in Figure 3.11c. Because the
if-else-statement has two branches, the two possible orders can occur as shown.
Statements in different branches of an if-else-statement must be in one group if they
use the same lock. This is because deadlock can occur otherwise, because there is no
sequential order defined between statements in two branches. However, statements
in the if-branch are already intra-iteration mutually exclusive with statements in
the else-branch. Statements in one branch can be made mutually exclusive using a
second lock.
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8

τf

loop {
x = f();
if(. . .){
g(x);
} else {
h(x);
}
} while(1);

vf

bx
τg

(a) OIL program

τh

(b) Task graph

vg

vh

(c) Sequential program order

Õ Figure 3.11: Mutual exclusion in a model application described by a conditionalstatement
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do {
a c q L o c k ( L0 ,
0 , τf ) ;
a c q P r o d ( bx ) ;
w r i t e ( bx ,
f () ) ;
r e l P r o d ( bx ) ;
r e l L o c k ( L0 ,
0 , τf ) ;
} while ( 1 ) ;
(a) Task τ f
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do {
a c q L o c k ( L0 ,
1 , τg ) ;
acqCons ( b x ) ;
i f (. . .) {
g ( r e a d ( bx ) ) ;
}
r e l C o n s ( bx ) ;
r e l L o c k ( L0 ,
1 , τg ) ;
} while ( 1 ) ;
(b) Task τ g
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do {
a c q L o c k ( L0 , 1 , τ h ) ;
acqCons ( b x ) ;
i f (. . .) {}
else {
h ( r e a d ( bx ) ) ;
}
r e l C o n s ( bx ) ;
r e l L o c k ( L0 , 1 , τ h ) ;
} while ( 1 ) ;
(c) Task τ h

Õ Figure 3.12: Generated tasks from Figure 3.11a including a lock

Assume that we indicate that functions g and h should execute mutually exclusive
with function f . Note here that g and h are already intra-iteration mutually exclusive,
but not inter-iteration and thus an overlap in execution can occur as a result of
pipelining. After adding these functions as one group in a lock they also execute
inter-iteration mutually exclusive. After adding the lock, the implementation of
the tasks becomes as shown in Figure 3.12. The acqLock call in these tasks is again
the first statement in the while-loop and the relLock is the last statement. This
ensures again that the entire loop body is mutually exclusive with the loop body of
other tasks. Note here that also the acquire and release functions for the buffers are
placed around the if-statement. This enables the derivation of an SVPDF model
and guarantees a deadlock-free execution when no mutual exclusivity locks are
used.
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loop {
f();
g();
h();
k();
} while(1);

(a) OIL program

vf

vg

vg

vh

vh

vk

vk

(b) Constraints in the
sequential program

(c) Constraints resulting
from two locks

Õ Figure 3.13: Sequential program consisting of four functions. Ordering is enforced in the model by partially preserving the sequential ordering
3.5.3

Deadlock-freedom

In this section we explain in more detail why the insertion of the acquire and release
calls for the locks will not introduce deadlock.
Deadlock-freedom of task graphs resulting from OIL program is explained using
the program shown in Figure 3.11a. The ordering constraints resulting from the
sequential program are shown in Figure 3.13b. Assume that we require that the
tasks that result from the functions f , g, and h should execute mutually exclusive
as well as that the tasks that result from the functions g, h and k should execute
mutually exclusive. To achieve this we make use of two locks. The first lock enforces
the execution order f , g, h, and then f again in the next iteration. This is modeled
by the red edges in Figure 3.13c. The second lock enforces the execution order g,
h, k and then g again in the next iteration. This is modeled by the blue edges in
Figure 3.13c. Each time we refer to the next iteration an initial token is placed on
the corresponding edge.
The reasoning why the resulting task graph will remain deadlock-free after locks
are added can be seen as follows. When a number of groups of statements in a loop
is made mutual exclusive, intra-iteration dependencies are added between these
groups. As presented in Section 3.5, these intra-iteration dependencies are added
in such a way that they follow the order of the statements in the sequential specification. These added intra-iteration dependencies can thus never make the sequential
schedule inadmissible. In Figure 3.13c dependencies are added for example from
function f to function g and from function g to function k. The sequential schedule
of Figure 3.13b shows that function g is scheduled after f and function k after g.
Therefore, after adding the constraints of the lock, the sequential schedule is still
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Moreover, when making groups of statements mutual exclusive, an inter-iteration
dependency is added from the last group back to the first group. In the sequential
schedule we have that the first statement of a loop executes after the last statement
of the previous iteration of that loop. A group of statements can by definition
never contain a statement that occurs earlier or later in the sequential specification
than this first or last statement respectively. Adding an inter-iteration dependency
between the last mutual exclusive group to the first group can thus never invalidate
the sequential schedule. Consider for example the dependency in Figure 3.13c that
prescribes that function f in iteration i + 1 can only be executed after function h in
iteration i is finished. This dependency does not invalidate the sequential schedule
because in this schedule, function h in iteration i executes before function k in
iteration i which on its turn executes before function f in iteration i + 1.

3.6

SVPDF model

In this section, we present the SVPDF model, which can be automatically derived
from an OIL program. The SVPDF model is based on the VPDF model but contains
additional structure in the form of hierarchical blocks to enable efficient analysis.
These blocks can be seen as do-while loops that iterate for an unknown number
of times. In Section 3.7, we will model the constraints that result from locks in this
SVPDF model.
In this chapter we only consider the derivation of the SVPDF model for scalar
variables. However, actors in this model can be extended with phases indicating
a sequence of how many tokens need to be consumed or produced every firing of
an actor [GHB14]. This number of tokens is based on the synchronization done
by tasks. The modeling of mutual exclusivity can be done in a similar way as described in this chapter for this more expressive model. For ease of understanding
we therefore omit the phase information from the model.
An SVPDF model is a directed graph G = (V , E, P , δ, ρ) that consists of a set of
actors V connected by a set of directed edges E. An actor v i ∈ V communicates to
another actor v j by producing tokens on an edge e i j ∈ E. Actors in an SVPDF model
are not auto-concurrent, meaning that at most one firing of an actor can occur
simultaneously. The number of initial tokens on an edge is given by δ ∶ E → N0 . In
short, δ i j , are the number of initial tokens on e i j . An actor v i is enabled to fire if
there are tokens on all its incoming edges. After its firing duration ρ i ∶ V → N0 , a
token is produced on all its outgoing edges. The maximum number of tokens on
a cycle remains constant and is for example used to model the capacity of a FIFO
buffer.

An SVPDF model is structured into blocks with port actors on the edges of a block.
A block is characterized by a parameter p ∈ P. A parameter p defines the number
of consecutive firings of actors in that block in respect to the actors surrounding
that block. The value of p is unknown during analysis and can be infinite. A

The blocks are used to describe modal behavior of an application, where it is unknown how many iterations an application remain in a certain mode. Tasks in these
modes can interact with the environment via periodic sources and sinks. Only tasks
in the active mode can read from a source or write to a sink, such that every sample
produced by a source is only read in a single mode. Therefore an actor derived
from a source or sink is copied into every block in which it is used. Such an actor
only produces or consumes tokens if the mode corresponding to the block is active.
These sources and sinks execute periodically and therefore impose a throughput
constraint on the execution of the application.

3.7

Lock from sequential specification

In this section it will be shown that a corresponding SVPDF temporal analysis
model can always be derived from a sequential OIL program in which the locks
are specified. We first derive an SVPDF model from an OIL program without
considering the locks. This is followed by the modeling of the constraints that
result from the locks. In this section the modeling approach is shown for one lock,
but the modeling of multiple locks is analogous to the modeling of one lock.
A task graph without mutual exclusive tasks can be modeled as an SVPDF model as
follows. For every task an actor is included in the model. Every buffer is modeled
by two oppositely directed edges where tokens on the edge from the producer to
the consumer represent the full locations in the buffer and tokens on the other
edge, empty locations. The initial tokens on this edge equals the buffer capacity.
For every while-loop in the OIL program a block is included in the model. If a task
contains this loop, the actor corresponding with this task is a (nested) child of the
block corresponding with this loop. Blocks are nested analogously to the structure
of while-loops in the OIL program. The value of the parameter characterizing a
block corresponds to the number of iterations of the while-loop.
We now show that the lock as generated by the method introduced in this chapter can be modeled in an SVPDF model. Two cases can be distinguished in the
generation of the lock, either groups of tasks in one while-loop are made mutually
exclusive, or these groups are distributed over multiple while-loops.
We first consider the most simple case of two groups of tasks in one while-loop,
where each of the groups consists of only one task. When tasks are made mutually
exclusive this can be represented by a cycle through the corresponding actors with
one initial token on that cycle. This is illustrated by Figure 3.14a which contains
two actors corresponding with two mutually exclusive tasks. Between these two
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block only introduces structure and does not fire itself. Port actors are used to
provide communication between actors in and outside of a block. A port actor
either converts a token on an input edge directed from outside of a block inwards
to p tokens on its output edges or it converts p tokens to one token if the direction of
the edges is from inside a block to outside of that block. A more detailed explanation
of the SVPDF model and port actors can be found in [GHB13].
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(a) Model of two tasks

(b) Model of three tasks divided into two groups

vg
vf
vf

vg

(c) Model of two tasks in two loops

vh
(d) Model of two groups of tasks in two loops

Õ Figure 3.14: SVPDF models corresponding with mutually exclusive tasks
actors a cycle is added consisting of two oppositely directed edges representing the
ordering constraints enforced by the lock. The initial token on the bottom edge
indicates the task that is enabled first by the lock, i.e. the task corresponding with
the first function in the sequential ordering specified by the OIL program.
When there are multiple tasks in a group no single cycle can be created anymore
in the model because tasks in a group can execute simultaneously. Therefore, for
every group consisting of more than one task two additional actors are added to
the model. The first actor represents that all tasks in a group can start after the
tasks in the previous group have finished. The second actor represents that the
next group can only start after all actors in the current group have finished their
firing. This is illustrated in Figure 3.14b in which there are two groups of tasks.
The first group contains only one task, and thus no additional actors are required.
The second group contains two tasks and thus two corresponding actors. Two
additional actors are now added. Actor v 1s allows both actors v g and v h to start
because separate edges (v 1s , v g ) and (v 1s , v h ) are added. Actor v 1e enforces that
both actors are finished before actors in the next group can fire, which is again
actor v f in the figure. This is modeled by an edge from every actor in the group to
actor v 1e .
When groups of tasks belonging to different while-loops, the corresponding actors
are in different blocks. The approach described above must then be modified such
that the correct rate conversion occurs by means of port actors. A port actor is
added whenever a constraint following from the lock generation crosses a while-

Finally, groups of tasks in multiple while-loops can also contain multiple tasks per
group. This is illustrated in Figure 3.14d where the second group contains two tasks.
Here the port actors are also used to indicate the simultaneous enabling of tasks
in a group and the waiting until all tasks in a group are finished. Thus, these port
actors are used instead of the two additional actors inserted for the case shown in
Figure 3.14b.

3.8

Case study

In this section we illustrate the approach presented in this chapter by means of a
simplified WLAN 802.11g receiver application of which the OIL program is shown
in Figure 3.15. In the application, first a header must be detected by the detectHeader
function in an input stream delivered by a source ADC executing time-triggered
at 250 kHz. After a header is found it is decoded by the decodeHeader function
and then NSym symbols in the received packet are decoded by the functions in the
second inner while-loop. In the second loop, first a symbol is transformed by an fft
into the frequency domain. The resulting data is then demapped, deinterleaved and
convolutional decoded. Finally, a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is performed to
verify the correctness of the resulting data.
From this WLAN application a task graph is extracted by the compiler with seven
tasks and seven buffers. The periodic source imposes a throughput constraint of
250 kHz which corresponds to a period of 4 µs.
In this example we assume that the detectHeader, decodeHeader and fft task execute
on the same processor and a WCET of 3 µs, 1 µs, and 3 µs, respectively. If we allocate
a budget of 0.5 µs in a replenishment interval of 1.5 µs for these tasks then it follows
from Equation 3.1 that the WCRT of the detectHeader task is equal to 9 µs. Because
the period of the source is 4 µs we can immediately conclude that the throughput
constraint cannot be met.
By inserting a lock we can reduce the WCRT of the detectHeader, decodeHeader
and the fft task. We can indicate in an OIL program by means of the lock keyword
that tasks must execute mutually exclusive, as shown in Figure 3.15. The parameters
behind this keyword are groups of tasks and each group of tasks is encapsulated by
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loop boundary and thus results in a rate-conversion. Figure 3.14c shows an example
of two groups of which the corresponding tasks are in different while-loops. In the
example a group consists of one task, and thus one actor. In the figure the cycle from
actor v f to v g and back crosses four block boundaries and thus four port actors
are added. These port actors model that a task in the corresponding while-loop
can execute until the loop condition becomes false. The initial token that indicates
which actor can initially start is placed before the port actor which is located on the
outer-most block corresponding with the first while-loop in the ordering defined
by the sequential specification. In the figure this token is placed before the port
actor on the top in the left block, assuming that the left block corresponds to the
first while-loop.

1
2
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lock (detectHeader) (decodeHeader);
lock (detectHeader decodeHeader) (fft);

3
4

source ADC @ 250 kHz;

5
6
7
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loop{
loop{
detectHeader(ADC, out vh, out h);
if(vh){
NSym’ = decodeHeader(h);
}
} while(!vh);
n = 0;
loop{
x = fft(ADC);
y = demap(x);
z = deint(y);
w = convDecode(z);
crc(w);
n’ = n + 1;
} while(n < NSym);
} while(1);

Õ Figure 3.15: Simplified WLAN application
brackets. In the WLAN specification in Figure 3.15 there are two groups of tasks
behind the first lock keyword. The first group contains the detectHeader task and the
second group the decodeHeader task. As a result of the lock only one of these tasks
execute at any point in time on the processor and their execution order will be the
order from the OIL program. Behind the second lock keyword there are two groups
of tasks with in the first group the detectHeader task and decodeHeader task and in
the second group the fft task. As a result these three tasks obtain a WCRT equal
to their WCET. These WCRTs are low enough to meet the throughput constraint
given that the buffers are sized properly by making use of the SVPDF model of the
application.
The SVPDF model of the WLAN application is shown in Figure 3.16. The source is
not shown for clarity of the figure. In this figure the red dashed arrows denote the
edges added to enforce mutual exclusivity between the detectHeader, decodeHeader
and the fft tasks and between the detectHeader and decodeHeader tasks. The remaining tasks all run on a separate processor and therefore have a WCRT equal to
their WCET which are, in application order starting with demap, 2.5 µs, 3 µs, 2.5 µs
and 4 µs for crc. With this SVPDF model, buffer sizes are computed for δ h , δ hv , δ x ,
δ y , δ z , δ w , δ N S y m of 1, 1, 2, 2, 2, 2, and 1, respectively.

δ hv
δh

dec
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Õ Figure 3.16: SVPDF model of the application in Figure 3.15
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Õ Figure 3.17: Execution trace of the WLAN application from Figure 3.16 with
mutual exclusivity applied
Figure 3.17 shows an execution trace derived with the dataflow simulator HAPI [BPvM05,
KHB16b] given the WCRTs when mutual exclusive execution is enforced. The num-
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bers in the traces indicate the invocation number of the tasks. The trace is shown
for a packet size of 3 symbols. As a result of the applied locks the detectHeader,
decodeHeader, and fft task can execute on the same processor as is visualized in the
trace for Processor1, instead of that 3 processors are required. This improves the
utilization of one processor and frees two other processors. The execution of the
application is pipelined and tasks belonging to different modes execute on different
processors at the same point in time despite that locks are applied. The trace shows
for example that detectHeader and deint execute in parallel.

3.9

Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a dataflow analysis approach that takes into account
that tasks execute mutually exclusively which improved the temporal analysis results and processor utilization. We furthermore introduced a starvation-free lock
which allows us to enforce mutual exclusive execution of tasks. This lock allows
parallel execution of tasks in a group of tasks but enforces sequential execution
between groups of tasks. A key difference with existing locks is that groups of tasks
can only acquire the lock in a predefined order.
We furthermore showed that mutual exclusive execution of tasks can be modeled in
an SVPDF model which is used for checking whether the throughput constraint is
satisfied after adding locks. This model is generated by a compiler from a sequential
OIL program that describes the modal real-time stream processing application.
We also showed that the resulting parallel task graph is deadlock-free despite that
additional constraints are introduced that enforce an execution order of groups of
tasks as a result of the locks. The task graph is deadlock-free because lock statements
are added such that no constraints are introduced that prevent the execution order
as defined by the sequential program.
The introduction of our lock in an application can improve the processor utilization
as is demonstrated using a WLAN application. In this application two locks are
introduced. Insertion of these locks reduced the worst-case response times such
that three tasks can share the same processor which improves the utilization of this
processor and frees two other processors.
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4
Compositional analysis of
modes and FPP scheduling

Abstract – The temporal analysis of modal applications where tasks are
scheduled using the FPP scheduling policy leads to very pessimistic results.
Therefore, we propose a compositional analysis approach in this chapter, that
allows modes to be characterized in isolation, even at different levels in the
hierarchy of an application. Locks and barriers are added in an application
such that the temporal behavior of modes can be characterized independently.
Existing analysis method can then be used within these modes.

Stream processing applications such as software defined radios and vision applications are typically executed on embedded multiprocessor systems under real-time
constraints. These applications often contain multiple processing modes and cyclic
dependencies. Examples of processing modes found in software defined radios
are the detection, synchronization and decoding mode. The cyclic dependencies
are a result of feedback loops and the use of bounded FIFO buffers for inter-task
communication. These stream processing applications can be described as task
graphs of which the tasks are executed on shared processors. The tasks executed
on a processor are scheduled according to a scheduling policy. In Chapter 3, we
only addressed the analysis of modal applications with budget schedulers. Examples of other scheduling policies are RR and FPP. Currently, however, there is no
suitable temporal analysis technique available for modal applications that supports
this broader class of scheduling policies.
This chapter is based on [GK:3].
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The minimum throughput of a modal stream processing application can be determined using dataflow analysis techniques given a VPDF [WBS10] or a Finite State
Machine-based Scenario-Aware Data-Flow (FSM-SADF) [GS10] model if budget
schedulers are applied [WBS07a, WBS09]. An example of a budget scheduler is
Time Division Multiplex (TDM). For these budget schedulers it is possible to derive the worst-case response time of each task independently of the schedule of the
other tasks, after which a compositional temporal analysis method can be applied.
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However, many embedded operating systems only support the FPP scheduling
policy. Dataflow analysis techniques for systems that use FPP have recently been introduced for multi-rate applications that can be modeled as SDF graphs [HGWB14].
However, there is currently no temporal analysis technique for modal stream processing applications that contain cycles and that are executed on multiprocessor
systems which make use of FPP task scheduling.
In this chapter, we present a compositional temporal analysis approach for modal
stream processing applications executed on multiprocessor systems using FPP task
scheduling per processor. A compiler inserts locks and barriers in the application
such that the temporal behavior of each application mode can be characterized in
isolation. The locks ensure that tasks belonging to different modes do not interfere,
and the barriers make the response times of the tasks independent of the production moments of tasks that belong to other modes. The locks and barriers result
in additional constraints that are included in a hierarchical SVPDF model of the
application. This model is used to verify the satisfaction of the throughput constraint and to compute the required buffer sizes by recursively applying a recently
introduced dataflow analysis technique. Furthermore, it is shown that the approach
supports response times of tasks larger than the period of the source, and allows the
use of budget scheduling besides FPP scheduling. The applicability of the approach
is demonstrated using a IEEE 802.11p (WLANp) application. This application can
be executed in a pipelined fashion despite the additional constraints introduced by
the locks and barriers.
The outline of this chapter is as follows. We first discuss related work in Section 4.1.
The basic idea behind our analysis approach is presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3
describes the analysis flow we use to analyze modal applications. In order to be
able to verify if a periodic source can execute strictly periodically when switching
between modes, additional constraints are introduced into the SVPDF model as
described in Section 4.4. The response time equations that are introduced in Section 4.5 can be used to apply the presented analysis approach to systems in which
also other scheduling policies are applied than FPP. Conditions under which response times larger than the source period are allowed are stated in Section 4.6.
The applicability of the analysis approach is demonstrated in Section 4.7. The conclusions are stated in Section 4.8.

Related Work

In this section we first address related analysis approached for modal time-triggered
systems. Then we switch to data-driven approaches and focus on modal dataflow
models. Analysis of FPP scheduling for dataflow graphs is discussed and finally
analysis of budget scheduling for modal dataflow graphs.
Mode changes in FPP scheduled single processor systems have been studied extensively [S+ 89, TBW92a, Gua09b]. These works present analysis techniques to
determine whether deadline misses can occur during a mode change. Overloads
can be prevented by the schedulers by delaying the release of tasks [RC04a]. A
limitation of these techniques is that the next mode transition may only be started
after the previous mode transition is completed. Furthermore, these techniques are
only applicable for acyclic task graphs.
Dataflow models are applicable for cyclic task graphs, and a number of dynamic
dataflow models have been developed that are also suitable for modal stream processing applications. In the FSM-SADF [GS10, vKSG17] dataflow model modes
are described as scenarios where the possible transitions between scenarios are
encoded in a non-deterministic finite-state-machine. In [vKSG17], the FSM-SADF
model is extended to allow switching scenarios at run-time by executing sequences
of scenarios. Processor sharing can be supported if schedulers are applied that
belong to the class of budget schedulers to which TDM schedulers belong.
In this chapter, we use the SVPDF [GHB14] model that allows a hierarchical description of nested modes in an application. The dependencies are explicit in this
model and it has been shown that a deadlock-free model and implementation can
be automatically derived from a sequential description of an application in the Omphale Input Language (OIL) [GHB13]. The SVPDF model has only been used in
combination with budget schedulers. In this chapter, however, we will show that
the SVPDF model can be used if FPP schedulers are applied.
Throughput analysis of systems with multiple applications that are modeled as
Mode-Controlled Dataflow (MCDF) and scheduled by FPP has been presented
in [LMvB15]. However, this approach only addresses interference between tasks
that belong to different applications, while in this chapter we derive the interference
between tasks of the same application.
Only recently, a throughput analysis has been introduced in [HWGB13] for multirate applications that are modeled by SDF graphs and that are executed on multiprocessor systems using FPP schedulers. By introducing an enabling rate characterization in [HGWB14], the accuracy of the analysis technique is improved. The analysis
flow based on the enabling rate characterization is further improved in [WHGB14]
by taking into account that cyclic dependencies limit the maximum interference
between tasks. We make use of this observation in this chapter, since we introduce
cycles to make the execution of tasks mutually exclusive.
Locks have been introduced in Chapter 3 for modal applications that make tasks
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scheduled by budget schedulers mutually exclusive, which can improve the accuracy of dataflow analysis. In this chapter we generalize that approach for budget
schedulers, making it applicable for systems with FPP schedulers.

4.2

Basic idea
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In this section, we use a didactic example to explain the basic idea behind our compositional temporal analysis approach. This approach is suitable for modal stream
processing applications that are executed on multiprocessor systems using FPP
task scheduling per processor. The periodic source in these applications imposes a
throughput constraint.
The task graph used in our didactic example is derived by a multiprocessor compiler
from the OIL program that is shown in Figure 4.1a. An OIL program is a kind of
C-program with some adaptations that facilitate automatic parallelization. The OIL
program contains two potentially endlessly iterating while-loops, where each whileloop corresponds to a mode. After parallelization, the task graph in Figure 4.1b is
obtained. Each task in the graph corresponds to a function in the OIL program,
e.g. τ a corresponds to function a. The color of a task represents the mapping to
a processor. Each FIFO buffer in the task graph corresponds to a variable that is
communicated between two functions.
The source task, τ ad c , executes strictly periodic and only produces data for a single
mode. The source task therefore has two output buffers such that data can be sent
to one of the task reading from it, either τ a or τ c . The buffer that the source writes
to is determined by the loop conditions in the sequential OIL program, which can
change after every execution of the source task.
Besides a task graph, also an SVPDF dataflow model is created by our compiler. This
model contains nested blocks where each block corresponds to a while-loop in the
OIL program, as is described in more detail in Section 3.6. These blocks are depicted
as dashed rectangles in the SVPDF model. The actors in a block correspond with
the functions inside the while-loop. The SVPDF model that corresponds to our
didactic OIL program is shown in Figure 4.1c. The nodes on the boundaries of the
dashed rectangles are called port actors. The port actors at the inputs of a block
perform up-sampling, i.e. multiply the number of tokens with a factor that is equal
to the number of iterations of the while-loop. The port actors at the outputs of
a block perform down-sampling. Only after the last iteration of a loop, a token
is produced at the output of such a port actor, for other iterations no tokens are
produced. Port actors have by definition a firing duration equal to zero. The other
actors have a firing duration that corresponds to the response times of the tasks.
Derivation of these response times is discussed in subsequent paragraphs. The solid
black edges between the actors in the SVPDF model denote dependencies between
actor firings. The use of FIFO buffers with a bounded capacity in the task graph
results in cyclic dependencies in the SVPDF model. The number of tokens on a
cycle in the SVPDF model corresponds to the capacity of a buffer. The reason for the
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source ADC @ 250 kHz;
loop{
loop{
x= a (ADC);
y=b ();
}while(..);
loop{
z=d (y);
c (ADC, x, z);
}while(..);
} while(1);

(a) Modal OIL program
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z
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(b) Corresponding task graph
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(c) SVPDF model of Figure 4.1a including additional constraints of a lock and barriers

Õ Figure 4.1: Example of a modal program and the corresponding task graph and
dataflow model
inclusion of the other edges in the SVPDF model will be explained in subsequent
paragraphs.
The SVPDF model is the input of our compositional temporal analysis method
which is described in Section 4.3. This method requires that response times of tasks
can be determined independently of when tasks in other modes execute. Given that
the response times are independent then the firing durations of the actors in one
mode are also independent of the firing durations of the actors in another mode.
Because the firing durations are independent we can analyze whether each deepest
nested block fulfills the constraints imposed by the source independently of other
blocks. After this is confirmed, we can ascend the hierarchy of blocks and perform

 Section 4.2 – Basic idea

1
2

the same analysis on the next hierarchical level of the SVPDF model.
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The fact that response times of tasks in one mode can be analyzed independently
of tasks in another mode is achieved by making use of locks and barriers. Locks
prevent that tasks belonging to different modes can execute at the same moment
in time by making tasks in different modes, but mapped to the same processor,
execute mutually exclusive. Barriers are used to verify that all inputs of a mode
are available before the periodic source in a mode finishes its first execution. As
a result, the response times can be determined relative to the executions of the
periodic source in a block and become independent of the production moments of
tasks that belong to other modes.
Dataflow analysis for systems that make use of nonstarvation-free schedulers such
as FPP has been described in [HWGB13, HGWB14]. These approaches make use
of a slightly modified version of the WCRT equation that has been proposed by
Tindell [TBW94]. This response time equation computes a so-called busy period
which calculates the maximum time it takes to finish q executions of τ i and is
defined as:
J j + w i (q)
w i (q) = q ⋅ B i + ∑ ⌈
(4.1)
⌉ ⋅ Bj
Pj
j∈h p(i)

where J j is the jitter in the so-called external enabling time of τ j , which, on average,
executes periodically with period P j . We use hp(i) as the set of tasks executing on
the same processor with a priority higher than τ i . The external enabling time of a
task is defined as the time at which the task can read sufficient locations from the
adjacent buffers. Only values of q for which it holds that w i (q) ≥ q ⋅ P i need to be
considered in Equation 4.1 according to [TBW94].

According to [HWGB13, HGWB14] is the worst-case response time relative to the
external enabling time of a task equal to:
R̂ i = max(w i (q) − (q − 1) ⋅ P i )
1≤q

(4.2)

From Equation 4.1 and Equation 4.2 we conclude that the WCRT of τ i depends on
the jitter J j of the inputs of the higher priority tasks on the same processor. These
inputs can be produced by tasks in a different mode. As a result, the WCRT of τ i
cannot be determined independently of the tasks in other modes, because the jitter
can be a result of the jitter in the finish times of tasks in other modes. This is even
the case if the execution of these tasks has been made mutually exclusive by making
use of locks. Therefore, besides the locks, also barriers are needed to make the jitter
of tasks in a mode independent of the production moments of tasks that belong to
other modes.
Barriers are used to guarantee that none of the tasks in a mode can start before
all inputs for that mode are available and the source inside the mode fires. By
introducing barriers, actors that are not on a path from the source without initial
tokens on it, like v d , are delayed. These actors execute time-triggered since they are
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Õ Figure 4.2: Barrier at t = 4µs guarantees that no task belonging to a mode can
start before all inputs are available and the source of that mode finishes its firing
enabled by the periodic source instead of being enabled by an input of the mode
they are in. Therefore, the start times of v c and v d in Figure 4.2 are only related to
the time that the source actor, adc 2 , in the mode fires and not to the arrival times of
the input data. As a result, the jitter in the production moments of tasks outside a
mode has no influence on the jitter on the enabling time of the tasks that belong to
the mode. Therefore response time are also independent of the jitter on the inputs
caused by task outside the mode.
A barrier in the implementation is modeled with additional dependencies in the
SVPDF model. These dependencies are depicted as orange dashed arrows in Figure 4.1c. Moreover, the locks which make the execution of tasks mutually exclusive
are modeled with the red dotted edges in Figure 4.1c. These edges in combination with a single token on the cycles created by these edges guarantee that actors
belonging to different blocks, and thus modes, can not fire simultaneously.

4.3

Analysis flow

In this section, the applied temporal analysis flow is presented. In this flow, blocks
in the SVPDF model are analyzed recursively, starting at the deepest nested blocks
in the model, and subsequently one level upwards at a time after flattening the
blocks of a hierarchical level. The temporal analysis flow incorporates the flow
presented in [WHGB14] for the computation of the worst-case response times of
the tasks. We first present an overview of the steps in the analysis flow after which
the flattening step in the flow is explained in more detail in Subsection 4.3.1.
The applied analysis flow is shown in Figure 4.3. This flow is used to verify whether
the temporal constraint imposed by the periodic source (sink) in the blocks can be
satisfied. The periodic source must be able to fire strictly periodic, such that there
are always sufficient tokens on all the incoming edges at the start of a new periodic
firing. To verify these constraints the worst-case response times of the tasks are
computed. The last step in the flow computes sufficiently large buffer capacities.
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Buffer sizing
Õ Figure 4.3: Overview of the analysis flow for modal applications

The analysis flow in Figure 4.3 contains five steps of which some of the steps are
executed repeatedly. Step 2 consists internally of three steps which are executed
repeatedly. In step 0, the input information for the analysis flow is gathered. This is
the information about the topology of the task graph, the task-to-processor assignment, the applied task scheduling policy for each processor including the scheduling parameters such a priorities, worst- and best-case execution times of the tasks,
and the temporal constraints imposed by the periodic source and/or sink inside a
block.
Based on the nesting of the functions in an OIL program, an SVPDF model is
generated in step 1. Locks and barriers are inserted to enable compositional analysis
of blocks as discussed in Section 4.2. As a consequence, the response times of tasks
belonging to a mode can be determined by analyzing each mode in isolation.
In step 2a of the flow, a lower and an upper bound on the response time of the
tasks in a block at the deepest hierarchical level is computed. This is done under
the assumption that the inputs of the block have arrived before the source of the
task has finished its execution, which is verified later. These response times are
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4

Õ Figure 4.4: An SVPDF model with nested blocks
used to update the minimum and maximum firing durations of the actors in the
SVPDF model in step 2b. Two periodic schedules are computed using these firing
durations, which bound the start times of the actors. From these start times, the
jitter in the production moments of the actors is computed. Given these jitters the
response times are recomputed in step 2a, 2b, and 2c, which are repeated until the
jitters and response times remain unchanged, or exceed a predefined limit. Step 2
is repeated until all blocks at the deepest hierarchical level have been analyzed.
Once the response times of all the tasks at the deepest hierarchical level have been
computed the modes at that level are flattened in step 3. The flattening step is
described in more detail in the next section.
Step 2 and 3 are repeated until all levels in the hierarchy of the application are
flattened and the top level is reached, or a violation of the temporal constraints
is detected. The order in which modes are flattened is explained using Figure 4.4
which shows the nested block structure of an SVPDF model. The different shadings
of gray in the figure reflects the hierarchical level of a mode. Blocks in the same
hierarchical level have the same shade. In the first iteration of the analysis flow the
modes at the deepest level are analyzed, i.e., mode 1 and 2. After these modes are
flattened, mode 3 and 4 are analyzed at the next hierarchical level. Finally, mode 5
can be analyzed after all other modes have been flattened.
In the final step of the flow, the buffer capacities are determined, given the computed
best-case and worst-case schedules for the actors in each of the blocks.
4.3.1

Flattening of a hierarchical level

The flattening step of the analysis flow removes the hierarchical boundaries of the
blocks of one hierarchical level in an SVPDF model. This step is performed after
the response times of the actors in the blocks at one hierarchical level have been
derived using the analysis flow in Figure 4.3. In the remainder of this section we
will first describe how a hierarchical level can be flattened. Next, we introduce the
constraints on the flattening step imposed by the periodic source. Finally, we will
discuss the consequences of a flattened block on the jitter and response time of
tasks at a higher hierarchical level.
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(a) Hierarchical SVPDF model
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(b) HSDF model

Õ Figure 4.5: Flattening an example of an SVPDF model into a HSDF model
The WCRT of tasks can be calculated under the assumption that tasks in a block
execute an infinite number of times. This is possible because the WCRT equation
as stated in Equation 4.2 assumes an infinite number of executions of strictly periodically executing tasks. However, tasks in a block do not execute after a switch to
a different block. Therefore the tasks do not execute infinitely often. However, tasks
that do not execute, do not cause interference, which reduces the response time.
The actual number of times a task executes depends on the value of a so-called
parameter [GHB13] of a block, which indicates how often a block will execute. The
parameter can range from one to infinite and is only a modeling construct without
a counterpart in reality. Therefore an upper bound on the actual response time
of the tasks in a block can be calculated by assuming that tasks in a block execute
infinitely often.
The structure in an SVPDF model allows blocks to be flattened. A block is flattened
by setting the response times of tasks inside the block to the WCRT calculated under
the worst-case assumption that tasks in a block execute infinitely often. Therefore,
the WCRT is valid for every possible parameter value. As a result, only a single
iteration of the block needs to be considered at higher hierarchical levels. In the
SVPDF model a single iteration of a block is equal to a parameter value of one
of the corresponding blocks. A parameter value of one flattens the block, since
the boundaries of a block and the port actors become redundant because up- or
down-sampling of tokens is not needed anymore. Therefore, the SVPDF model
in Figure 4.5a can be flattened into the HSDF model shown in Figure 4.5b. The
flattened model can be analyzed using the approach presented in [WHGB14], which
is applied in step 2 of our flow.
A flattened block should still adhere to the constraints imposed by the periodic
source inside the block. The constraints are a result of the source task in an application that must be able to execute strictly periodically independent of the block
that is active. Two constraints must therefore be satisfied [GHB13]. The first one
states that when the same block is executed repeatedly the source actor in that
block should execute periodically. The other constraint that must hold is that the
source in the block after a mode switch must execute exactly one period after the

Now, it might appear that flattening a block is not allowed because the production
moments of tasks in nested blocks seem to depend on the number of iterations a
block is executed. For example, in Figure 4.5a the enabling of v d depends on the
finish time of the p’th execution of v b . The enabling jitter of v d therefore appears
to depend on the block parameter value p which would prevent the block to be
flattened. However, we can use the fact that the computed schedules of the actors
in a block are periodic. The actual start time of an execution of a task τ i will be in
between the schedule that forms a lower bound, š i , and the periodic schedule that
is used as an upper bound, ŝ i . Therefore we can conclude from Equation 4.6 that
the enabling jitter of v d is independent of p.
J d (p) = ŝ d − š d

= (ŝ b (p) + ρ̂ b ) − (š b (p) + ρ̌ b )

= ŝ b + (p − 1) ⋅ Pb − š b + (p − 1) ⋅ Pb + ρ̂ b − ρ̌ b

= ŝ b − š b + ρ̂ b − ρ̌ b

(4.3)
(4.4)
(4.5)
(4.6)

In the equations above J d (p) is the enabling jitter of v d for iteration p, ŝ d the latest
possible enabling time of v d in the periodic schedule and š d the earliest possible
enabling time. The jitter caused by τ b itself depends on its maximum firing duration ρ̂ b and minimum firing duration ρ̌ b . Because the enabling jitter for v b is
independent of p, we can use a single iteration of a block for the calculation of the
enabling jitter of actors at a higher hierarchical level.
The response time of tasks at a higher hierarchical level can be calculated by setting
the parameters of the nested blocks to one, because this results in the maximum
interference for tasks at a higher level. The response time for the tasks at a higher
hierarchical level is determined by the response time, period, and jitter of tasks at
that level according to Equation 4.2 after additional constraints are added to ensure
that blocks can be analyzed in isolation. The jitter caused by tasks in nested blocks
is independent of the parameter value of that block, according to Equation 4.6 as
explained in the previous paragraph. Increasing the parameter value of a block
changes the period of the tasks at a higher hierarchical level. Executing a nested
block more often results in a less frequent execution of the tasks at a higher hierarchical level. The period of these tasks is thus effectively increased by executing
nested blocks more often. An increase of the period of tasks results in lower worstcase response time according to Equation 4.2. The worst-case response times are
therefore also independent of the parameter value of a block. Therefore, the minimal parameter value of one can be used for nested blocks to calculate an upper
bound of the response time of tasks at higher hierarchical levels.
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last execution of the source in the previous block. The first constraint is fulfilled
by enforcing that a strict periodic schedule is computed for the source actor in a
block. The second constraint is verified in the analysis flow, as will be discussed in
Section 4.4. Satisfaction of both constraints indicate that a schedule is valid for all
parameter values.
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As an example, consider flattening of the nested block in the SVPDF model in
Figure 4.5a, such that the response time of the tasks at the highest level in the model
can be determined. First, the response times of tasks τ b and τ e at the deepest nested
level are determined by analyzing their blocks. The blocks are flattened by fixing the
response times of these two tasks to the computed worst-case response times, and
removing the boundaries of the blocks as shown in Figure 4.5b. Using fixed values
for the response times of the tasks in nested blocks is allowed since the additional
constraints that are a result of the added locks and barriers ensure that tasks outside
a block cannot increase the response time of tasks inside a block. After the nested
block are flattened, the response times of τ a , τ c and τ d can be calculated.
Flattening of a hierarchical level removes some potentially useful information. Consider again the SVPDF model shown in Figure 4.5a where the colors represent the
mapping to a processor. On one processor, we have that v c has a lower priority then
v d . The time at which v d becomes enabled is dependent on p. From a certain value
of p, v c will always finish before v d is enabled and therefore v d will not interfere
with v c . The knowledge about a minimum number of block executions can be used
as offset information to obtain a less pessimistic response time for v c . The use of
offset information to obtain more accurate results for cyclic applications that do
not contain modes is presented in [KHB16a].

4.4

Periodic source constraints

In this section, we derive the conditions that need to be satisfied for applications
containing multiple modes in which the same source is accessed. Additional constraints need to be introduced to verify that the source task can execute strictly
periodically when switching between modes.
The source task in an application needs to execute strictly periodically. Therefore,
the N actors derived from the source task, for all N blocks where the source is read,
need to fire periodically. The source actors fire periodically when the time between
the start times of firings of the same, or consecutive source actors, is exactly one
period P s of the source task. The two additional constraints in Equation 4.7 and
q
Equation 4.8 on the start times of the source actors, v s with q ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1},
are therefore added.
ŝ s (i + 1) = ŝ s (i) + P s
q

(q+1)modN
ŝ s
(i

q

+ 1) =

q
ŝ s (i) +

(4.7)

Ps

(4.8)

where ŝ s (i) is the upper bound on the start time of source actor v s in iteration
i ∈ N0 if that source actor fires in iteration i. The constraint in Equation 4.8 is
added in step 2c of the analysis flow presented in Section 4.3. This constraint is
added in the hierarchical level where all the blocks containing source actors are
flattened such that each source actor fires only once before switching to the next
source actor.
q

q

4.5

Response times

In the previous sections, constraints are enforced to enable independent analysis of
modes. In this section, a general WCRT equation is derived that makes use of the
fact that modes can be analyzed in isolation after additional constraints are added
in the dataflow model. The equation is valid for schedulers in the non-starvationfree class which includes FPP, RR and TDM schedulers. We make use of the proof
that the constraints resulting from locks prevent any interference of tasks in other
modes as is given in Subsection 4.5.1.
In general, the WCRT R̂ i of a task τ i consists of its WCET B i and an upper bound on
the interference I of tasks assigned to the same processor, as shown in the following
equation:
R̂ i = B i + I schedu l e r (i, R̂ i )

(4.9)

The interference depends on the type of scheduler used on a processor. We will first
consider FPP schedulers and limit R̂ i to P i , to satisfy the constraints presented in
Section 4.4. Since this limitation implies that w i ≤ P, only a single execution of τ i
needs to be considered such that q = 1. The WCRT of Equation 4.2 can then be
simplified to the following equation for the interference on τ i :
I F PP (i, ∆t) =

∑

j∈h p(i)∖M(i)

⌈

J j + ∆t
⌉ ⋅ Bj
Pj

(4.10)

where M(i) is the set of tasks in another mode as τ i that is made mutually exclusive
to τ i using a lock. Using the prove given in Subsection 4.5.1 the set of interfering
tasks is reduced to tasks in the same mode by using locks. For RR and TDM schedulers a similar expression can be derived where the interference is a summation
over the tasks assigned to the same processor. The following equation for the inter-
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As a result of the added constraints the source actors must fire strictly periodically.
A delay in the enabling time of a source actor will immediately lead to a violation
of the throughput constraint in the block one level higher in the hierarchy than the
blocks containing the source actors, which is 2P s in the example since there are
two source actors. A delay in the enabling of a source actor occurs when the inputs
of a mode arrive too late and the constraints resulting from a barrier do not enable
the source actor in time. A violation of the throughput constraint occurs when the
sum of the response times of the tasks on the path of edges without tokens from
one source actor to the next source actor, via the constraint that result of locks and
barriers, is larger than one period. An example of such a path is seen in Figure 4.1c
from actor src 2 to v d , v c via the red dotted and orange dashed edges originating
from a lock and barrier to src 1 . The combination of the constraints of the strictly
periodic executing source and the barriers and locks ensures that mode transitions
can be analyzed.

ference for the different types of schedulers is obtained:
I RR (i, ∆t) =
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∑

j∈T (i)∖M(i)

Bj

(4.11)
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Bi
⌉ ⋅ (Q m − S i ),
Si
where Q m = S i +
∑

I T DM (i, ∆t) = ⌈

j∈T (i)∖M(i)

Sj

(4.12)

where S i is the budget of τ i within replenishment interval Q m within mode m and
T (i) the set of tasks mapped to the same processor as τ i excluding τ i itself. We have
shown that for FPP, RR and TDM schedulers an upper bound on the interference
can be derived only consisting of interference of tasks within the same mode as the
task being analyzed.
4.5.1

Mutual exclusive execution using locks

In this section, we prove that the constraints imposed by a lock ensure that tasks in
different modes will not interfere with each other and therefore execute mutually
exclusive.
For HSDF graphs it has been proven that the number of tokens on a cycle determines the interference of tasks on the cycle [WHGB14]. A cycle with one token
on it, as shown in Figure 4.6a, prevents interference between actor x and y and
therefore these actors will fire mutually exclusively. In this section, it is proven that
this also holds for two actors in different blocks in an SVPDF graph, like the one in
Figure 4.6b. If the actors belong to the same block, then they potentially interfere.
The SVPDF graph in Figure 4.6b has two actors x and y in different modes, A and
B, and the edges represent the constraints that are a result of a lock. Any number of
modes and tasks within a mode is supported by the lock, but in the proof we will for
clarity only consider two modes each containing a single task. In the proof we will
make use of the following notation: a ≺ b means a dependency from a to b, s a (n)
is the start of firing n ∈ N0 of actor a, f a (n) is the finish of the n-th firing of actor
a. Function φ A (n) ∈ N0 returns the block iteration counter in which firing n of an
actor in block A takes place. A new block iteration is started when the next token
is consumed by all port actors of the block. Similarly the function φ B (n) ∈ N0
returns the block iteration counter in which firing n of an actor in block B takes
place. Also functions that indicate the start and finish time of an iteration of a block
are defined.
By definition an actor x can cause interference on an actor y when actor x finishes
its n-th firing later than the start of the m-th firing of y. Similarly an actor y can
cause interference on an actor x when actor y finishes its m-th firing later than the
start of the n-th firing of x. Two actors x and y fire mutually exclusive if x cannot
cause interference on actor y, and y can not cause interference on actor x. That
this holds for the actor x and y in the different blocks in Figure 4.6b can be seen as
follows:

y

(a) HSDF graph consisting
of actor x and y

B

x

y
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(b) SVPDF graph consisting of two modes, A and B, each
containing one actor, x or y

Õ Figure 4.6: The constraints resulting of a lock for an HSDF model ((a)) and an
SVPDF model ((b))
The edge e x y represents a dependency. As a result of this edge it holds that:
f x (n) ≺ f A (φ A (n)) ≺ s B (φ B (m)) ≺ s y (m),

{n, m ∈ N0 ∣ φ A (n) = φ B (m)} (4.13)

Since it holds that f A (φ A (n) − 1) ≺ f A (φ A (n)) it follows from Equation 4.13 that:
f x (n) ≺ s y (m), {n, m ∈ N0 ∣ φ A (n) ≤ φ B (m)}

(4.14)

Now we have that x can only cause interference on actor y according to Equation 4.14 if:
φ A (n) > φ B (m)
(4.15)

A similar reasoning holds for the edge e yx which has one initial token. This initial
token causes that the start of the z-th block iteration of A depends on the finish of
the (z − 1)-th block iteration of B. Therefore it holds that:
f y (m) ≺ f B (φ B (m)) ≺ s A (φ A (n) − 1) ≺ s x (n),

{n, m ∈ N0 ∣ φ B (m) = φ A (n) − 1}

Since f B (φ B (m) − 1) ≺ f B (φ B (m)) it follows that:

f y (m) ≺ s x (n), {n, m ∈ N0 ∣ φ B (m) ≤ φ A (n) − 1}

(4.16)
(4.17)

We have that the m-th firing of actor y can only cause interference on the n-th
firing of x if the m-th firing of y can finish later than the n-th start of x, which is
true according to Equation 4.17 if:
φ B (m) > φ A (n) − 1

(4.18)

Therefore there is no interference from actor x on y and from actor y on x if Equation 4.15 and Equation 4.18 hold, thus:
φ A (n) − 1 < φ B (m) < φ A (n)

(4.19)
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x

A
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Because there is no block iteration counter value φ B (m) for which Equation 4.19
holds we conclude that the actors x and y do not interfere and therefore fire mutually exclusive, which concludes the proof.
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The proof remains valid for q consecutive executions of an actor x starting at firing
n. This is because these consecutive executions must belong to the same block
iterations such that φ A (n + q − 1) = φ A (n). As a consequence, Equation 4.19 still
holds since there is no block iteration counter value φ B (m) for which actors x and
y can interfere.

4.6

Response times larger than period

The approach presented in the previous sections is only applicable if all tasks have a
WCRT smaller than the period of the source. In this section, we present conditions
under which WCRTs larger than the period are possible, however, our impression
is that these conditions will be rarely satisfied in practice.
The approach presented in the previous sections does not allow WCRT larger than
the period of the source as a result of the barriers. These barriers were introduced
to take care that the arrival times of the input data of a block could not affect the
response times of the tasks in that block. However, the jitter in the arrival times of
the input data can only have an effect on other tasks if these tasks have a sufficiently
high priority or have a dependency towards other tasks. If this is not the case then
there is no need for the barrier and WCRT larger than the period of the source
can be allowed. The simplified WCRT equation derived in Section 4.5 is invalid for
tasks with a response times larger than the period, since multiple executions of a
task need to be considered as is accounted for in the equation stated in Equation 4.2.
Summarizing, the constraint of a barrier for a task are only allowed to be remove
if the task cannot cause interference on other tasks. This can only be fulfilled if the
tasks has:
» No tasks with a lower priority mapped to the same processor
» No dependencies within mode, excluding all port actors
In Figure 4.7, a constructed example is shown that illustrates a case in which the
barrier can be removed for some inputs of a block. This allows a WCRT larger than
the period of the source, which must be compensated for in a subsequent mode.
In this example, there are five tasks divided across two modes. Task τ 0 , τ 1 and τ 2
share a processor, as indicated by the colors of their actors, where τ 0 has a high
priority and τ 2 a low priority. The WCET of τ 0 , τ 2 , and τ 4 is 41 P and τ 1 , and τ 3
have a WCET of 21 P. Only τ 3 has a BCET not equal to its WCET and is assumed to
be 0 and therefore v 3 will introduce a jitter in the enabling time of v 1 . Based on this
jitter, τ 1 can pre-empt τ 2 not only once, but twice during τ 2 ’s execution, increasing
R̂ 2 to 1 41 P.
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adc 2

v0

v3

v4

v2

v1

Õ Figure 4.7: SVPDF model of an application where the WCRT of v 2 can be greater
than the period of the source
When the dependencies resulting from the barrier would be introduced from the
port actor producing the input of v 2 then an R̂ 2 > P will lead to the conclusion
of infeasibility given that the source period is P. However, in this example τ 2 is
allowed to be enabled earlier or later than the source actor starts in its corresponding
block. The enabling jitter that can be caused by removing the dependency from the
input that is a result of the barrier will not cause interference on other tasks in this
example, since τ 2 cannot interfere because it has the lowest priority. Moreover, the
jitter of τ 2 is not propagated to the other tasks because there are no dependencies
to other tasks and therefore there is no increase of the jitter of other tasks. The large
WCRT of τ 2 in this case is compensated by the sufficiently small WCRT of τ 0 and
τ 4 in the other mode, because the sum of their WCRTs is within the constraint of
one execution of a source in each mode, which takes 2P.

4.7

Case study

In this section, the analysis approach that has been introduced in this chapter is
demonstrated using a simplified WLANp receiver application. The organization
of this section is as follows. First we describe the application of which a dataflow
model will be derived that includes the constraints that are a result of locks and
barriers. We apply temporal analysis to this model to determine the WCRTs of
tasks and the buffer sizes. A simulator is used to verify the analysis results and to
generate a trace of the executions of the tasks on shared resources. Finally, we show
that a pipelined execution of tasks is supported although additional constraints are
introduced in the application.
The OIL program of the WLANp application is shown in Figure 4.8. The application
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adc 1

1

source ADC @ 250 kHz;

2
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8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

loop{
loop{
h = detectHeader(ADC);
vh = validHeader(h);
NSym’ = decodeHeader(h);
} while(!vh);
n = 0;
loop{
x = fft(ADC);
y = demap(x);
z = deint(y);
w = convDecode(z);
crc(w);
n’ = n + 1;
} while(n < NSym);
} while(1);

Õ Figure 4.8: WLANp receiver application
receives its input from a periodic ADC running at 250 kHz (a period of 4 µs). This
source imposes a throughput constraint on the execution of the application.
The WLANp application contains two modes. Each mode corresponds to a potentially endlessly repeated while-loop.
In the first mode the detectHeader function reads symbols from the source until
it detects a header of a packet. The decodeHeader function extracts the size of the
payload from the header while the validHeader function determines in parallel
if the checksum of the header is valid. Only when a valid header is found the first
mode is left as is specified in the loop condition.
The fft function in the second modes reads a number of symbols from the source
based on the size of the payload and performs a transformation to the frequency
domain on each of these symbols. The other functions in this mode perform demapping, deinterleaving, convolution decoding and verification of the CRC. The number of loop iterations in this mode is dependent on the result of the first mode and
can be determined before tasks in the second mode start.
The multiprocessor compiler Omphale [GHB13] is used to transform the program
shown in Figure 4.8 into a task graph where each function results in a task. The
variables used in the program are converted into buffers to allow a pipelined execution of the tasks. The WCETs of the detectHeader, validHeader and decodeHeader
tasks are assumed to be 2 µs, 1 µs and 1 µs as is shown in Table 4.1a. The fft, demap,

src 2

det

fft

δx
val

δh

dec

dem

δNS y m

δy
deint

δz
conv

δw
crc

δ l c2
Õ Figure 4.9: SVPDF model of the application in Figure 4.8 including additional
constraints of a lock and barriers
deint, conv and crc tasks in the second mode have an execution time of 3 µs, 1.5 µs,
2 µs, 1.5 µs and 2 µs respectively.
In this case-study we assume there are more tasks than processors. Therefore,
multiple tasks are scheduled onto a processor using a scheduling policy. Multiple scheduling policies are used for different processors to demonstrate that the
approach presented in this chapter can also be used for other schedulers than the
FPP scheduler. Tasks validHeader, decodeHeader, and fft are scheduled by an FPP
scheduler on one processor. On that processor task decodeHeader has the highest
priority and task validHeader the lowest priority. Another processor runs the tasks
deint, and crc using a RR scheduler. A budget scheduler is used on another processor to schedule the tasks demap and convDecode. Both tasks are allocated a budget
of 0.5 µs every 1 µs. The remaining task detectHeader runs on a dedicated processor.
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src 1

! Table 4.1: Temporal analysis results of the WLANp application
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(a) Task execution times and derived response times
task
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detectHeader
decodeHeader
validHeader
fft
demap
deint
convDecode
crc

(b) Derived buffer capacities

WCET (µs)

R̂ (µs)

buffer

capacity

2.0
1.0
1.0
2.5
1.5
2.0
1.5
2.0

2.0
1.0
2.0
2.5
3.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

δh
δv h
δx
δy
δz
δw
δNS ym
δ l c1
δ l c2

1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1
4

In order to verify the temporal constraint imposed by the periodic source, the compiler also generates an SVPDF model besides the task graph. An actor is introduced
for each task in this model as is shown in Figure 4.9. The blocks in the model correspond to while-loops in the application. The colors of the actors correspond to the
mapping to a processor. Buffers are represented as a forward and backward edge
containing the number of tokens corresponding to the capacity of the buffer. Since
the validHeader, decodeHeader and fft tasks run on the same processor, but do no
not belong to the same mode a lock is added. The analysis flow requires a strictly
periodic execution of the source to be able to determine response times for an
FPP scheduler. Therefore, additional constraints on the start times of source actors
are added in step 2c of the analysis flow. The precedence constraints that results
for the lock are represented in the model by the red dotted edges. The additional
constraints that are a result of the barriers are shown as the orange dashed edges.
Using the analysis flow as defined in Section 4.3 and the response time equation
Equation 4.9 of Section 4.5 we derive WCRTs for the tasks in these two modes. The
resulting WCRTs are listed in Table 4.1a. Table 4.1b shows the computed buffer
capacities given these WCRTs. The last two buffers in the table, δ l c1 and δ l cc , represent a buffer in which a loop condition is stored that is read by all tasks in the
corresponding mode. The size of these buffers affects the maximum amount of
tasks that can execute in parallel.
We use the high-level system simulator HAPI to verify the obtained analysis results. HAPI was initially a dataflow simulator [BPvM05], but was recently extended with the addition of processor sharing. This addition allows us to obtain
simulation results of task graphs, which can be used to falsify erroneous analysis
results [KHB16b]. No constraint violations were detected for the derived buffer
capacities as the source could fire strictly periodically. The traces generated with
the HAPI simulator are shown in Figure 4.10. In this figure, there is one trace for

Processor1
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Õ Figure 4.10: Execution trace of the WLANp application from Figure 4.9 with
mutual exclusivity applied
each processor in which the currently running task and the iteration number of the
task is shown. In each trace pre-emptions based on either priorities or depletion of
budget are indicated by X’s. The trace in Figure 4.10 shows pipeline parallelism for
example at a time of 24 µs, at which the fft task already processes the next symbol
of the source whereas the CRC of a previous symbol is being computed by the crc
task.
Pipelining of the WLANp application would be impossible for certain assignments
of tasks to processors. The additional constraints in the application as a result of
barriers and locks can prevent pipeline parallelism inside a mode. In the example
the first task in the second mode (fft) is assigned to the same processor as tasks
in the first mode. The combined constraints of the buffer from the source to fft
and the lock and barrier, represented by the red dotted and orange dashed edge
in Figure 4.9, require fft to process a sample from the source within one period
when switching to the first mode. When for example task crc would be mapped
to that processor instead of task fft, multiple tasks need to be finished within the
same period. In the dataflow model, the path without initial tokens from actor src 2
via fft, demap, deint and convDecode to actor crc would than be a bottleneck and
limit pipelining since task crc would then release the lock. The barrier in the first
mode requires the lock to be acquired before the source in the same mode finished
its first execution. Therefore, it can be concluded that the amount of achievable
pipeline parallelism depends on the mapping of tasks to processors when an FPP

XXX 0
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1
XXX 0
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scheduler is used.
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4.8

Conclusion

This chapter presents a compositional temporal dataflow analysis approach for
cyclic stream processing applications with modes executed on multiprocessor systems that use FPP scheduling.
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The analysis approach is based on the ability to independently characterize the temporal behavior of modes. This is ensured by adding locks in the application which
make the execution of tasks that belong to different modes but executed on the
same processor mutually exclusive. Furthermore, barriers are added such that together with the locks the interference of the tasks in a mode is independent of tasks
belonging to other modes. The additional constraints introduced by the barriers
and locks guarantee that composition of modes does not change their individual
characterization. As a result, applications containing a hierarchy of modes can be
described in an SVPDF model. This model can be analyzed by recursively applying existing dataflow analysis techniques, to determine the worst-case temporal
behavior. The SVPDF model and the parallel implementation including locks and
barriers are generated by a multiprocessor compiler.
Furthermore, it is shown that the approach allows for response times of tasks larger
than the period of the source. It is also shown that systems in which a combination
of budget schedulers and FPP schedulers are applied can be analyzed.
The applicability of the approach is demonstrated using a IEEE 802.11p receiver
application. We show that this application can be executed pipelined despite the
inserted locks and barriers. The analysis results are verified using a dataflow simulator.
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5
Latency analysis
using timed automata

Abstract – Functional and temporal guarantees cannot always be given for
dataflow models supporting auto-concurrency. As a results of auto-concurrency and variations in firing durations, tokens can be produced, and more
problematic for functional correctness, consumed out-of-order. The Homogeneous Synchronous Dataflow with auto-concurrency (HSDF a ) model does ensure functional correctness when tokens are produced out-of-order, but there
currently does not exist an exact end-to-end latency analysis technique for
these HSDF a models. Moreover, neither does there currently exist a dataflow
analysis approach for HSDF a models that accurately takes the effect of correlation of firing durations of consecutive firings into account on the end-to-end
latency. In this chapter we therefore present a transformation of strongly connected HSDF a models into timed automata models. This enables an exact
end-to-end latency analysis by performing model checking on these timed automata models.

Analysis of real-time systems can on the one hand be performed with timed-dataflow models, as described in the previous chapters. The SVPDF model used there,
however, does not support auto-concurrency as it requires all actors to have an
implicit self-edge. Analysis techniques have been developed for dataflow models
to determine the guaranteed throughput and maximum latency [MB07]. The behavior of some of these timed-dataflow models can be described using max-plus
This chapter is based on [GK:4].
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algebra [dG+ 12]. Approximation techniques are often applied in order to reduce
the computational complexity of the throughput and latency analysis methods of
these models [H+ 16]. These approximation techniques make use of a deterministic
abstraction which reduces the accuracy.
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Another approach is to model these real-time systems with timed automata. For
these type of systems a partitioning can be derived into a finite number of sets of
similar states. These sets are a result of restrictions to clocks with the same rate of
change, ẋ = 1, and constant integer constraints on transitions. These finite number
of sets can be analyzed using a model checker like Uppaal [DILS09] to compute the
exact maximum end-to-end latency. However, such an exhaustive analysis might
increase the run-time of the analysis significantly.
The HSDF a model, which we focus on in this chapter, is closely related to the HSDF
model. Like in the HSDF model, the actors in the HSDF a model produce one
token on each output queue and consume one token from each input queue per
firing. However, unlike the HSDF model, the dependencies between firings are
preserved despite that actors have a varying firing duration and are executed autoconcurrently. In the HSDF a model tokens are consumed in index order instead of
timestamp order. Auto-concurrency can be used to model data parallel executions
of tasks [H+ 14]. As a result, the behavior of the HSDF a model can be described
with max-plus algebra, whereas this is not possible for the HSDF model with actors
that have varying firing durations. Furthermore, the correlation between the firing
durations of actor firings can be expressed. However, currently no exact end-to-end
latency analysis technique exists that takes this correlation into account.
In this chapter we present a transformation of strongly connected HSDF a models
into timed automata. We show that by transforming HSDF a models into timed
automata, we can compute the exact end-to-end latency using Uppaal. In the
case study we compare the latency for two HSDF a models computed using a timed
automata approach with the latency obtained using a state-of-the-art dataflow based
analysis technique that relies on a deterministic abstraction of the HSDF a model.
We also compare the run-times of these approaches.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 5.1 we discuss work related to latency
analysis techniques for dataflow models and the transformation of dataflow models
into timed automata. In Section 5.2, we introduce the HSDF a model and define
the latency analysis problem. In Section 5.3, we define the semantics of the HSDF a
model using max-plus algebra. In Section 5.4 we introduce the extended timed
automata model that is used in Uppaal. In Section 5.5 we show that under certain
conditions a timed automata model can be created that has the same behavior as an
HSDF a model. The case study is presented in Section 5.6. We state our conclusions
in Section 5.7.

Related work

In this section we present work that is related to the modeling and analysis of dataflow graphs. We first discuss the relation between some dataflow models and the
HSDF a model. Then we discuss work related to the transformation of Time Petri
nets (TPNs), to which the HSDF a model is closely related, into timed automata.
Finally, we discuss related work on other end-to-end latency analysis techniques
for dataflow models.
The SDF model supports integer production and consumption rates and is a generalization of the HSDF model. The CSDF model [B+ 95] has phases and is a generalization of the SDF model. Each phase can have a different consumption and
production rate and these phases fire in a fixed cyclic order. In the HSDF, SDF and
CSDF models, tokens can overtake each other as a result of auto-concurrency. In
the CSDF a model [K+ 16], which is based on CSDF, an index is added to tokens
to take care that dependencies between firings are independent of the production
order of tokens. We consider the variant of the CSDF a model with one phase and
single rate and refer to it as HSDF a .
A transformation of TPNs into timed automata to determine the end-to-end latency
is presented in [GS02]. Both HSDF a graphs and Petri nets do allow reordering of
tokens, but a key difference is that Petri nets do not preserve dependencies between
iterations of data-dependent actors. As a result, the temporal behavior of HSDF a
graphs can be described with max-plus algebra, which does not hold in general
for Petri nets. Petri nets support auto-concurrency. However, we show that autoconcurrency cannot be modeled in a timed automaton in general. The number of
simultaneously executions needs to be upper bounded. This contradicts the claim
made in [GS02] that the transformation is always possible.
End-to-end latency analysis techniques for self-timed executed SDF graphs are
presented in [MB07, G+ 07]. The approach in [MB07] does consider bursts of events.
However, the approach does not take into account that firing durations of actors can
be correlated. The approach in [G+ 07] does not consider variations in execution
times, and the correlation between successive executions. This is also the case for
the timed automata based throughput analysis approach in [A+ 14]. Our approach
does allow the firing durations of actors to vary each firing and takes the correlation
between the firing durations of different firings into account. Our approach also
supports auto-concurrent execution of actors but requires the HSDF a graphs to be
strongly connected.

5.2

The HSDFa model

In this section we first present the HSDF a model. Then we give a definition of the
maximum end-to-end latency for this model.

An HSDF a graph is a directed graph G = (V , E, δ, ρ) that consists of a set of actors
V connected by a set of directed edges E. An actor v i ∈ V communicates with
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(a) In-order arrival of tokens.
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⎛ τ ⎞ ⎛ 1 ⎞ ⎛0⎞
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(b) Out-of-order production of tokens.
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(c) Auto-concurrent firings with different firing durations.

Õ Figure 5.1: Auto-concurrency and varying firing durations cause reordering of
tokens.
another actor v j by producing tokens on an edge e i j ∈ E. Each edge represents
an unbounded buffer instead of a queue because tokens can be written into these
buffers in a different order than they are read. Initially there are δ i j ∈ N0 tokens on
an edge. An arrival of a token is an event which is represented by the tuple (ϑ, i, τ)
consisting of a value ϑ, an index i, and a time-stamp τ ∈ R0 . An HSDF a actor v i
is enabled to fire its i-th iteration if there is at least one token with index i on all
its incoming edges. During self-timed execution of an HSDF a graph, each actor
fires immediately after it is enabled. When an actor fires, one token is consumed
from each of its incoming edges and one token with index i is produced on each
outgoing edge of the actor. The tokens are produced exactly ρ x (i) ∈ [ρ̌ x , ρ̂ x ],
chosen non-deterministically, after the enabling of the actor. The firing duration
ρ x (i) of the i-th firing of an actor v x can be defined more precisely using e.g. a
non-deterministic finite state-machine. Multiple firings of an actor overlap if there
are sufficient input tokens with the required indices. A token with index i + 1 can be
produced by an actor before the token with index i is produced even if input token
i and i + 1 arrive at the same point in time. This is because firing i + 1 can have a
smaller firing duration than firing i. However, the consumption order of tokens is
determined by the indices and is therefore independent from the production order.
An example of reordering of tokens is shown in Figure 5.1. Two tokens arrive inorder according to both their index and timestamp, since both are increasing, as
can be seen in Figure 5.1a. However, the combination of varying firing durations

s(i)

ρ x (i) ∈ [ρ̌ x , ρ̂ x ]
vx

d(i)
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a

of v x and auto-concurrency can result in and out-of-order production of tokens,
as shown in Figure 5.1b. At timestamp 1, both tokens have been consumed and are
processed in parallel by v x , as shown in Figure 5.1c. The first token experiences the
worst-case firing duration and the second one the best-case firing duration of v x .
As a results, the token with a higher index is produced at an earlier timestamp than
the one with the lower index, and thereby the two tokens have been reordered.

We define the end-to-end latency of a HSDF a graph as L sd = max i (d(i) − s(i))
with s(i) the arrival moment of the token with index i in the input buffer, and d(i)
the production moment of the token with index i in the output buffer. Figure 5.2
shows a basic HSDF a example consisting of an actor, v x , for which L sd = ρ x (i).
Overlapping firings can be prevented by adding a self-edge with one initial token to
an actor. In that case is L sd only equal to the firing duration ρ x (i) if s(i) > d(i − 1).
However, given a burst of events at the input it can be the case that the next input
arrives before the previous output has been produced, i.e. s(i + 1) < d(i). Such a
burst increases the maximum end-to-end latency as a result of that tokens will stay
longer in the input buffer.

5.3

Max-plus Semantics of HSDFa

In this section we use max-plus algebra to describe the evolution of actor firing
times during the self-timed execution of an HSDF a graph. The events that we
will relate in max-plus expressions are the completion of firings. These events are
related through precedence constraints, which are imposed by the channels in an
HSDF a graph: the times at which an actor may fire depends on the times at which
sufficient tokens become available on its incoming channels.
Max-plus algebra [B+ 92] only uses a max operator ⊕ , and a plus operator ⊗ . The
⊗ operator has a higher precedence than the ⊕ operator. The production events of
actors during self-timed execution can be described using these operators.

Describing a dataflow graph, i.e. HSDF, with max-plus algebra assumes the graph
to be functional deterministic, e.g. events remain in-order. The dataflow graphs
we consider make use of the combination of auto-concurrency and non-constant
firing durations of actors, which break this event ordering assumption. Functional
determinism is obtained for HSDF a graphs by consuming tokens in index order,
even when the timestamps of tokens can be reordered. The production events of
HSDF a actor in max-plus therefore refer to the timestamp of the production of a
token with a specific index.
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Õ Figure 5.2: A basic HSDF graph.
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s(i)

ρ x (i) ∈ [ ρ̌ x .. ρ̂ x ]
vx

a(i)

ρ y (i) ∈ [ρ̌ y .. ρ̂ y ]
vy

δ

d(i)

b(i)

a

(c) HSDF graph containing a cycle of edges including δ tokens.

Õ Figure 5.3: HSDF a graphs used to explain latency derivation.
The following two cases need to be considered to be able to describe the production
moments in HSDF a graphs using max-plus:
1. Actors with multiple inputs and outputs and an iteration dependent firing
duration.
2. Edges with δ ≥ 0 initial tokens.

If an actor has multiple incoming edges, the edge on which the token with the
required index arrives latest determines the time at which the actor is enabled.
Tokens are produced on all outgoing edges of an actor after its firing duration. The
production moments of the actor in Figure 5.3a can therefore be described with the
following max-plus expression:
d 1 (i) = d 2 (i) = (s 1 (i) ⊕ s 2 (i) ⊕ s 3 (i)) ⊗ ρ x (i)

(5.1)

Figure 5.3b depicts an edge containing δ initial tokens. The consuming actor can
consume δ tokens before the first firing of the actor that produces tokens on the
edge. This can be described with Equation 5.2 in which c(i) is the earliest possible
consumption moment, and negative indices correspond with an arrival at timestamp 0.
c(i) = s(i − δ)

(5.2)

The maximum end-to-end latency for a dataflow graph can be described by combining expressions for actors and edges. Tokens on an edge represent dependencies of
the consuming actor on a firing with a lower index of the producing actor. Waiting
until an actor is enabled by all its inputs is enforced by the ⊕ operator. The delay
caused by the firing duration is added in max-plus algebra using the ⊗ operator. We

label: example
invariant: x ≤ 3

select: t : type
guard: x ≥ 1
channel: start?
update: y = t
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can now derive L sd for the cyclic HSDF a graph as shown in Figure 5.3c as follows:
a(i) = (s(i) ⊕ b(i − δ))

d(i) = b(i) =

a(i)

L sd = (s(i) ⊕ b(i − δ))

⊗ ρ x (i)

⊗ ρ y (i)

⊗ ρ x (i) ⊗ ρ y (i)

(5.3)
(5.4)
(5.5)

In these expressions a(i) and b(i) represent the moments at which the token with
index i is produced on e x y and e yx respectively.
Although max-plus algebra can be used to describe the constraints of an HSDF a
graph, only a constant (worst-case) firing duration is used for the actors. Using an
analysis approach that can capture variations in firing durations and correlations
between firing durations will lead to more tight analysis results. In the next section,
we will therefore model the constraints from a HSDF a graph in timed automata, and
extend them in Section 5.6 with correlations between firing durations to improve
analysis results.

5.4

Extended timed automata

In this section we present the extended timed automata model which is used in
Uppaal. Extended timed automata will be used in the next section to create models of HSDF a graphs. The timed automata model as described in Subsection 2.1.4,
is extended with finite data variables, urgent and committed locations and communication channel. All of these extensions only affect the ease of modeling and
introduce structure in the model, but cannot introduce undecidability.

An extended timed automaton, as used in Uppaal, is a directed graph A = (L, Act,
C, E , Inv, l 0 ) where L is a set of locations, Act a finite set of actions, C a set of
clocks, E ⊆ L × Act × B(C) × 2C × L is a set of edges, Inv ∶ L → B(C) assigns an
invariant to each location and l 0 is the initial location. The invariant of a location
expresses an upper bound ĉ ∈ N0 on a clock c ∈ C. A location l ∈ L can be urgent,
meaning that no time is allowed to pass when an automaton is in l. When a location is committed defines that an automaton must leave the location immediately.
Committed locations are used to create atomic sequences.
An edge in the automaton can have the following annotations as shown in Figure 5.4:
selects, guards, synchronizations and updates. A select non-deterministically
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Õ Figure 5.4: Extended timed automaton annotations.
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chooses a value after a transition in a bounded range which can be used as variable in the other annotations. A guard specifies when a transition over the edge is
allowed by means of a boolean expression or integer bounds on clocks. The synchronizations annotation can used to define synchronization of transitions in different
automata. Finally, an update states integer expressions of which the outcomes are
assigned to variables after a transition on the edge is taken.
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A system can be defined as a composition of extended timed automata. Synchronization between these automata can be defined with channels or global variables.
A channel d has an emitting edge labeled d! and potentially has multiple receiving edges labeled d?. These receiving edges block until an event is received. Only
when a transition on both sides of the channel is enabled, a transition will occur
simultaneously across both edges. For an urgent channel the transitions cannot
be delayed and must occur immediately once it is enabled. A broadcast channel
can have multiple receiving edges simultaneously synchronizing to one emitting
edge. However, a transition across the emitting edge may occur without one of the
receiving edges being enabled. A transition over an edge can also update a global
variable. A transition over an edge in another automaton can be triggered when it
contains a guard function returning a boolean which depends on the value of that
global variable.

5.5

Timed automata model of HSDFa graphs

In this section we describe the derivation of an extended timed automaton that is
semantically equivalent to an HSDF a graph. A complete HSDF a graph is composed
as a network of timed automata. First, timed automata are defined for the two
HSDF a subgraphs presented in Section 5.2. Using this, we describe the construction
of a behavioral equivalent network of timed automata of an HSDF a graph. Finally,
we discuss the consequence of that clock constraints of timed automata must be
integer values.
5.5.1

Uppaal components

The max-plus equation in Equation 5.1 uses the ⊕ operator and describes a dataflow
actor with multiple inputs. Waiting until all inputs are available can be implemented
using a function empty() as a guard, which is used to check whether there are
sufficient input tokens. The corresponding timed automaton is shown in Figure 5.5a.
Taking the transition with the guard corresponds to the start of a firing of an actor.
Transitions in Uppaal are not guaranteed to be taken immediately when enabled.
A transition without delay can be enforced on an edge using a synchronization
by making the channel urgent if there is already a channel. Otherwise, a dummy
broadcast channel should be added, see Figure 5.5b, of which the emitting side is
always enabled. The receiving side of the channel, see Figure 5.5c, will always take
the transition immediately.

!empty()

d!

b(i)

(b) Location with urgent broadcast syn(a) Edge with a guard function empty(). chronization channel d.

a(i)

d?

b(i)

a(i)

x=0

x ≤ ρ̂ x

x ≥ ρ̌ x

b(i)

(c) Location with urgent broadcast syn- (d) Location with invariant and clock
chronization channel d.
guard on outgoing edge.

a(i)

produce()

b(i)

(e) Edge with an update function produce().

Õ Figure 5.5: Uppaal models
The addition of the firing duration of an actor can be incorporated in a timed automaton using a combination of an invariant and a guard, as shown in Figure 5.5d.
One location is added, which represents the firing of an actor. The transition towards that location resets a clock x which indicates the start of a firing. The invariant, x ≤ ρ̂ x , defines the upper bound time on how long it is possible to stay in the
location. The lower bound on how long it is at least required to stay in the location
is defined by the guard, x ≥ ρ̌ x .
5.5.2

Dataflow edge model

Fortunately, during its execution of a strongly connected HSDF a model, it is by
definition the case that the maximum number of tokens on a cycle can never increase. The reason is that each actor on a cycle consumes one token from the cycle
each firing, but also produces one token on the cycle when it finishes the firing.
As a consequence, the number of tokens on an edge can never be larger than the
number of initial tokens on the cycle to which the edge belongs.
Global variables are used in Uppaal to represent the tokens on the edges of a
strongly connected HSDF a model. An array of booleans is defined in Uppaal using these variables, where the size of the array is equal to the maximum number of
tokens that can accumulate on the edge. In a strongly connected dataflow graph,
the maximum tokens on an edge is always bounded by the number of initial tokens in the cycle(s) an edge is part of. The index is always incremented modulo
MAX_TOKENS, such that a fixed sized array can be used to store the indices of
tokens present on the edge. Additional information about the tokens on an HSDF a
edge, such as their value, can be stored in a similar array. Together these variables
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
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22
23

t y p e d e f i n t [ 1 , NUM_ACTORS ] a c t o r _ t ;
t y p e d e f i n t [ 1 , NUM_EDGES ] edge_t ;
t y p e d e f i n t [ 0 , MAX_TOKENS − 1 ] i n d e x _ t ;
typedef s t r u c t {
bool a r r a y [ i n d e x _ t ] ;
a c t o r _ t from ;
a c t o r _ t to ;
} edge_t ;
b o o l empty ( edge_t &edge , i n d e x _ t i d x ) {
r e t u r n not edge . a r r a y [ i d x ] ;
}
v o i d produce ( edge_t &edge , i n d e x _ t i d x ) {
edge . a r r a y [ i d x ] = T r u e ;
}
v o i d consume ( edge_t &edge , i n d e x _ t i d x ) {
edge . a r r a y [ i d x ] = F a l s e ;
}
v o i d consume_actor ( a c t o r _ t a c t , i n d e x _ t i d x } {
for ( e : edges_t ) {
i f ( edges [ e ] . t o == a c t ) {
consume ( edges [ e ] , i d x ) ; }
}
}

Õ Figure 5.6: Uppaal queue and access functions declarations.

Empty p x y ?

cx y ?

1

px y ?

Full

cx y ?

Õ Figure 5.7: Timed automaton of an initially empty edge e x y with a maximum
capacity of 2 tokens.
model edges, which can be manipulated using access functions, as shown in Figure 5.6. A token with index i is produced on edge using the produce(edge, i )
function, which is used as an update as shown in Figure 5.5e. This function sets
the boolean at the index in the array to True. A token is consumed using the
consume(edge, i ) function, which sets the boolean at the index in the array to
False. The empty(edge, i ) function returns the inverse of the content of the
array at the index i. The number of initial tokens on the edge determines the initial
state of the array.
For illustration purposes an automaton of an HSDF edge, for which it is guaranteed
that tokens arrive and are consumed in index order, is shown in Figure 5.7. Our
implementation of the model of a dataflow edge in Uppaal uses global variables and
takes indices into account such that reordering is supported but cannot be depicted
intuitively. The number of locations in the automaton of an edge is equal to the
maximum tokens on the edge plus one additional location to indicate that there
are no tokens. The initial location in the automaton that models a dataflow edge

Waiting

x ≥ ρ̌ i
produce(index),
index=index+1%N

x ≤ ρ̂ i

Executing

(a) Automaton modeling an actor v i that cannot fire auto-concurrently.

e=0

e=2
e=1

e: auto_t
!empty(idx) &&
!busy[i][e]
fire[i][e]!
idx[i][e]=index,
index=index+1%N

fire[i][e]?
consume(idx[i][e]), x ≥ ρ̌ i
busy[i][e] = True produce(idx[i][e]),
busy[i][e] = False
x=0
x ≤ ρ̂ i

(b) Bounded auto-concurrency in Uppaal for actor v i .

Õ Figure 5.8: Actor models in Uppaal
is derived from the number of initial tokens on that edge. Urgent synchronization
channels are used to model the instantaneous production and consumption of
tokens.
5.5.3

Actor model

A timed automaton for a dataflow actor can now be composed based on the maxplus equations in Section 5.3. The template for an actor that does not fire autoconcurrently is shown in Figure 5.8a. Two locations and one clock are used: one
to represent a state in which the actor is waiting until sufficient tokens with the
required index are present on all incoming edges, and one in which the actor is
executing. The waiting location is left immediately when all incoming edges contain tokens, which is ensured by means of the guard function empty(..) and
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!empty(index)
dummy?
x = 0, consume(index)
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the urgent channel dummy. Tokens are removed from the input edges using the
consume(..) function. Internally, the consume(..) function calls the function consume_actor(..) function, as defined in Figure 5.6, which consumes tokens from all incoming edges of the actor. The same principle is applied for the
empty(..) and produce(..) function to extend their use to multiple edges. In the
executing location the firing duration of the actor is modeled using a combination
of an invariant and guard. Finally, after the firing duration, a token is produced
on all corresponding outgoing dataflow edges using the function produce(..).
Moreover, the index is incremented modulo the maximum number of tokens on
the edges.
Auto-concurrency can only be modeled in Uppaal in case an upper bound N on
the number of actor replications that can execute concurrently is known. In that
case, we replicate a modified version of the automaton in Figure 5.8a N times in
the Uppaal model. Fortunately, in strongly connected HSDF a graphs, there are
per definition never more tokens on a cycle than the number of initial tokens. As
a consequence, also the number of replicas of an actor that can fire concurrently
is never larger than the minimum number of initial tokens on the cycles to which
the actor belongs.
The replications of an actor are controlled by an additional master automaton, as
shown in the left part of Figure 5.8b. The master maintains the current index as
its state, such that tokens can be consumed in the order of this index. Using the
function empty(index) as a guard, the automaton determines if the actor is able
to fire. In case the actor is enabled, the combination of the select and an additional
guard, non-deterministically selects one of the replications of the actor that is not
currently busy. The selected replication e is fired using the urgent synchronization
channel corresponding to the actor i and replication e. The master also updates the
index variable idx[i][e] for the selected replication, such that it consumes and
produces tokens with the correct index. Mind that the update on the master, with
the emitting edge of the synchronization channel, is performed before the update
of a replication on the receiving edge. This allows the master to set the index of the
replication. The master finally increments its index modulo N, such that the index
variable always remains finite.
Each concurrent replication, as shown in the right part of Figure 5.8b, has a variable
to keep track of the index of the next token that it should consume and produce.
This index is set by the master when the replication of the actor fires. The functions
produce(..) and consume(..) make use this index, to produce and consume
tokens with the correct index. Another variable, busy[i][e], tracks if the replication is currently firing. This variable is set when an replication fires, and is cleared
when the firing is finished. The busy variable allows the master to start a new firing
on the replication when it is not executing.

px y
vx

c yx

cx y
δ yx =2

vy

p yx
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c x ≤ ρ̂ x
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1
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c y ≥ ρ̌ y
p yx !
p yx ?
c y ≤ ρ̂ y

cx y !
cy = 0

Executing

Õ Figure 5.10: Uppaal model for HSDF a graph in Figure 5.9 with four automata,
two for the actors and two for the edges.
5.5.4

Complete automaton of an HSDF a graph

A complete timed automaton can now be defined in Uppaal for an HSDF a graph
by instantiating components in the automaton for each element of the dataflow
graph. For each actor v i the actor template is instantiated. The edges e i j in the
dataflow graph are modeled using global variables and access functions. The automaton obtained given the HSDF a graph in Figure 5.9 is depicted in Figure 5.10.
For illustration purposes the dataflow edges are represented using automata that
do not consider token reordering.
To model a source, the timed automata model as described in [HV06] is used. This
source can generate bursts of events and is shown in Figure 5.11a. The source is
defined by its period P and maximum jitter J. The jitter J can be larger than P.
A similar automaton, as the one described in [HV06] to measure WCRT, is used
for measuring the end-to-end latency. We create a separate automaton instead of
including it in the source to measures the maximum time between two events as
is shown in Figure 5.11b. Also burst of events are supported by choosing one start
event from the channel start to track and storing an identifier in the variable n. The
clock r used to track the latency in the location Measuring until the corresponding
event occurs at the output by means of the channel finish. In the initial location,
the clock r is reset every time step to limit the state space.
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Õ Figure 5.9: Cyclic HSDF graph.
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y==J() &&
snd>0
snd−−, y=0

x==P()
pending++, x=0
pending>0
pending−−,
snd++
x==P() produce()
pending++, x=0

y==J() && snd>0
snd−−, y=0

pending>0
pending−−,
snd++
produce()

(a) Uppaal model of a bursty source, with parameter a period and jitter

r=0

m==0
m=−1,
n−−
finish?

start?
n++
r<=1
m==−1
start?
r=0,m=n,n++
Measuring

finish?
n−−
m!=0
start?
m=(m<0?m∶m−1),n−−
(b) Uppaal model used to measure the
latency between events of two different
channels

Õ Figure 5.11: Miscellaneous Uppaal models
5.5.5

Integer clock constraints

In the extended timed automata used in Uppaal all constraints in guards and
invariants related to clocks must be integer to be able to create a finite number
of similar states. Therefore, real-valued upper- and lower bounds on the firing
durations in a dataflow model cannot be represented in a timed automaton without
rounding. Increasing the worst-case firing duration and decreasing the best-case
firing duration in the automaton of the actors is allowed because it will increase the
set of behaviors that can be generated by the automaton that describes the complete
HSDF a graph and therefore can only result in an increase of the computed worstcase end-to-end latency.

5.6

Case study

In this section we compare latency analysis using an Uppaal model with a state-ofthe-art dataflow based analysis technique. We consider dataflow models in which
each actor contains an internal non-deterministic finite state machine which determines the maximum firing duration of the actor in each iteration. These firing
durations are not always equal to the worst-case firing durations of the actor and
therefore the workload of each actor varies. In [H+ 13a] an approach that captures
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s(i)
δ xs

ρ x (i)
vx

δ yx

ρ y (i)
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d(i)

0

δd y
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(a) HSDF a model with ρ x (i) and ρ y (i) determined by an internal state machine.

vx

fire[v x ]?

fire[v x ]?
ρ̂ x (i) = 1

ρ̂ x (i) = 2

σx − ρ x
v x ,0

ρx
v x ,1

fire[v x ]?

ρ̂ x (i) = 1

(b) Timed automaton of the internal state machine (c) Two parameter dataflow model of
of v x which determines its firing duration.
vx .

Õ Figure 5.12: HSDF a model used in the case study, internal state machine of the
actors, and deterministic two parameter workload model for HSDF a actor v x .
a varying workload in a deterministic dataflow model is described. This enables
the use of computationally efficient latency and throughput analysis techniques. In
this case study, we use the analysis method presented in [KHB16c] which makes
use of Linear Programs (LPs). Moreover, we also analyze the latency of a WLANp
receiver application.
The HSDF a graph that we first consider in this section is shown in Figure 5.12a and
consists of the actors v x and v y , a source v s , and a destination v d . The source is
characterized by its period P of 4 ms and jitter J ∈ {0, 4, 8, 16} ms, which allows for
bursts of tokens to arrive on e sx . The maximum number of tokens that can arrive
at the same time on e sx follows from these parameters and equals ⌊J/P⌋ + 1. Both
actors have a firing duration which depends on the internal state of the actors. In
this example we consider actors with two internal states, which results in a firing
duration of 1 ms in one state, and a firing duration of 2 ms in the other state. It is
possible to remain for a number of iterations in the first state, but the second state
is always switched to the first state immediately. It is therefore not possible to have
two consecutive firings with a firing duration of 2 ms. Such an automaton models
for example the sporadic execution of an additional code-segment inside a task.
We guarantee that there are sufficient initial tokens δ x s and δ d y such that v s and
v y are never delayed by the lack of tokens on e x s or e d y . We want to analyze the
maximum latency L sd from the source to the destination of this HSDF a graph.
A more accurate workload characterization can be created for actor v x than nondeterministically selected firing durations in an interval, by making use of the
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P, J

! Table 5.1: Latencies obtained using Uppaal and using a deterministic HSDF a
model for two values of δ yx .
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P
(ms)

J
(ms)

run-time
(ms)

4
4
4
4
4

0
4
8
12
16

0.02
0.15
0.47
1.24
3.06

δ yx = 1

δ yx = 2

L sd
(ms)

L sd [H 13a]
(ms)

L sd
(ms)

L sd [H+ 13a]
(ms)

L sd
(ms)

4
6
10
12
16

4
8
12
16
20

4
5
8
9
12

4
5.5
8
9.5
12

4
6
8
10
12

+

additional information about the state machine inside the actors that determines
the firing duration. Such a method is described in [H+ 13a], which requires that
two parameters are determined: a guaranteed throughput ρ and latency σ. For
both actors v x and v y the minimum throughput is obtained when switching happens continuously between the two internal states. This results in a guaranteed
throughput of two tokens per 3 ms, therefore, ρ = 1.5 ms. The parameter σ in the
model describes the maximum latency and is equal to 2 ms. Using these two parameters, a more accurate dataflow model can be created for v x using two actors
v x ,0 and v x ,1 as shown in Figure 5.12c. One actor has a self-edge with a single token
and a firing duration equal to ρ x , whereas the other actor has a firing duration of
σx − ρ x . Together, these two actor represent the throughput and latency constraints
as described by the two parameters.

The additional information about internal states can also be incorporated in a timed
automaton. Figure 5.12b shows an automaton which determines ρ x (i). Every time
v x fires the state is updated based on the urgent channel fire. This channel replaces
the channel dummy in the actor model of Figure 5.8a. The value of ρ̂ x in the actor
model is made equal to the firing duration ρ̂ x (i) as indicated by the internal state
machine. The value of ρ̌ x is set to 0.

The computed latencies for different jitters are presented in Table 5.1. The results
obtained using timed automata are in the fourth and sixth column. The results
obtained using the two parameter dataflow model are in the fifth and seventh column. The table shows that more accurate results are obtained using timed automata
for δ yx = 1, for a jitter of 4 and 12 ms and equal results for the other jitter values.
Adding an additional token on e yx improves the result of the LP based dataflow
analysis method. All results were computed within 1 ms using this method. However, model-checking still results in more accurate analysis results. Furthermore, it
can be seen that the run-time of the model checker is rapidly increasing for larger
jitter values despite that this example considers a very small problem instance. The
negligible run-time and its better scaling of the LP based dataflow analysis method
makes it more suitable for larger graphs.
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δ5
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δ4

deint

[1..4] µs

Õ Figure 5.13: Dataflow graph of a WLAN 802.11p transceiver application. All
actors have an implicit self-edge with a single token.
The last column of Table 5.1 contains the results obtained for the case that the
internal state machine of the actor v x is ignored and non-deterministically selected
firing durations in the interval [ρ̌ x , ρ̂ x ] are used instead. These results are the most
pessimistic ones and are the same for both analysis methods.

An HSDF a model of a WLAN 802.11p application is presented in [KHB16c]. Figure 5.13 shows this HSDF a model which consists of a source with a period of 10 µs,
8 actors and 19 edges connecting them. The number of initial tokens, δ 1 . . . δ 8 , are all
set to 3. An automaton per actor, like the one in Figure 5.12b, determines their firing
durations. Uppaal is used to calculate L sd which is equal to 21 µs and is computed
in 435 s. A latency of 23 µs was obtained with the LP based dataflow analysis method
within 1 ms. The run-time of Uppaal can be reduced at the cost of accuracy by removing some of the automata and instead using actors with non-deterministically
selected firing durations from their interval. Replacement is allowed because it
results in that more behaviors are considered during analysis. The run-time is 3 s
and latency 23 µs in case all actors are replaced.

5.7

Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a behavior-preserving transformation of strongly connected HSDF a graphs into timed automata. These timed automata allow for the
computation of exact end-to-end latencies because the correlation between the
firing durations of different firings is taken into account.
The transformation of HSDF a graphs into a behaviorally-equivalent timed automata is possible because the number of tokens on edges in a strongly connected HSDF a
model is bounded. Therefore, buffers can be modeled using the extended timed
automata of Uppaal which by definition have a finite number of states. This also
guarantees that there is a maximum number of replicas of the same actor that can
fire concurrently. This guarantees that there is a finite number of concurrent state
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P

machines, and thus states, required to model each HSDF a actor.
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In the case study we consider two HSDF a examples for which exact end-to-end
latency analysis results are obtained using timed automata and Uppaal, whereas
this is not possible using deterministic timed-dataflow models. This comes at the
cost of a higher run-time which for the considered examples is less than 435 s.
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Hybrid latency analysis

6

Abstract – Current latency analysis approaches for real-time multiprocessor applications often have a low accuracy or high computational complexity.
Several approximative analysis approaches exist that can analyze the latency
efficiently. However, these approaches often produce too pessimistic latency
results and do not exploit buffer sizing nor exploit additional sequence constraints to reduce the latency. More accurate latency analysis results can be
obtained using model checking of timed automata, however, potentially at the
cost of an excessive run-time. This chapter presents a latency analysis approach
for cyclic task graphs that combines model checking and timed-dataflow analysis. The approach is applicable for systems in which tasks are executed on
shared processors using an FPP scheduling policy. The reduction in run-time is
achieved by pruning the search space that needs to be analyzed using the model
checker by making use of approximative dataflow analysis techniques. The approach exploits dimensioning of buffers to minimize interference and latency.
Moreover, sequence constraints are introduced and automatically adapted in
order to minimize the latency.

6.1

Introduction

Cyclic dependencies in real-time multiprocessor applications complicate the analysis of these applications, especially when FPP scheduling is involved. However,
these dependencies can also have beneficial effects on latency. These cyclic dependencies can for example be a result of: feedback loops, a static task execution order,
clustering of tasks [FKH+ 08] or bounded size FIFO buffers [WGHB15]. As a result
This chapter is based on [GK:5].
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of these cyclic dependencies, tasks on these cycles can only interfere a bounded
number of times with each other. In [LMB+ 14], these dependencies are used to
calculate upper bounds on the interference of tasks sharing the same resource. The
maximum number of times tasks can interfere with each other can for example be
controlled by the size of the buffer between tasks [WGHB15]. Lower interference
between tasks can have a positive effect on the maximum latency. But, as we show
in Section 6.7, minimal buffer sizes given a throughput constraint imposed by a
periodic source, do not always result in the minimal latency.
Buffer sizing cannot be used to control the interference between tasks if these tasks
do not communicate. Moreover, sizing of buffers cannot delay the start of a consuming task. To provide more control over the schedule freedom we introduce
sequence constraints with initial tokens between tasks. The interference between
tasks, and as a result the maximum latency of the task graph, can be reduced by
carefully controlling the number of initial tokens. We will show that in some cases
a negative number of initial tokens is required for achieving the minimum latency.
The number of initial tokens on sequence edges can be derived with a similar algorithm as is used for buffer sizing.
Several approximative analysis approaches exist that can calculate the latency for
real-time multiprocessor applications, including the effects of FPP scheduling.
However, well known approaches like MAST [HGGM01] and SymTA/S [HHJ+ 05]
are not able to analyze arbitrary cyclic dependencies. Therefore, these approaches
are not able to optimize the latency by exploiting cyclic dependencies. The iterative
dataflow analysis approach in [KHB16c] is able to handle arbitrary cyclic dependencies and uses a buffer sizing technique, which can result in a latency reduction. This
approach does not consider all possible buffer sizes, since otherwise monotonicity
and convergence of the used analysis flow cannot be guaranteed.
Dataflow analysis techniques have shown to be suitable for the analysis of cyclic
applications. Processor sharing, however, cannot be modeled explicitly and can
only be included by deriving an over-approximation bound on the interference
of tasks. There are techniques to prevent interference between tasks that produce
more accurate analysis results by making tasks mutually exclusive as discussed in
Chapter 4. However, making tasks mutually exclusive does not always result in the
minimum latency. As shown in Chapter 5, exact latency analysis for dataflow graphs
without pre-emptive scheduling is possible using timed automata if the execution
times are natural numbers.
Timed automata are a popular formalism for modeling and analyzing real-time
systems. Although latency analysis is possible, there is no computationally efficient
build-in support for optimizing of costs like, buffer sizes, or the introduction of
additional sequence constraints, to reduce latency. The problem of finding the
minimum latency in case of cyclic dependencies is non-monotonic. Therefore all
configurations of buffer sizes have to be analyzed. Moreover, without a combination
of timed automata and an approximate analysis technique to upper bound and
reduce the number of configurations, many of these configurations need to be

analyzed leading to a high run-time.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 6.2, we discuss related latency analysis approaches for task graphs using FPP scheduling. The basic idea behind our
hybrid analysis approach is presented in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, extended timed
automata are used to create a model of task graphs. Model checking is performed
on these models to analyze latency. The dataflow model is introduced in Section 6.5,
which is used in analysis techniques that reduce the number of configurations that
need to be analyzed. Both these timed automata and dataflow-based analysis techniques are combined in our analysis flow as described in Section 6.6. In Section 6.7,
we introduce sequence constraints to reduce latency. The case study is presented
in Section 6.8. We state our conclusions in Section 6.9.

6.2

Related work

In this section we present work related to latency analysis of task graphs where
tasks are scheduled using FPP scheduling. We first discuss related approximative
analysis approaches, which do not perform buffer sizing to reduce latency. Then
we discuss both analysis approaches that use timed automata, and decidability of
scheduling problems using timed automata. Finally, we discuss an approach that
does perform buffer sizing.

The SymTA/S approach [HHJ+ 05], is one of the techniques which overestimates
interference between tasks in order to analyze latency. The approach, however, is
not able to handle arbitrary cyclic dependencies. MAST [HGGM01] is another
approach that can derive a more accurate characterization of the interference. It
is limited to the analysis of acyclic graphs. The MPA-RTC [TCG+ 01] analysis approach has been extended to support either cyclic data dependencies [TS09], or
cyclic resource dependencies [JPTY08]. The combination of cyclic resource and
data dependencies is not supported. Neither of these approaches use buffer sizing techniques to reduce latency, nor introduce additional sequence constraints to
reduce latency.
Timed automata based analysis approaches can be used to determine the latency
of a task graph. A number of these approaches only considers a fixed (worst-case)
execution time of tasks [HV06, MLR+ 10, PWT+ 07]. This ignores additional interference between tasks that can occur when tasks finish earlier. The TIMES-tool
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This chapter presents a latency minimization approach with a reduced run-time
for cyclic task graphs executed on shared multiprocessor systems using FPP task
scheduling. The approach identifies the configuration of buffer capacities and sequence constraints that result in the minimum latency. The approach uses approximative, but computationally efficient, timed-dataflow analysis techniques for
removing all configurations from the search space that cannot result in the lowest
latency since these will deadlock, won’t reach the throughput of the periodic source,
or impose redundant constraints. To find the configuration with the lowest latency
the remaining options are evaluated using a model checking approach.
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[AFM+ 03, FMPY06] does consider BCETs and WCETs. We use their method of
summing up the time needed to finish all released tasks to determine when a task
finishes its own execution, which is described in more detail in Section 6.4. However, TIMES only considers the single processor case. The multiprocessor case is
considered in [DILS09, BHM08], but these approaches are limited to acyclic task
graphs. Moreover, none of these timed automata based approaches exploit buffer
sizing of blocking buffers to reduce latency.
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Decidability of scheduling problems using timed automata is discussed in [KY04].
This paper shows that the problem of deciding whether the deadlines are met of
tasks in a task graph that is scheduled using fixed priority scheduling on a single
processor, is in general undecidable. Therefore also the exact latency of an arbitrary
task graph on shared resources can not be computed. More precisely the problem
to verify whether the tasks meet their deadlines is undecidable if the following three
conditions hold:
1. The execution times of the tasks are characterized by an upper and lower
bound on a continuous time interval.
2. Tasks can announce their completion time to other tasks at every point in
continuous time.
3. Each task can preempt another task at any point in time, i.e. not only at clock
cycle boundaries.
The problem is not a decision problem anymore if the result of the analysis can be besides the yes/no answer also the answer that may-be the tasks meet their deadlines.
Over-approximation during analysis introduces this third option and this is what
has been used in TIMES [AFM+ 03, FMPY06] and is also used in this chapter. The
approach in [DILS09] makes use of stopwatch automata which are in general undecidable. In Uppaal 4.1 techniques are introduced that apply over-approximation
during analysis in case stopwatches are applied in the timed automata model. This
over-approximation has as a positive side-effect that the run-time is reduced. In
this chapter we also introduce a timed automata model in which stopwatches are
used. This enables a comparison with the case that a timed automata model without
stopwatches is used. In [MDA09] it is not assumed that tasks can finish at every
point in time. This makes the schedulability of the decision problem decidable but
results in an impractically large automata model if it is considered that tasks can
be preempted at every clock cycle boundary.
The approach in [KHB16c] minimizes buffer sizes given a throughput constraint.
However, it does not minimize the latency at the same time. We do make use of
this approach in our hybrid analysis flow to find safe bounds on buffer capacities,
by analyzing the buffers as non-blocking buffers. This approach over-approximates
interference. Moreover, a small generalization had to be made to be able to compute
the number of initial tokens on sequence constraints since sequence constraints
are a more general version of blocking buffers.

τi

δ ji δ i j

τj
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vi

δ ji

vj

Õ Figure 6.1: One-to-one relation between a task graph containing a blocking
buffer and a dataflow graph.

6.3

Basic idea

The idea behind our analysis approach is presented in this section. We start by
showing the relation between a task graph containing a blocking buffer and a dataflow model of it, where cyclic dependencies are present. Then, we show how these
cyclic dependencies can influence interference between tasks. Finally, we indicate
how we can minimize latency using these cyclic dependencies.
The dependencies in a task graph have a one-to-one relation with the edges in a
dataflow graph. This is illustrated in Figure 6.1, where two tasks, τ i and τ j , communicate using a blocking buffer. Initially this buffer contains one full container δ i j
and two empty containers δ ji . A task can only execute and write to such a buffer
after it first obtained an empty container. After its execution, it produces a full
container, which can be read by the consuming task. In the dataflow graph, the
initially full containers of the buffer are represented as tokens on the edge from
actor v i to v j , which correspond to the tasks, whereas the tokens on the edge from
v j to v i represent empty containers.
Scheduling freedom is affected by these cyclic dependencies that model blocking
buffers. Based on these cyclic dependencies we can derive an upper bound on the
number of times tasks can be pre-empted using the FPP scheduling policy. The
number of times τ i can be pre-empted by τ j is therefore bound by δ i j + δ ji . Therefore we can conclude that interference between tasks can be controlled by choosing
the number of containers in the buffer, e.g. by using buffer sizing techniques.
The relation between buffer sizes and latency for a graph is non-monotonic
[WGHB15]. Therefore, in order to obtain the minimum latency for a task graph,
we have to verify latency for all possible buffer sizes of all buffer, which we call
configurations in this chapter. In order to obtain latency results for this unstructured analysis problem, model checking is performed. An upper bound on the
size of each buffer can be calculated using approximative analysis techniques. The
upper bound represents the situation where the schedule of tasks is not influenced
by the size of buffers because there are always sufficient empty containers. As a
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result the write of a buffer will never be blocked and thus delayed because there is
always space in the buffer. The lower bound on the buffer size is determined by the
number of full containers. In case the buffer size is equal to one, a fixed execution
order of the tasks is enforced. Such an order is called a static-order schedule. Timed
automata of the task graph are generated for all possible buffer sizes between these
computed lower and upper bounds. These timed automata are then analyzed using
Uppaal to find a configuration with the minimum latency.
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6.4

Timed automata

A template-based timed automata model is constructed in this section to allow different configurations of a task graph to be verified automatically using Uppaal. We
use the extended timed automata model which is already introduced in Section 5.4.
Using these extended timed automata, we define parameterized templates for the
different components in a tasks graph¹. The maximum latency of a task graph is
then verified using Uppaal for a network of timed automaton instances.
Based on these extended timed automata we will now define a template for tasks,
schedulers, and FIFO buffers. Given these templates, a network of timed automata
is created for a specific configuration of a task graph where the buffer sizes are configured and a number of tasks and processors are instantiated. Each configuration
will therefore result in a unique network of timed automata.
6.4.1

FIFO buffer

A FIFO buffer is modeled in extended timed automata using global variables and
access functions to manipulate and check these variables, as described in Subsection 5.5.2. Each buffer is represented by two edges, each containing the producer
task, consumer task, and a number of tokens on the edge. The number of tokens
is initialized with the number of full or empty containers in a buffer. The function empty() is used to check if there are insufficient tokens, e.g. < 1. Tokens are
produced using produce(), which increments the number of tokens by one. The
number of tokens is decremented by one using consume().
6.4.2 Task template
The timed automaton of a task consists of three locations as shown in Figure 6.2a.
The transition from the initial location, Idle, is guarded by the expression which
checks if there are sufficient tokens on all its incoming edges. The urgent broadcast
channel req is used to signal the processor that the task is ready to execute and
tokens are consumed from all incoming edges using consume(). In the second
location, time passes until execution on the processor is granted using the urgent
broadcast channel grant on a specific processor, CPU, to which the task is statically
assigned. During the transition to the 3rd location, the clock x is reset. This clock
1 Available at https://github.com/gkuiper/UppaalWLAN

rel[CPU][t]?
n−−

!empty()
req[CPU][id]!
consume()
x ≥ B id
rel[CPU][id]!
produce()
grant[id]?
x=0

r=0

source?
n++

m==0
m=−1,
n−−, r=0
rel[CPU][t]?

r<=1
m==−1
source?
r=0,m=n,n++
Measuring

rel[CPU][t]?
n−−
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source?
m=(m<0?m∶m−1),n−−

x ≤ Wid

(a) Timed automaton template (b) Timed automaton used to measure latency between
for a task id.
the source and sink t.

Idle

t:task_t
req[CPU][t]?
enq(t), x=t
pr(new)> pr(x)
x=new
t:task_t
req[CPU][t]?
enq(t), new=t
pr(new)≤ pr(x)

empty()

!empty
x=front()
grant[CPU][x]!

Executing

rel[CPU][x]?
deq(x)

(c) Timed automaton template for a processor CPU using FPP scheduling.

Õ Figure 6.2: Timed automata templates for different components in a task graph.
represents the execution time of the task. This location can be left when the clock
is between B id and Wid which are equal to the BCET and WCET. During the
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Idle

transition to location Idle tokens are produced and the processor is signaled about
the completion of the task using the broadcast channel rel.
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Two options are implemented to incorporate the inference caused by pre-emptions
of tasks with a higher priority. One option uses over-approximations of the finish
times to guarantee decidability of the scheduling problem, the other option uses
stopwatches.
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Over-approximating pre-emptions
Pre-emptions can be over-approximated by deriving a lower and upper bound on
the completion time of higher priority tasks. For each pre-emption the bounds
of lower priority tasks, B id and Wid in Figure 6.2a, are incremented respectively
with the BCET and WCET of the task which triggered the pre-emption. This overapproximation on the finish time of the task enforcing the pre-emption ensures
decidability.
Stopwatches
Using stopwatches, a more intuitive task template can be constructed in which
the clock tracking the execution time is paused when a task is pre-empted. The
processor must set a global variable runs[CPU] to indicate which task is currently
executing on a processor. The invariant of the 3rd location in Figure 6.2a must be
extended to also set the derivative of clock x to either 0 or 1 depending on the tasks
that is executing, e.g. x’ == (runs[CPU]==id). The clock is stopped if x’ == 0.
The global variable runs[CPU] is set to the id of the task that is granted access to
the processor and is reset when the task releases the processor.
6.4.3 Processor template
A processor template for the FPP scheduling policy is constructed using a task
queue. This queue contains all tasks that have issued a request to indicate they are
ready to execute. For FPP scheduling, the queue is sorted based on the priority
of the tasks. The timed automaton consists of two locations where time can pass,
Idle and Executing, and three committed locations used to create atomic sequences
where time cannot advance. This timed automaton is shown in Figure 6.2c. From
the Idle and Executing location, a transition occurs when a task issues a request via
the req channel. In that case, the new task is enqueued, enq(t). When the transition
is taken from Idle the queue was empty and the task is immediately granted access
to the processor using the channel grant. Otherwise, the priority of the currently
executing task and the new task are compared. Based on the outcome, the current
task can resume execution or is pre-empted and the new task is granted access to
the processor. After a task finished its execution, the processor receives a signal on
the rel channel and as a result, removes that task from the queue. The task in the
front of the queue with the highest priority is then granted access, or the processor
idles if the queue is empty.

6.4.4 Verification

6.5

Timed-dataflow

Computationally efficient approximative analysis of task graphs can be performed
using timed-dataflow analysis techniques. Based on the HSDF dataflow model, as
described in Section 2.2, we derive techniques in this section to prune the number
of configurations that need to be analyzed in our approach using timed automata.
Finally, we describe dataflow-based approximative analysis method that we use to
derive upper bounds on buffer capacities.
The dependencies of a task graph can directly be translated into an HSDF graph as
discussed in Section 6.3. However, the effect of FPP scheduling cannot be modeled
directly in HSDF graphs because HSDF graphs do not allow modeling of choice.
Therefore, bounds on the response times of tasks are used as firing durations of the
corresponding actor. As a consequence accurate analysis latency results cannot be
obtained directly but these approximations can be used to prune the number of
configurations that need to be analyzed using Uppaal.
6.5.1

Deadlock

By definition, a HSDF graph deadlocks if it contains a simple cycle without initial
tokens. We can therefore prune, i.e. discard, all configurations with simple cycles
without initial tokens. This is especially useful after introducing additional con-
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The latency in a network of timed automata is measured using a separate timed
automaton. The automaton as shown in Figure 6.2b measures the latency between
an event produced by the source from channel source and the release event of the
task producing the output for the sink, using the channel rel. The source, which
produces events, is characterized by a period and jitter. Since multiple source events
can be produced before a release event is produced that is a result of the first source
event, a non-deterministic selection is made of an event that is tracked. This nondeterministic selection results in that Uppaal will check all source events. Variable
n tracks the number of outstanding events from the source and is incremented for
each event from the source. This variable is copied to variable m when a source
event has occurred and the transition to the location Measuring is made. Variable
m tracks the number of remaining release events before the event corresponding
to the source event is found. Release events belonging to previous source events
are skipped and decrement m. Only when both m == 0 and a release event occurs,
the matching release event is found such that the latency measurement is stopped
by returning to the initial location. In the initial location, the clock r is reset every
time unit since no measurement is taking place to reduce the state space. This is
implemented using the invariant r <= 1 and the edge with the update r = 0. The
maximum latency can then be obtained by querying the suprema of clock r in the
location Measuring: sup{Measuring}: r.
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1

Compute initial execution interval

2

Bound interference based on execution intervals & precedence constrains

3

Extend execution interval
considering interference

4

Determine estimates on buffer capacities

else

5

Constraints violation

Convergence

Õ Figure 6.3: Analysis flow of the approximative dataflow analysis approach.
straints as presented in Section 6.7. Uppaal can also verify the absence of deadlock,
however, less computationally efficient.
6.5.2

Minimum guaranteed throughput

Another method to prune the number of configurations is by considering the
throughput constraint imposed by the source. The guaranteed throughput of HSDF
graph must be greater than the throughput of the source to prevent the source from
blocking as a result of a full buffer. We cannot determine the throughput of a dataflow graph accurately when FPP scheduling is involved. However, a lower bound
on the guaranteed throughput can be determined by setting the firing duration
of all actors to the WCET of the corresponding tasks, ignoring any interference.
A computationally efficient MCR algorithm [Rei68] can then be used to calculate
the MCR, which corresponds to the inverse of the minimum guaranteed throughput. All configurations where the minimum guaranteed throughput is less than the
period of the source are discarded.
6.5.3

Approximative dataflow analysis

The approximative dataflow analysis method we use is based on execution intervals
of tasks [KHB16c]. The execution interval I i consists of the earliest possible start
time and the latest possible finish time of a task τ i . These intervals are determined
from a best-case dataflow model using BCETs, and a worst-case dataflow model
using WCETs and upper bounds on task interference.

δ kji = max (⌈

Î j − Ǐ i
⌉ , δ k−1
ji )
Pj

(6.1)

where δ kji is the number of initial tokens on e ji in iteration k and P j is the period
of the consuming task. The buffer sizes are not allowed to decrease compared to
the previous iteration in order to guarantee termination of the analysis flow. Step
2 to 4 form an iteration of the analysis flow, which is repeated until a constraint
violation occurs or the execution intervals and buffer sizes have converged, i.e. stay
the same.
Since buffer capacities are determined in every iteration of this analysis flow, we
refer to this method as iterative buffer sizing. Note that we cannot guarantee that
the configuration of buffer sizes leading to the minimal latency of a task graph is
considered using iterative buffer sizing.
The analysis flow can also analyze buffers without blocking write, i.e. non-blocking
buffers. In that case, the buffer sizes are calculated such that there always is at least
one empty container available for a task that is enabled, to prevent buffer overflows. While iteratively computing blocking buffer capacities is a means to limit
interference in the analyzed application, iteratively computing non-blocking buffer
capacities is merely another way to model maximum interference, without influencing the analyzed application. Representing blocking buffers as non-blocking
consequently allows derivation of an upper bound on their capacity, which thereafter can be used to limit the number of states in Uppaal.

6.6

Hybrid analysis

Our hybrid analysis approach, which combines analysis techniques from timeddataflow and timed automata, will be described in this section. The hybrid analysis
flow is shown in Figure 6.4, which will be described step-by-step. The flow uses a
task graph as an input containing buffers, tasks, and a task to processor assignment.
In the first step, a lower and upper bound is derived on the capacity of all buffers.
The upper bound is calculated using the approximative analysis technique as described in Section 6.5. This upper bound is determined by analyzing each buffer
as non-blocking. The lower bound is set to the maximum of 1, which prevents
deadlock, and the number of initially full containers in the buffer.
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The analysis flow of this approximative dataflow approach is shown in Figure 6.3.
Initially, the execution intervals are determined without considering interference
as shown in step 1 of the flow. Initial buffer sizes are chosen such that the graph
is deadlock-free. In step 2, an upper bound on the possible interference between
tasks is calculated given the execution intervals. The precedence constraints originating from the buffers in a task graph are included in this interference calculation.
The execution intervals are extended in step 3 using the calculated interference.
Buffer sizes for iteration k ∈ N are calculated based on the latest finish time of the
consuming task τ j , Î j , and earliest start of the producing task τ i , Ǐ i :

1
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Derive bounds on buffer capacities

2 Generate configurations from the bounds
3 Prune configurations using dataflow analysis
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4

Generate timed automata for each
configuration & verify latency
Õ Figure 6.4: Hybrid analysis flow.

Once these bounds are determined, configurations of the task graph are generated
in step 2. Since the latency is non-monotonic in the buffer capacities, we have
to consider all possible sizes of each buffer within these bounds. The set of configurations therefore consists of the product of the number of buffer sizes of all
buffers.
Many configurations are generated for which we can guarantee, using dataflow
analysis techniques, that these will not result in the minimal latency. Step 3 performs pruning of the configurations using the deadlock and minimum guaranteed
throughput techniques described in Section 6.5.
In the final step, a network of timed automata is created for each remaining configuration. As described in Section 6.4, a timed automaton template is initiated for all
buffers, tasks and processors. The sizes of the buffers are fixed as specified in the
configuration. The model checker Uppaal is used to verify the maximum latency
of the network of timed automata. Once all configurations are verified, the one
resulting in the minimum latency is selected to finish the analysis.
In the next section we discuss the introduction of additional sequence constraints.
The same hybrid analysis flow can be used for these constraints, since these constraints can be seen as a generalization of the constraints imposed by buffers.

6.7

Sequence constraints

In this section we present a method that potentially reduces latency by introducing
additional sequence constraints. We introduce pairs of these sequence constraints
as cyclic dependencies between two tasks to have direct control over the maximum
interference one of these tasks can cause on the other. This construct of sequence
constraints can be seen as a generalization of a blocking buffer, with as important
difference that it does not store data.

vA

δfw
δ bw

vB
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In general, buffers only allow their capacity to be changed in case it does not result
in a change of the functional behavior of an application. The number of initially full
containers in a buffer is fixed and therefore there is only control over the number of
initially empty containers. As a result, changing the buffer capacity will only change
the temporal behavior of an application and not the functional behavior (unless
it deadlocks). The sequence constraints can be seen as a generalized buffer, it not
only allows control over the number of initially empty, but also over the number of
initially full containers. Adding these sequence constraints does not influence the
functional behavior of an application because it only affects the schedule freedom
and does not result in transfer of data.
Formally, a sequence constraint between τ A and τ B contains a number of containers
δ AB f w on the forward edge e AB , and a number of containers δ AB bw on the backward
edge e BA . Let s A (i) be start of the i’th (i ∈ N) execution of τ A , f A (i) the finish of the
i’th execution of τ A and logically f A (i) ≥ s A (i). The sequence constraints introduce
the following constraints: s B (i) >= f A (i − δ AB f w ) and s A (i) >= f B (i − δ AB bw ).
Notice that a deadlock will occur when δ AB f w + δ AB bw ≤ 0. In case δ AB f w + δ AB bw = 1,
only one execution order is enforced between τ A and τ B , which therefore is a static
execution order.
A one-to-one translation is possible from a sequence constraint to a corresponding
dataflow model. The forward and backward containers of a sequence constraint
are equivalent to initial tokens on the corresponding edge. An example of a dataflow model containing sequence constraints is shown in Figure 6.6a. The example
consists of four tasks; τ A , τ B , τ X and τ Y . τ A and τ B share a processor and sequence
constraints are therefore inserted between τ A and τ B . These tasks are converted to
actors in the dataflow model. The edges corresponding to the sequence constraints
are shown as dashed lines in the graph.
Since the sequence constraints can directly be expressed in a dataflow model, existing analysis techniques can be applied to it that determine the required number
of tokens given a throughput constraint. The difference with buffer sizing for the
number of empty containers is that, for each sequence constraint, the number of
containers on two edges can freely be chosen. The approximative timed-dataflow
approach in [KHB16c] is therefore extended to derive an upper bound on the number of initial tokens on both the forward as the backward edge using the existing
buffer sizing algorithm. The hybrid analysis, as presented in Section 6.6, is therefore
also applicable for graphs containing sequence constraints.
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Õ Figure 6.5: Dataflow graph where sequence constraints are inserted between v A
and v B .
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(a) Dataflow graph where a static execution order of v A and v B increases the end-to-end
latency.
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(b) Schedule of Figure 6.6a for which δ f w = 0, δ bw = 1.
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(c) Schedule of Figure 6.6a for which δ f w = 1, δ bw = 0.
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(d) Schedule of Figure 6.6a for which δ f w = 1, δ bw = 1.

4

Õ Figure 6.6: Example where a static execution order of v A and v B increases the
end-to-end latency.

6.7.1

Negative tokens

Recently the use of negative tokens has been introduced in dataflow models [HB16,
dGHKB13]. A negative number of tokens delays the enabling of an actor since
the number of tokens on an edge must be positive before the consuming actor
is enabled. A negative number of tokens can be used in sequence constraints to
model that there are several initial executions of a task before a static execution
order between two tasks starts.
Figure 6.7a shows an example of a dataflow graph, for which enforcing a static execution order, without using negative tokens, will result in a throughput violation. A
static order is enforced by setting δ f w = 0, δ bw = 1. In that case there are insufficient
tokens on cycle v A → v B → v C → v A to keep up with the periodic source. When
introducing a negative token, δ f w = −1, δ bw = 2, the throughput of the source will
be achieved, while there is a static execution order after v A is executed twice.

For this example, creating a static order with negative tokens results in a latency
of 2T, see Figure 6.7b. Whereas, without negative tokens, the latency will be 3T.
The range of the firing duration of v B can result in v C pre-empting v A , which leads
to this increased latency as is shown in Figure 6.7c. The approximative analysis
method [KHB16c] is not able to compute a feasible result since its analysis did not
converge.
6.7.2

Redundant constraints

Sequence constraints introduce additional constraints in an already connected dataflow graph of an application. Therefore, adding sequence constraints can lead to
redundant constraints, more configurations and an increased in run-time. We now
present two techniques to reduce this redundancy.
We will exploit that within one application graph, a path is required from the source
to all tasks without tokens. In a dataflow model of that graph, there are tokens on
the edges in the opposite direction to represent buffers with a minimum of one
empty container. This connected graph allows us to create a token distance matrix,
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We will use the examples in Figure 6.6a to illustrate that enforcing a static execution order between τ A and τ B by using sequence constraints will lead to a higher
latency than when τ A (with a high priority) can pre-empt τ B (low priority). A static
order schedule between these tasks can be created where τ A must execute before
τ B by selecting δ AB f w = 0, δ AB bw = 1 as shown in the schedule in Figure 6.6b. The
other option is to execute τ B first, δ AB f w = 1, δ AB bw = 0 as shown in the schedule
in Figure 6.6c. Both options result in a latency from source to sink of 2.5T as computed by our hybrid analysis approach. However, when we allow some scheduling
freedom by placing one initial token on both edges of the sequence constraint,
δ AB f w = 1, δ AB bw = 1, the latency is 2T as also shown in the schedule in Figure 6.6d.
Therefore, we can conclude that enforcing a static execution order between tasks
mapped to the same processor does not always result in the minimum latency.
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(b) Schedule of Figure 6.7a for which δ f w = −1, δ bw = 2.
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(c) Schedule of Figure 6.7a for which δ f w = 0, δ bw = 2.
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Õ Figure 6.8: Dataflow graph where the sequence constraints between v A and v B
is redundant to the constraints of the buffer between the actors.
containing the minimum number of tokens on the path P(v i , v j ) between all actors
v i , v j . For each configuration with buffer sizes and specific number of tokens on
the forward and backward edge of the sequence constraints, this matrix can be
constructed.
First of all, the sequence constraints are always redundant when these sequence
constraints are inserted between two tasks, τ A and τ B , that are already connect by
a buffer. Such sequence constraints can safely be removed to reduce the number of
configurations. An example is shown in Figure 6.8, where the sequence constraints
between v A and v B can be removed to reduce the number of configurations.

Secondly, sequence constraints impose redundant constraints if: δ f w > P(v a , v b )
or δ bw > P(v b , v a ). Configurations where this equation holds can be skipped
without the possibly of missing a configuration, which leads to the minimal latency.
In the example shown in Figure 6.7a, configurations where δ bw > δ 2 + δ 3 can be
skipped.

6.8

Case study

In this section we will compare our timed automata-based analysis approach to a
state-of-the-art approximative analysis approach for a WLAN 802.11p transceiver
application which contains cyclic dependencies due to a feedback loop in the algorithm.
The application consists of eight tasks that are each mapped to one of four processors using an FPP scheduling policy. Figure 6.9a shows the task graph of this
application, where the colors of the nodes represent a mapping to a processor. The
priority of tasks is indicated next to them, as π i , where π 1 is the lowest possible priority. The figure also shows the WCET of all tasks or the range [BCET..WCET] for
tasks without constant execution times. The color of the containers in the buffers
connecting the tasks indicates if they are initially empty (red) or full (green). The
number of containers in each buffer in Figure 6.9a shows the size of the buffer,
which does not influence the schedule of the tasks as determined by an approximate analysis approach. The sum of these buffer capacities is 21. Without buffer size
optimizations, these buffer sizes will be set for the analysis of the application. In
this example, the source has a period of 10 µs and a jitter of 5 µs. For this application,
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(a) Task graph of a WLAN 802.11p transceiver application.
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(b) Dataflow model of Figure 6.9a without including interference.

Õ Figure 6.9: Task graph and equivalent dataflow model of a WLAN 802.11p
transceiver application.
we want to minimize the maximum latency between the i’th start of the source,
v src , and the corresponding i’th production of the Viterbi task, vit.
The approximate analysis approach makes use of the fact that lower buffer capacities
can result in a lower end-to-end latency [KHB16c]. Buffer sizing is therefore performed iteratively inside the analysis algorithm and sizing of buffers is not deferred
until the analysis of response times of all tasks is computed. In order for the analysis
flow to guarantee convergence, the iterative buffer sizing step increases the buffer
sizes monotonically. Therefore, this buffer sizing technique does not guarantee that
all possible buffer sizes are considered.
Our timed automata-based approach can offer more accurate latency analysis given
buffer capacities. We analyze all possible buffer sizes, thereby guaranteeing the
buffer size configuration that leads to the minimum latency to be present in the
analyzed set of configurations. However, many of these configurations need to be
considered and the evaluation of each of these configurations takes a significant
run-time.
We will now compare the computed buffer sizes, end-to-end latency and run-time

! Table 6.1: Settings used for the two analysis approaches and resulting configurations to consider.
Analysis method

Setting

Configurations
or iterations

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Approximative
Approximative
Approximative
Uppaal
Uppaal
Uppaal
Uppaal
Uppaal

Iterative buffer sizing
Iterative sequence constraints
Iterative combined
Buffer sizing
Sequence constraints
Combination
Comb. no pruning
Comb. stopwatches

2
2
2
768
128
8168
98304
8168

for the two approaches using the WLANp transceiver application. These numbers
will be used to draw conclusions about which analysis method to use in which
case. For each approach three different settings will be used as shown in Table 6.1:
buffer sizing, introducing sequence constraints, and a combination of both. We
also included results of an analysis option (#7) where no pruning was performed
to identify the difference in run-time. Moreover, stopwatches are used in option #8,
which can results in a speedup, but potentially also less accurate analysis results.
For the timed automata-based analysis method we list the number of configurations that need to be verified in the last column of Table 6.1. In case buffer sizing
and introducing sequence constraints are combined (#6) the number of configurations to consider is 12 times less than the product of both individual cases (98304,
option #7). Firstly, the constraints that can be imposed by three of the seven sequence constraints becomes redundant when also performing buffer sizing and
these sequence constraints are therefore removed. Secondly, after the task graph is
translated into a dataflow graph, the minimum throughput can be verified. In this
case, all configurations where the size of the buffer FFT to CHEST is less than two
are discarded since the throughput is then limited by the sequentially executed tasks
on the cycle FFT-EQ-DEMAP-DEINT-VIT-REENC-CHEST-FFT highlighted in
red in Figure 6.9b, which cannot keep up with the periodic source. All remaining
configurations (8168) could keep up with the source without the source blocking
on full buffers. The approximative analysis approach did, for this example, always
converge after two iterations as shown in Table 6.1.
The results of the analysis of the WLANp transceiver are shown in Table 6.2. Two
minimization goals: minimal buffer sizes and minimal latency, are presented in
separate parts of the table. The approximative timed-dataflow approach, however,
does not differentiate between these goals since its goal is to minimize buffer sizes.
The first part of the table shows that when minimizing buffer sizes, both the approximative timed-dataflow approach as Uppaal-based approach are able to reach
the optimum of 12, even without making use of additional sequence constraints.
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#

! Table 6.2: Analysis results obtained using the configurations in Table 6.1 for two
minimization goals: minimizing buffer sizes and latency.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Minimizing buffers

Minimizing latency

Latency
(µs)

Latency
(µs)

∑buffer
12
21
12
12
21
12
12
12

17
17
17
16
15
16
16
16

∑buffer
12
21
12
13
21
13
13
13

17
17
17
15
15
15
15
15

Total
run-time (s)
<1
<1
<1
6.8 ⋅ 104
1.8 ⋅ 104
8.5 ⋅ 105
6.3 ⋅ 106
4.4 ⋅ 104

Although both approaches result in the same minimum total buffer size, the analysis
using Uppaal results in a lower latency.
The second part of the table shows that the minimum latency is only reached using
Uppaal, and is equal for all its analysis options (#4 to #8). Direct control over the
interference between tasks using sequence constraints is advantageous in this case,
since the least amount of configurations are considered (128 for option #5) and it
results in the lowest run-time. The approximative timed-dataflow approach does
result in a higher latency than our timed automata-approach, and interestingly
reaches this latency of 17 µs for a different configuration where the buffer sized are
smaller than the configuration as determined by Uppaal with a corresponding
latency of 15 µs. The difference between the best configuration for both approaches
regarding latency is only in the buffer from FILTER to FFT, where the minimum
latency is obtained for a buffer size of 2, where the approximative timed-dataflow
approach used a buffer size of 1. We also analyzed the configuration of buffer sizes as
found by the approximative timed-dataflow approach by using Uppaal to compare
the analysis results. This resulted in a latency of 16, which shows that higher buffer
capacities, as derived by our approach, can lead to a lower latency. Also when
using sequence constraints to optimize the latency, there is a difference between
the two approaches. The approximative timed-dataflow approach sets the number
of tokens on all forward edges to 0 and 1 for all backward edges. The minimum
latency obtained by using Uppaal is for a configuration where the backward edge
from DEMAP to CHEST is different and contains 2 tokens instead of 1 for the approximative timed-dataflow approach. In case stopwatch automata are used (#7),
the same minimal latency is found. However, latency analysis results are more
pessimistic as a result of over-approximations for configurations where FFT can
pre-empt EQ, i.e. the size of the buffer between FFT and EQ is larger than one.
The improvement in analysis results of our approach compared to the approximative timed-dataflow approach comes at the cost of a significant increase in run-time.

6.9

Conclusion

In this chapter we presented a hybrid analysis approach that determines the minimum latency of a cyclic task graph by adapting buffer sizes and sequence constraints
using a combination of model checking and approximative analysis techniques.
Each task is scheduled on one of the processors using an FPP scheduling policy.
Computationally efficient dataflow analysis techniques are used to derive lower and
upper bounds on buffer sizes. In this way, the number of buffer size configurations is
reduced that need to be considered by more accurate, but computationally intensive,
model checking using Uppaal. To be able to perform model checking, a network of
timed automata is generated for each of the remaining configurations. The latency
of each configuration is determined using Uppaal and the best configuration is
selected.
Next to the cyclic dependencies resulting from blocking buffers, additional sequence constraints are inserted. Bounds on the number of initial tokens on these
sequence constraints is determined by a slightly modified version of an approximative buffer sizing algorithm. These sequence constraints can potentially reduce the
latency of a task graph.
We compared the results of our hybrid analysis approach with a state-of-the-art
approximative dataflow analysis approach, which uses an iterative buffer sizing
technique. Using our approach, the analyzed latency decreased from 17 µs to 15 µs.
The decrease in latency is obtained at the cost of a run-time of 23 minutes instead
of a fraction of a second.
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The approximative timed-dataflow approach is always finished well within 1 second
as shown in the last column in Table 6.2. On the other hand, the verification time in
Uppaal of each analysis option is between 2.2 ⋅ 104 and 9.7 ⋅ 105 seconds for option
#4-#6 as shown in Table 6.1. The run-time is increased by one order of magnitude
when the pruning step is not used as is shown for option #7 in Table 6.2. Using
stopwatches (#8), a speedup of a factor 20 is achieved. When running 16 threads in
parallel on a multicore server (2x Intel Xeon CPU E5-2630 v3 @ 2.40GHz), the total
run-time for the option where sequence constraints are introduced (#4) is about
23 minutes.
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7
Conclusion
Abstract – In this chapter we state the conclusions and contributions of this
thesis. We also present some interesting directions for future work that are
extensions of the approaches presented in this thesis.

In this thesis, we address the analysis of CPSs. In particular, we address the analysis
of the embedded real-time system within a CPS implemented on a multiprocessor
system. We focus on modem applications that run on such systems that are part of
a vehicle-to-vehicle communication system.
The type of real-time systems we consider uses blocking buffers for the communication between tasks. These tasks are ready to execute when they can read a sufficient amount of data from their buffers. Most analysis approaches do not consider
real-time systems, where buffers can introduce cyclic dependencies. To improve
the analysis results, we do consider cyclic dependencies. Moreover, we consider
dynamic applications, where some tasks may execute conditionally, based on the
values of the incoming data. Tasks can execute in parallel on multiple processors,
or execute concurrently and share a processor with other tasks. A run-time scheduler determines when a task is allowed to execute. In this thesis, we address the
analysis of systems with three subclasses of run-time schedulers: budget schedulers,
starvation-free schedulers, and non-starvation-free schedulers.
We analyze these real-time systems using dataflow models and model checking
of timed automata. Dataflow models can be analyzed computationally efficiently,
since the analysis is based on the iterative computation of fixed-points, which is
relatively fast. However, schedulers cannot be modeled directly in dataflow models. The effect of scheduling is included in dataflow models based on a monotonic
over-approximation for the function that calculates the interference between tasks.
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This monotonic over-approximation enables the iterative fixed-point analysis. In
timed automata, schedulers can be modeled directly, which can lead to more accurate analysis results. However, the run-time of the model checker for these timed
automata can be very high.

7.1

Summary

 Chapter 7 – Conclusion

Real-time applications containing multiple modes and tasks that are scheduler using budget schedulers, often result in pessimistic latency analysis results. In order
to improve the latency, we reduce the pessimism in the analysis results for tasks
scheduled using a budget scheduler. Our dataflow analysis approach takes mutually
exclusive execution of tasks into account to reduce this pessimism, as is presented
in Chapter 3. Furthermore, we introduced a starvation-free lock, which allows us
to enforce mutually exclusive execution of tasks. This lock allows parallel execution
of tasks within the same group of tasks, but enforces sequential execution between
different groups of tasks. A key difference with existing locks is that groups of tasks
can only acquire the lock in a predefined order. This order is derived by a compiler
from a sequential OIL-program, which describes a modal real-time stream processing application. From this sequential program, an SVPDF dataflow model is also
generated that is used for checking whether the temporal constraint is satisfied after
adding locks. We also show that the resulting parallel task graph generated by the
compiler is always deadlock-free, despite that additional constraints are introduced
that enforce an execution order of groups of tasks as a result of the locks. The task
graph is deadlock-free because lock statements are added in such a way that no
constraints are introduced that would prevent the same execution order as defined
by the sequential program. As a result of introducing locks in both the application
and the dataflow analysis model, we obtain more accurate analysis results.
A compositional temporal dataflow analysis approach is presented in Chapter 4.
This approach targets applications with modes executed on multiprocessor systems
that use non-starvation-free schedulers, like the FPP scheduler. The analysis approach relies on the ability to independently characterize the temporal behavior of
modes. Different modes can be analyzed in isolation by introducing additional constraints in the application in the form of locks and barriers. Locks ensure that tasks
belonging to different modes, which are also executed on the same processor, execute mutually exclusive. Barriers ensure that the interference of tasks in one mode
is independent of tasks belonging to a different mode. The additional constraints
introduced by the barriers and locks guarantee that the composition of modes does
not change their individual temporal characterization. As a result, applications
containing a hierarchy of modes can be described in an SVPDF model. The SVPDF
model and the parallel implementation, including locks and barriers, are generated by a multiprocessor compiler. This model is analyzed by recursively applying
existing dataflow analysis techniques. This approach determines the worst-case
temporal behavior of the entire modal application.

A hybrid analysis approach is presented in Chapter 6. This approach determines
the minimum latency of an application by adapting buffer sizes and sequence constraints using a combination of model checking and approximative dataflow analysis
techniques. We extend the transformation in Chapter 5 of dataflow models to timed
automata with schedulers. Each task is scheduled on one of the processors by using
an FPP scheduling policy. Computationally efficient dataflow analysis techniques
are used to derive lower and upper bounds on buffer sizes. This reduces the number
of buffer size configurations that need to be considered by more accurate – but more
computationally intensive – model checking of timed automata, using Uppaal. To
be able to perform model checking, a network of timed automata is generated for
each of the remaining configurations. The latency of each configuration is determined using Uppaal, and the best configuration is selected. Next to the cyclic
dependencies resulting from blocking buffers, additional sequence constraints are
inserted. These constraints can be seen as a more general applicable lock, although
they do not support groups of tasks, but only introduce constraints for pairs of tasks.
Bounds on the number of initial tokens on the sequence constraints is determined
by a slightly modified version of an approximative buffer sizing algorithm. These
constraints can potentially reduce the latency of a task graph.

7.2

Contributions

In this thesis we have addressed the following research objective:
Define techniques that improve the accuracy of the real-time analysis results,
and also increase the class of real-time multiprocessor systems and applications that can be analyzed, while minimizing the run-time of the analysis
algorithms.
We have approached this objective for static applications by combining dataflow
analysis with model checking of timed automata, and by introducing additional
constraints to improve analysis results. Dataflow based analysis is very computationally efficient, since it uses monotonic over-approximations of the system, which
allow efficient iterative fixed-point analysis. However, the dataflow model thereby
abstracts from scheduling decisions, which can lead to a loss of accuracy. Timed au-
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In Chapter 5 we have presented a behavior-preserving transformation of strongly
connected HSDF a graphs into timed automata. These timed automata allow for
the computation of exact end-to-end latencies, because the correlation between the
firing durations of different firings is included in the analysis. The transformation
of HSDF a graphs into behaviorally-equivalent timed automata is possible because
the number of tokens on edges in strongly connected HSDF a models is bounded.
Therefore, buffers can be modeled using the extended timed automata of Uppaal,
which by definition have a finite number of states. This also guarantees that there
is a maximum number of replicas of the same actor that can fire in parallel. This
limits the number of concurrent state machines – and thus states – required to
model each HSDF a actor.
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tomata often offer more accuracy, since schedulers can be modeled in more detail,
however, over-approximations are still required for the analysis to remain decidable. A 100% accurate analysis is, however, probably not possible for the targeted
systems, since the analysis problem is in general undecidable. Therefore, approximations have to be applied to the model checking approach, to remain decidable.
Including scheduling in the timed automata increases the accuracy of the analysis
results compared to dataflow analysis approaches, but leads to a non-monotonic
system. This increases the run-time of the model checker for these systems.
By combining both analysis methods, more accurate analysis results are obtained.
Dataflow analysis is used to limit the search space of timed automata. Furthermore,
we introduce additional sequence constraints in applications. The constraints are
also reflected in the analysis models. In general, the constraints limit the possible
interference between tasks. This reduces scheduling freedom, which can lead to a
lower run-time of the model checker. Moreover, these additional constraints enable
the analysis of dynamic applications for non-starvation-free schedulers. For these
dynamic application, the interference of tasks in one mode is made independently
of the tasks in other modes.
Dataflow analysis is suitable for system synthesis, where buffer sizes that lead to the
lowest latency can be determined. The approximation applied in dataflow analysis
allows it to quickly analyze the system for different buffer sizes. Model checking
is more suitable for verification, where a given system with fixed buffer sizes is
accurately analyzed to verify whether it satisfies temporal constraints.
For the analysis of dynamic applications, which contain multiple modes, we propose to insert locks and barriers in these applications. The sequence constraints
resulting from these locks and barriers ensure that each mode can be characterized in isolation, since interference between tasks belonging to different modes
is prevented. This enables dataflow analysis for dynamic applications, which are
scheduled using non-starvation-free schedulers, and reduces the latency for systems with budget schedulers.
The main contributions of this thesis are:
» We have introduced a lock for dynamic applications that are scheduled using
budget schedulers. The lock prevents interference between tasks in different
modes by introducing additional sequence constraints. Thereby, the minimum throughput derived by dataflow analysis on the resulting dataflow
graph is improved. (Chapter 3)
» We have enabled the analysis of dynamic applications with non-starvationfree schedulers, by introducing barriers. The combination of locks and barriers allows for compositional analysis of modes, where each mode can be
analyzed in isolation. This reduces the run-time of the analysis algorithm.
(Chapter 4)
» We have presented a transformation of dataflow graphs into temporally
equivalent timed automata, to obtain exact analysis results. Model check-

» We combine computationally efficient dataflow analysis techniques with
model checking of timed automata, for the analysis of applications executed
on multiprocessor systems with non-starvation-free schedulers. Dataflow
analysis is used to derive bounds on buffer sizes at a low run-time. Accurate
analysis results are obtained by model checking of timed automata models,
where the buffer sizes are fixed to values within the bounds that were derived
by dataflow analysis. (Chapter 6)
» We introduce sequence constraints between pairs of tasks. This creates cyclic
dependencies, which limit the interference between tasks. This can result
in a reduction of the latency. (Chapter 6)

7.3

Recommendations for future work

Based on the research conducted in this thesis we give the following recommendations for future work:
» We insert locks and barriers in applications based on the assignment of tasks
to processors and on the modes in the application. The sequence constraints
we use are more general and can be applied between all pairs of tasks to potentially improve analysis results. However, we do not present any algorithm
on where to insert these constraints, but explore all possible combinations.
An interesting direction for future work is to derive an efficient algorithm
or heuristics for the automatic insertion of these constraints, with the goal
to minimize latency or meet a throughput constraint.
» A similar algorithm can be derived for the subproblem for identifying which
tasks should execute mutually exclusive, by using locks. We enforce tasks
to execute mutually exclusive when they belong to different modes in the
application, and are assigned to the same processor. However, we observed
that there are more cases where it is beneficial to execute tasks mutually
exclusive. The case study in Section 6.8 showed that many tasks, but not all,
must be enforced to execute mutually exclusive in order to minimize the
latency.
» For the analysis of dynamic applications, we only performed dataflow analysis after locks and barrier are inserted in the application. It would be
interesting to compare the differences in accuracy and run-time of dataflow analysis, where locks and barriers are inserted, to results obtained with
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ing of the timed automata results in more accurate analysis results, and
allows analysis of systems that make use of out-of-order communication.
Furthermore, the correlation between the execution time of subsequent executions of the same task, and of different tasks can be taken into account.
This way, analysis results are obtained that are more accurate than what is
currently possible with state-of-the-art dataflow based analysis techniques.
(Chapter 5)
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Õ Figure 7.1: Figure 2.6 extended with hybrid models.
timed automata, which allow analysis without the need to insert additional
constraints.
» The analysis of run-time scheduling using timed automata relies on approximations to remain decidable, either using an over-approximation in the
model, or during model checking of a timed automata model that contains
stopwatches. The two different approaches are not compared thoroughly.
Using stopwatches leads to a significant reduction in run-time. In the general case, timed automata extended with stopwatches are undecidable. This
undecidability can in specific cases be prevented, which might be the case
when taking into account that pre-emptions can only happen on clock cycle
boundaries in a processor.
» A broader class of systems that also include the continuous time part of a
CPS, are hybrid systems. This class of systems can be described by hybrid
automata, which are more expressive than timed automata, as also shown
in Figure 7.1. The analysis of these hybrid automata is even more computationally expensive than timed automata, which justifies research into more
abstract models and analysis approaches. It would be interesting to study
whether the techniques presented in this thesis can be generalized such that
they become applicable for hybrid systems.
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Acronyms
A

ADC

Analog-to-Digital Converter

B

BCET
BDF
BFS

Best-Case Execution Time
Boolean Dataflow
Breadth-First Search

C

CPS
CRC
CSDF
CSDF a
CTL

Cyber-Physical System
cyclic redundancy check
Cyclo-Static Dataflow
Cyclo-Static Dataflow with auto-concurrency
Computation Tree Logic

D

DAC
DFS
DSP

Digital-to-Analog Converter
Depth-First Search
Digital Signal Processor

F

FIFO
FPP
FSMSADF
HSDF
HSDF a

First-In-First-Out
Fixed Priority Pre-emptive
Finite State Machine-based Scenario-Aware Data-Flow

K

KPN

Kahn Process Network

L

LP

Linear Program

M

MCDF
MCR

Mode-Controlled Dataflow
Maximum Cycle Ratio

O

OIL

Omphale Input Language

R

RR

Round-Robin

S

SADF
SDF
SVPDF

Scenario-Aware Dataflow
Synchronous Dataflow
Structured Variable-Rate Phased Dataflow

T

TDM
TDMA
TPN

Time Division Multiplex
Time Division Multiple Access
Time Petri net

V

VPDF

Variable-Rate Phased Dataflow

H

Homogeneous Synchronous Dataflow
Homogeneous Synchronous Dataflow with auto-concurrency

W
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WCET
WCRT
WLANp

Worst-Case Execution Time
Worst-Case Response Time
IEEE 802.11p

Acronyms

Symbols
Notation
N0
N
R0
R

Description
set of natural numbers including zero.
set of natural numbers.
set of real numbers including zero.
set of real numbers.

v
ρ
ρ̂
ρ̌
V
ŝ
š

actor in a dataflow graph.
firing duration of an actor.
maximum firing duration of an actor.
minimum firing duration of an actor.
set of actors.
maximum start time of an actor.
minimum start time of an actor.

b

buffer.

e
E

edge in a dataflow graph.
set of edges.

G

dataflow graph.

δ

initial tokens on an edge.

p
P

parameter of a block in an SVPDF graph.
set of parameters.

τ
S
w
I
J
P
π
Q
R̂
T
B
i
τ
ϑ

task.
budget of a task on a processor.
busy period for consecutive executions of a task.
execution interval of a task.
jitter of a task.
period of a task.
priority of a task on a processor.
replenishment interval of budget of a task on a processor.
maximum response time of a task.
set of tasks.
worst-case execution time of a task.
index of a token.
timestamp of a token.
value of a token.
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Symbols

Notation

Description

Act
C
E
A
Inv
l
L

finite set of actions.
set of clocks.
set of edges.
extended timed automaton.
assigns an invariant to each location.
location.
set of locations in an extended timed automaton.
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